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COMBINATION OF THREE DIMENSIONAL GEODETIC NETWORKS 
USING SIMILARITY TRANSFORMATIONS 
Jan Rens 
Department of Surveying 
University of Cape Town, Rondebosch 
Cape Town, South Af'rica 
Classical terrestrial <horizontal and vertical) networks and 
Doppler satellite derived networks are combined in a three 
dimensional transformation adjustment by solving for the 
external bias parameters using any of the three standard 
seven parameter similarity transformation models, namely the 
Bursa, Molodensky and Veis models. 
The object of this combination may be merely to merge the 
systems or networks, but may additionally involve an attempt 
to assign physical meaning to the estimated bias parameters. 
These two aspects, and the influence of the a priori 
Variance-Covariance matrix of the observables on the 
parameters and their interpretation is studied in detail. 
An in-depth conceptual, mathematical and numerical 
comparative assessment of the three standard models is made. 
The homogeneity of the classical terrestrial South Af'rican 
networks is investigated by comparing the transformation 
parameter sets derived for different regions and sub-regions 
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maintenance of national and global one-, 
dimensional geodetic control networks on 
geodetic networks are used for absolute and relative 
positioning on land, at sea and in space. 
In practice we may have networks of different kinds covering 
the same area. For various reasons it may be desirable to 
exploit the strength of each kind of network by merging them 
together. 
Two types of networks are considered in this report. These 
are the classical terrestrial networks and the satellite 
Doppler networks which exist in South Africa. After 
studying the characteristics of each type, the advantages of 
combining satellite Doppler networks with the classical 
terrestrial networks can be clearly stated as follows: 
Satellite networks are a source of independent, homogeneous 
data and can be used to strengthen existing classical 
networks, and to provide new control in areas where such 
does not exist, eg. in 'gaps' in the terrestrial network. 
The satellite networks are homogeneous and can therefore be 
used to control or model and remove the effects of 
systematic errors that exist in classical terrestrial 
networks. Satellite networks· represent their geocentric 
datums to a very high degree of accuracy, and as such can be 
used both for positioning a new terrestrial datum and for 
relating various existing terrestrial datums. 
2 
Now, since the coordinates of network points usually come 
from different sources, the individual networks may refer to 
different systems or datums. This is certainly true for 
classical terrestrial and satellite networks. In order to 
use the data from one network as observables in another, one 
may use only that data which is invariant of the coordinate 
system (ie. spatial angles and spatial distances), or the 
datum differences must be modelled (Thomson, 1976). 
However, since the individual networks are usually computed 
separately, the coordinates of the network points of each 
network are generally available. In order to use these 
coordinates, the datum differences must then be modelled. 
It may therefore be neccessary to do various transformations 
in order to merge or combine the systems or datums. The 
opinions of researchers differ regarding the 'best· methods 
for achieving this merger. 
A number of methods for achieving this 





developed with specific objectives in mind, and differ 
greatly in many respects. Some of these are the a priori 
assumptions regarding the state of the data and the 
coordinate systems involved, the number of data - points 
available, the number and types of parameters involved and 
their physical or geometrical interpretation, if any. For 
the purposes of this report, these combination methods have 
been divided into two main groups. The first are those 
which have clear geometrical meaning, and the second those 
that do not. The selection of a particular method will in 
general depend on the specific objectives of the user, and 
therefore the 'best' method of merging two systems is 
subject to this qualification. The problem then is one of 
finding a method of combining the o,n.d Doppler 




A number of methods for merging three dimensional geodetic 
networks are considered. The main features and uses of 
each are studied and summarised in Tables 2.1 & at the 
end of CHAPTER 2. Three of the "geometric" models are 
selected for detailed study to determine their usefulness 
and applicability for the combination of the terrestrial and 
satellite geodetic networks in South Africa. These three 
models are evaluated numerically using real data for this 
country. 
It should be pointed out that this part of the study has two 
important aspects which need consideration. is 
the attempt to recover the actual (real) external bias 
parameters of the terrestrial geodetic system and network 
with respect to the satellite or Conventional Terrestrial 
(CT) system. These are the overall average position, 
orientation and scale as determined from a combined 
adjustment using a geometric 7-parameter conformal 
transformation. This process whereby two networks are 
combined through the estimation of such bias parameters in a 
least squares adjustment, is called a transformation 
adjustment (Harvey, 1985, 1986). It is therefore 
attempted to assign real physical meaning to the estimated 
parameters from such a transformation adjustment. 
The use of different models the transformation 
adjustment leads to the estimation of parameters that are 
sometimes fundamentally different. This fact must 
obviously be appreciated to avoid an improper comparison of 
parameter sets, and to avoid assigni.ng false meanings to 
such estimated parameters. 
4 
It is stated at the outset that, in this report, the 
classical terrestrial geodetic network is viewed as 
distictly separate but intricately connected with the datum 
on which it is based. With this view in mind, it is clear 
that a distinction must be made between the datum and 
network bias parameters. This is done through the use of a 
weight model or variance-covariance (VCV) matrix of the 
observations designed to reflect the uncertainty of the 
network coordinates in representing physical reality, and 
thus the datum on which the network is supposedly based. 
The use of this VCV matrix leads to the recovery of what are 
termed here "datum transformation parameters", whilst the 
use of the identity matrix I as the VCV matrix of the 
observations leads to the "network transformation 
parameters". 
When the parameters are assigned physical meaning, these 
then represent the overall average position, orientation and 
scale of ~he geodetic datum (or system) and geodetic network 
with respect to the satellite or CT system. 
The second aspect concerns the merging or combination of 
the two networks, without any attempt to assign any meaning 
(physical or geometrical) to the resulting parameters. 
This set of parameters is simply used to achieve the 
neccessary merging through transformation. 
These two aspects will be considered in this report. 
The homogeneity of the data used here is investigated for 
two main reasons. The first concerns the attempt to model 
the ~esiduals to the observables, as resulting from the 
transformation adjustment procedure, by an algebraic 
polynomial. The second reason is to demonstrate that the 
geodetic network is not homogeneous enough to justify the 
5 
use of only one national set of transformation parameters 
when seeking the best possible transformation accuracy. 
The use of regi~nal sets of parameters is investigated. 
A number of conclusions and recommendations resulted from 
this study and are presented in CHAPTER 6. 
A great many problems encountered in the earth sciences and 
especially in geodynamics depend on the spatial relationship 
of points and their temporal variations. These problems 
can conveniently be solved (at least partially) by the use 
of a well-defined reference system (Veis,1981, Mueller, 
1985). In mathematics we work with abstract spaces, 
whereas in geodesy we work with physical space in 
there are physical obj~-.~· 3 (which imply the physical 
which 
space) 
and in which we can take our measurements. 
expressed by Vanicek (1975): 
Further, as 
#these physical objects become geometrical objects . once 
we transfer our problems from the physical space to the 
We shall assume that both the physical and abstract spaces 
we deal with here are Euclidean, in which a Cartesian 
reference coordinate frame with straight and mutually 
orthogonal coordinate axes can be defined (Vanicek,1975). 
Three mutually orthogonal unit vectors define a triad 
(Veis,1981). Such a triad will be called a reference frame 
(or datum) and the distances from the three unit vectors, 
the Cartesian coordinates. Various forms of curvilinear 
coordinates are also used in astronomy and geodesy, some of 




Once we have selected a reference frame, 
type of coordinates to be usep, we need 
things before we can refer coordinates of 
reference frame. 
and the form or 
to do two more 
objects to the 
FirstlyJ one has to define in detail the mod~l that is to be 
used in the relationship b~tween the basic reference frame 
and its coordinates. This model must include the 
description wf the physical environment into which the 
reference frame is to be introduced, as well as the theories 
used (including the neccessary measurements, corrections 
and reductions to these, mathematical relations and 
computations) in the definition of the coordinates 
(Mueller, 1985). The model may therefore involve physical 
laws, accepted theories and parameters. A model as 
described above constitutes a conventional reference system. 
Secondly 1 although the reference system and its coordinates 
are now completely defined, it must now be realized or 
materialized, so as to make the system available to its 
users. This is a complicated operation. It is usually 
done by assigning conventionally 










the catalogue of 
their coordinates 




A reference system and the associated frame are abstract 
concepts and are thus introduced in space (physical or 
abstract) by definition as mentioned above. This 





be used allows 
frame~ and 
for the 







There are two methods of determining the nominal coordinates 
of the basic set of control points, namely the geometric and 
dynamic methods. 
Geometric (static) method: The reference systems that have 
trad1tionally been used in astronomy and geodesy were based 
on simple Euclidean geometry. Angular and (some) distance 
measurements were made between a selected set of points, and 
by a process involving reductions and adjustments, nominal 
coordinates for these selected points were obtained. 
Dynamic method: Instead of using a geometric (static) 
method to determine nominal coordinates of selected points, 
one could use a moving object, such as an artificial earth 
satellite, the motion of which, expressed in some reference 
frame, is considered precisely known (Veis, 1981). Such a 
dynamic referencP system is very complex to define, since 
the theory and computations used are very complicated 
indeed, and a very large number of parameters need to be 
known (mainly in order to model the earth's gravity field). 
However, this dynamic satellite method for defining a 
reference system has two distinct advantages (Veis, 1981). 
Firstly, it aives oositions expressed in a dynamically 
defined (almost) inertial reference system, and secondly, 
the reference frame can be geocentric to a very high degree 
of accuracy. 
2.1.3 
The internal consistency of a reference system depends on 
the accuracy of the measurements and the correctness of the 
reductions applied to them. on the completeness of the 
theories used and the correctness of the constants, and on 
the precision of the comoutations. As stated by Veis 
(1981): 
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"Cnordinates derived from two .s· J' .s· t e iii.. .s· 
will not agree if the measurements 1 the t heol"ies a.r.d the 
computations are not consistent. J'i!, order to rei,ate t ·iJ.iO 
find the 
between the two theories and constants, the .set .s of 
( a.nd .;;· o r re c t .,; o r~s) 
computations used for their definition.• 
The inter-comparison between and combination of 
geometrically derived aeodetic reference systems and 
dynamically derived (satellite) reference systems forms the 
major theme of this report and will be discussed in more 
specific detail later. 
2.1.4 Coordinates. coordinate lines. coordinate surfaces 
------------------------------------~--------------~ 
I 
Coordinate frames have associated coordinate lines and 
surfaces. the first beinq lines on which two of the three 
coordinates remain constant. and the latter being surfaces 
on which one of the coordinates remain constant. If the 
constant coot-dinate(s) equal zero. then we ,have the basic 
reference coordinate line(s) or axes, and surfaces. One 
can use not only cartesian coordinates but also a variety of 
curvilinear coordinates. 
A family of co-axial svstems mav consist of one cartesian 
system and one or more curvilinear systems such that the 
systems share not onlv the zero ooint (0.0.0) or origin of 
coordinates. but also the basic coordinate lines of the 
curvilinear systems would lie in the basic coordinate 
surfaces of the Cartesian system (Vanicek,1975). An~ 
example of this would be a co-axial soherical, ellipsoidal 
and cartesian system. When considering transformations of 
coordinates within one familv. we can in qeneral express the 
curvilinear coordinates (u.v.w) as functions of the 
10 
cartesian coordinates. by transformation equations such as 
. 
' where these 
equations may have simple explicit solutions. or they may be 
iterative. 
When considerinq inter-familv transformations, we can assume 
that each family can be represented by its cartesian 
system. If the relative oosition and orientation of the 
two reference frames are known, the transformation reduces 
to a simple matrix operation as shown below. It is well 





related by the followinq transformation equation: 
= [ XYZ] °'. + R ( E: ) R ( 8 ) R ( E: ) • [ XYZ] T 
1) :::~ z 2 y 1 x 1 
where [XYZ]: are the coordinates of the origin [0,0,0] of 
L' 
system 1 in the frame of system 2. R (8 ). R. (s ) and R (8 ) 
::; z t y 1 x 
are the three well known rotation m~trices and -~ 8 8 ""z' y' x 
are the three rotation angles auout the Z,Y,X axes of 
system 1 respectively. 
In general, we assume that the scale of all the systems 
within one family are the same, but that it may vary between 
families, so that we may have to introduce a scale factor as 
(1+k), where k is the scale difference from unity, into the 
transformation equation. 
Hence we obtain the well known 7-parameter similarity 
{conformal) transformation: 
[XYZ]~ = [XYZl~ + (l+k) R,:;<sz)R~ (£:y)R 1 (i::::-:).[XYZ]~ 
Now if we are to transform curvilinear coordinates from one 
family into another. sav A to B. then we proceed naturally 
as follows: ( uvw) ..:, ij, ( XYZ) Ii (XYZ) E: ( UVW) B 
11 
2.2 EQ~IIIQ~l~§ 
Position determination can be either absolute or relative. 
2.2.1 
Absolute position determination or point positioning as it 
is also called, is the determination of the position of a 
point on land, at sea and in space with respect to some 
implied coordinate frame. Observations are made to extra-
terrestrial objects, beinq known points, eg. stars, the 
moon or artificial earth satellites. and the position of 
such points are comouted from these known coordinates and 
the observations. 
Since the positions of the stars, moon, artificial earth 
satellites and points on the earth are involved, there is a 
need for three distinct classes of reference coordinate 
systems. 
Terrestrial reference systems that are earth-fixed, revolve 
around the sun and soin with the earth on its axis, are used 
for expressino the locations of points on the surface of the 
earth. 
Celestial reference systems mav revolve but do not spin with 
the earth, and are used for expressing the positions of 
stars. 
Orbital reference systems, nominallv oeocentric, revolve but 
do not spin with the earth. and are used for expressing the 
positions of artificial earth satellites. 
The effects of time deformations of the earth are not 
considered for the purposes of this report. 
12 
Relative positionino is the determination of the position of 
one point with resoect to another. Observations or 
measurements are made either directly between th~ two points 
involved. or from the two points to extra-terrestrial 
objects such as artificial earth satellites. Relative 
positions of ooints can be expressed in three-, two- or one 
dimensions, the choice of which deoends on the purpose of 
such positioninQ and the nature of the observations. 
Positions of points, both absolute and relative, may be 
expressed in anv number of related reference systems, where 
the relations mav or may not be known a priori. The 
transformations of coordinates from one system to another 
and the estimation of unknown transformation parameters 
between systems will be treated later • 
..., ,., ~ 
L. • .ti-.·-· 
The position of a point on the surface of the earth, at sea 
or in space can be represented in a number of ways. The 
conventional systems used are either natural (astronomic) or 
geometric (oeodetic) (Mueller, 1974). The 
coordinates are defined in terms of some physical properties 
of the earth, eo. earth rotation. oeopotential surfaces and 
These natural coordinates are the astronomic 
latitude (~). astronomic lonaitude (A) • and orthometric 
(mean sea level) heiaht. CH 0 ). They are determined from 
'natural' observations namelv astronomic, gravimetric and 
spirit levellino. The geometric (geodetic) coordinates, on 
the other hand. are the aeodetic latitude (Q), the geodetic 
longitude (~). and the ellipsoidal height ( h) • They are 
referenced to a rotational ellipsoid of arbitrary size, 
shape. position and orientation. and are determined from 
geometric observations (distances.directions). 
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2.3.1.1 (See 
Figures 2.1 & 2.2). The Conventional Terrestrial system 
is the closest approximation to the natural geocentric 
system. The term 'natural' imolies a system dictated by 
some physical properties of the earth and is independent of 
any subjective preferences. The Qeocentric natural system 
is cartesian. riQht-handed and its axes coincide with the 
axes of the principal ellipsoid of inertia 
Krakiwsky, 1982). 
The CT system is by definition cartesian, 






International Origin or CID (defined as the mean position of 
the instantaneous pole during the period 1900-1905), the 
XZ -plane contains the Mean Greenwich Ohservatory and the 
CT 
Y -axis completes the rioht-handea ~vstem. 
CT 
2.3.1.2 (See Fig 2.1). 
This is the natural. tooocentric (ie. the origin is - .... ct !.. the 
surface observation point ) system in which observations are 
made. The neoative ZLA-axis is defined by the local 
gravity vector. and toaether with a parallel to the 
conventional rotation axis (ZCT-axis) of the eat-th, they 
define the XZ -plane. 
I. i. 
The X -axis thus points to the 
L ii 
conventional astronomic north. and Y .-axis to conventional L .,11. 
astronomic east. completing the lefthanded system. The 
natural angular astronomic observations are the astronomic 









~··· .. "' 
LOCAL ASTRONOMICAL ..... 
MERIDIAN PLANE 
Figure 2. 1 Conventional Terrestrial (CT) and 
Local Astronomical (LA) systems 














Figure 2.2 Instantaneous Terrestrial (IT) and 
'conventional Terrestrial (CT) systems 
(after Vanicek and Krakiwsky, 1986) 
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2.3.1.3 (See 
Figure 2.2) The instantaneous terrestrial system differs 
from the CT system only in that the ZIT-axis coincides with 
the instantaneous rotation axis of the earth and not the 
conventional rotation axis. Thus the ZIT-axis wobbles 
around the Z
0
T-axis. this motion being described by the 
parameters of polar motion as x .v in 
p p 
angular units 
(Vanicek and Krakiwsky. 1982). Note that the XIT- and 
YIT-axes obviously then do not coincide with the equivalent 
CT-axes, and the XZIT-plane contains the instantaneous 
true) Greenwich meridian plane. 
(ie. 
2.3.1.4 (See Fig 2.3). The 
geode.tic system or family comprises a co-axial right-handed 
cartesian and curvilinear system. The curvilinear system 
is ellipsoidal and thus referenced to a rotational 
ellipsoid. The position of a point may be expressed in 
either geodetic cart~sian Cxvzl or aeodetic ellipsoidal 
(~,~,h) coordinates. The location and orientation of a 
geodetic system. beina a mathematical (oeometrical) system, 
as opposed to a natural system, is arbitrary and may be 
r· 
located and oriented so as to optimise its use as mentioned 
However. it is generally approximately geocentric 
(to a few hundreds of metres). and oriented so as to be very 
nearly aliqned (parallel) with the CT-system. 
2.3.1.5 
The system is topocentric. the 
(See Fig 2.3). 
Z -axis is 
LG 
the outward 
ellipsoidal normal passing through the topocentric point P, 
and together with the minor axis 





Y -axis LG 
completes the left-handed system. The X -axis thus points LG 
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Figure 2.3 Geodetic (G) and Local Geodetic (LG) systems 
(after Vanicek and Krakiwsky, 1986) 
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Note that this system is mathematical (geometrical), and not 
natural. By analogy to the natural astronomical 
observables, one may define the geodetic (geometric} 
quantities namely the azimuth (U), vertical angle (V'), and 
zenith distance (Z'). 
2.3.2 
Fundamental to the definition of all celestial systems is 
the concept of the celestial sphere (Vanicek & Krakiwsky, 
1982). All ·these systems will be considered spherical, and 
the position of a star on the celestial sphere is specified 
uniquely by two angles. 
The Right Ascension (RA) system is the most important 
celestial system. The coordinates of stars expressed in 
this system are 
declination <o>. 
the angles right ascension <a> and 
Suffice it to say here that there are various versions of 
the basic RA system, the most important for surveyors and 
geodesists being the Apparent Place RA system (AP). This 
system provides the link between the celestial (stars), 
orbital (satellites) and terrestrial reference systems and 
coordinates of stars in this system are available directly 
from the catalogue for the Apparent Places of Fundamental 
Stars (APFS). 
2.3.2.1 
(See Figures 2.4, 2.5A) This celestial system is 
geocentric, the ZAP-axis coincides with the instantaneous 
rotation axis of the earth, the XAP-axis points to the 
vernal equinox, and the YAP-axis completes the right-handed 
system. It should therefore be obvious that, since the 
ZAP- and Z
1
T-axes coincide, the only difference between 
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Figure 2. SA Keplerian orbital elements 
(after Vanicek and Krakiwsky,1986) 
\ 
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This angle between the XZAP- and XZ
1
T-planes is known as 
Greenwich Apparent Sidereal Time (GAST), and is practically 
obtained from Universal Time (UT) by applying a few 
reductions. 
Astronomic observations are made in the topocentric LA 
system at the observation point. These observations are 
transformed to the AP system in which the coordinates (~,8) 
of the stars are given. The mathematical models for point 
positioning are then formulated in this system and the 
coordinates of the observation station obtained by their 
solution. 
The astronomic position of a point on the celestial sphere 
is defined by two angles, the astronomic latitude, +, and 
astronomic longitude, A. 
astronomic meridian plane 
The XZ -plane defines the local 
LA 
of the topocentric observation 
point. The astronomic latitude, +, of a point is defined 
as the angle, measured in the local astronomic meridian 
plane, between the extension of the local gravity vector and 
the mean astronomical equator. The astronomical latitude 
is defined positive north and negative south of the equator. 
The XZCT-plane (defined as containing the mean Greenwich 
observatory) is the Greenwich Mean Astronomical Meridian 
plane. The astronomic longitude is defined as the angle 
between the Greenwich Mean Astronomical Meridian plane and 
the local astronomic meridian plane, measured positive 
eastwards, from the mean Greenwich meridian, in the plane of 
the mean astronomical equator. 
Note that the local astronomical meridian plane of the 
observer contains both the local gravity vector and a 
parallel to the conventional rotation axis, but does not in 
general contain the geocentre (Vanicek & Krakiwsky, 1982). 
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2.3.3 
This system is used for expressing the position of orbiting 
artificial earth satellites. Such satellites move in 
nearly plane, elliptical orbits around the earth, the 
geocentre of which is located at one of the foci of the 
ellipse. This orbital ellipse can be viewed in the first 
approximation as describing exactly Keplerian motion. Any 
perturbations of this motion are then treated as temporal 
variations of the parameters which describe such Keplerian 
motion. 
The orbital ellipse is specified in size and shape by two 
parameters, the semi-major axis (a) and the eccentricity 
( e). The position of the satellite in the orbital ellipse 
is given by the true anomaly (f), being the angle at the 
geocentre between the direction to perigee (line of apsides) 
and the radius vector to the satellite, measured 
counter-clockwise as seen from the North Celestial Pole 
(NCP) (Vanicek & Krakiwsky, 1982). 
The orbital system (OR) is geocentric, the X -axis 
OR 
coincides with the line of .apsides, positive towards the 
perigee, the Y
0
R-axis coincides with the direction for which 
the true anomaly (f) is 90°, and the Z
0
R-axis completes the 
right-handed system. The position vector of the satellite 
can now be given as (Vanicek and Kra~iwsky, 1982): 
(- 0 R 
where E is the eccentric anomaly, the angle at the geometric 
centre of the ellipse between the line of apsides (towards 
perigee) and the line from the centre to the projection 
point, s·, of the satellite on the concentric circle of 
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One quarter of a satellite orbital ellipse 
showing the ORbital (OR) system 







The position and orientation of the orbital ellipse or 
equivalently the OR-system need to be specified with respect 
to the AP-system. The three angles known as the right 
ascension of the ascending node (Q), the argument of perigee 
(w), and the inclination of the orbit (i), specify this 
relation completely (See Figure 2.5A). 
Note that the orbital ellipse does not rotate (spin) with 
the earth , but is (nearly) fixed in the AP-system. 
2.3.3.1 Satellite point 
positioning requires both the position of the satellite and 
appropriate observations from the point to be fixed. The 
position of the satellite may be expressed in either 
Cartesian coordinates or equivalently, in Keplerian orbital 
elements. The list of coordinates expressing the position 
of the satellite as a function of time constitutes the 
ephemeris pertaining to that particular satellite. These 
coordinates are then transformed to a terrestrial system; 
usually the CT, in which the mathematical model is 
formulated and the coordinates of the observation point 
computed. 
2.4.1 Qgggg!i£_g~!~ffi§ 
It has been shown that the shape of the earth is best 
represented by a surface called the geoid. This surface is 
that gravity equipotential surface which best approximates 
the (mean) sea level over the whole earth (Vanicek and 
Krakiwsky, 1982). The geoid plays a fundamental role in 
positioning. Mean sea level is practically realized 
through the use of tide gauges and as such is a first order 
, 
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approximation of the oeoid. A number of factors result in 
mean sea level not beino comoletelv coincident with the 
geoid on a qlobal scale. but mean sea level is nevertheless 
used as a practical realisation of the datum used for 
vertical networks. namely the qeoid. 
A datum can be defined as •a real or assumed thing used as 
the basis for calculations 0 (Thomson, 1976}. 
The geometrical shaoe of the earth as represented by the 
geoid is for all practical purposes, closely approximated by 
a rotational reference elliosoid of a certain size and 
shape. This ellipsoid is used as the datum for classical 
horizontal terrestrial qeodetic networks. Before such a 
datum can be used for computations its size and shape must 
be selected to best fit a reoion locally or the earth 
globally. Further, its position and orientation with 
respect to some earth fixed coordinate system must be 
specified. This task of the refere'1l,ce 
ellipsoid in the earth bodv is known as the establishment 
of a horizontal geodetic datum. This is classically done 
by making some astronomical observations at a terrestrial 
initial point, and adhering to certain conditions for 
ensuring parallelism of the G and CT system axes. 
The datum associated with satellite geodetic networks is 
treated in section 2.4.7. 
terrestrial horizontal 
It is obvious that the classical 
and vertical datums are quite 
The horizontal 
geometrical and therefore conventional body, the 
positioned and oriented by definition so as to 
datum is a 
ellipsoid, 
best serve 
its purpose. The vertical datum. the oeoid 
order approximation. mean sea level (MSL), 
hand, is a natural surface realized through 
gauge, gravity or other observations. 
or its first 
on the other 
suitable tide 
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Classically the position of a point on the surface of the 
earth has been qiven in two dimensions as the astronomical 
latitude (t) and -lonqitude (A) or the qeodetic (geometric) 
latitude (~) and -lonqitude (~). The third component, the 
height has been the orthometric height (H 0 ), ie. the 
geometric height above the Qeoid or rather MSL. Each of 
these refer to their respective datums, of course. 
c To establish the link between these two rather different 
types of datums, the geoidal height, N, has to be known (see 
Figure 2.6). The geoidal height, at a point P on the 
ellipsoid, is the geometric distance between the reference 
ellipsoid and the geoid, measured along the ellipsoidal 
normal through P. When the geoidal heights are known at a 
sufficiently large number of points, a geoid map of the area 
can be produced, showing the variation of the natural 
surface, the geoid, with respect to the artificial one, the 
ellipsoid. The geoid height is used to give the 
ellipsoidal height (hJ as h = H0 + N (refer to Figure 2.6). 
This enables the position of a terrestrial point to be 
given in terms of its three dimensional curvilinear 
geodetic coordinates as latitude, lonaitude, and ellipsoidal 
height (¢·.·A..h). 
Note that the word 'datum' is synonymous with the term 
'reference frame' or 'triad'. When the surf ace of the 
reference ellipsoid is referred to as the datum for 
horizontal networks. what is meant of course is that it is 
this surface which is used as the basi~ on which horizontal 
networks are computed. This surface is simply one of the 
basic reference surfaces of the ellipsoid, namely that on 
which the ellipsoidal height (h) is zero, in this case. 
Since the geodetic (G) cartesian system is co-axial with 
the ellipsoid, these two 'datums' are of course just 
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(after Thomson, 1976) 
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2.4.2 
"A geodetic network can be said to be a geometric object in 
which the various network points are uniquely defined 
by their coordinates" (Thomson. 1976). 
Geodetic networks may be divided into terrestrial and 
satellite (space derived) networks. These networks may be 
one-, two- or three dimensional, as are the terrestrial 
networks. A vertical oeodetic network is one dimensional, 
and a classical horizontal network, based on an ellipsoid, 
is two dimensional. Three dimensional terrestrial networks 
are treated in section 2.4.6. Satellite networks are 
inherently three dimensional. 
Appropriate observations are made amongst network points on 
the surface of the earth. or between such points and 
artificial earth satellites, and after appropriate 
reductions, these are used in suitable models to compute a 
homogeneous set of network coordinates.· 
Terrestrial networks are those which are computed from 
classical astronomical and geodetic observations. The 
classical horizontal networks have an initial point at which 
the topocentric parallelism conditions are satisfied. The 
network is then extended in a seauential manner to cover the 
entire area for which it was designed. Due to the 
sequential nature of terrestrial network development, 
extensive classical networks (both horizontal and vertical) 
are very susceptible to the accumulation of unaccounted for 
systematic errors. This is regarded as the fundamental 
problem of classical terrestrial qeodetic networks 
(especially the horizontal networks). 
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Satellite geodetic networks. dynamic or geometric (static), 
do not suffer from this problem to any great extent (eg. 
Thomson, 1976). They are therefore a valuable source of 
independent information, and as such can be used in 
combination with terrestrial networks in an attempt to model 
or control the accumulation of the systematic errors in 
these terrestrial networks. These networks are treated in 
section 2.4.7. 
Geodetic networks can be of regional 
Which they are depends on the purpose 
created. They could be used for 
purposes such as for geophysical 
or global extent. 
for which they are 
a great variety of 
studies, boundary 
locations, demarcations. map makinq. exploration for natural 
resources, trackinq of artificial satellites. The 
precision and homogeneity of the set of network point 
coordinates is dependent on the type and quality of 
observables used, the correctness of the reductions applied 
and of the constants used, and the compieteness of the 
mathematical models employed to compute such coordinates. 
2.4.2.1 ~1~~§~~~1 __ t~~c~~tc~~l __ g~Qggt~£ ___ rr~~~Q~t2~ 
tlQC~~Qnt~1-~ng_~~ct~£~1· • Horizontal and vertical positions 
have traditionally been determined separately, mainly 
because it was easier and more economical. Each requires 
quite different types of field observations and procedures, 
and they also affect each other weakly (Vanicek and 
Krakiwsky, 1982). Thomson (1976) qives the reasons for 
this traditional splitting as ''psychological, historical, 
physical and mathematical'' This practice resulted in the 
separate development of horizontal (two dimensional) and 
vertical (one dimensional) networks. each based on their 
respective, but unconnected datums. The reason for the 
continuation of this practice is larqely a practical one. 
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Very few of the horizontal and vertical control points are 
coincident, ~ue mostly to the distinct ways in which they 
were (are) obtained. Horizontal control points are on high 
ground, due to the need for intervisibility, often with 
difficult access, whereas vertical control points are 
established along lines of communication such as 
and roads since these points are established 
sequential method of differential levelling. 
railways 
by the 
The horizontal network is obtained by projection of the 
observations made in the physical space, onto the 
mathematically defined reference ellipsoid surface. The 
vertical network is not projected but treated in the natural 
environment of the earth's gravity field where the natural 
observations are made. 
In horizontal networks the heiaht component of a point is 
only weakly determined. if at all, whereas in vertical 
networks the horizontal component need only be approximately 
known. 
2.4.2.2 ~l~§§i£~l-D9ri~QD!~l_B§QQ§!i£_ng!~grt§· The 
methods used for the establishment of an extensive 
horizontal qeodetic network are traditionally triangulation, 
trilateration. traversinq and 
The observables are the geometric 
astronomic observations. 
ones, namely horizontal 
angles (directions), distances and (some) zenith 
and the natural quantities, namely astronomic 




these quantities must be reduced from the topography, where 
they are carried out, to the appropriate reference surfaces 
.where they are used in the calculations (eg. Mueller, 1974). 
The geometric observations are reduced to the reference 
ellipsoid. and the natural ones to the geoid. 
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The corrections for these ouantities are oiven briefly by 
Mueller (1974). The oeometric corrections are distance 
corrections for instrumental. ~tmosoheric:. and geometrical 
factors. direction corrections tor deflection of the 
vertical~ for skewness of the normals, and for the 
correction from normal section to geodesic:, and a zenith 
distance correction for deflection of the vertical. 
The natural quantities namely astronomic latitude, 
longitude, and azimuth. are corrected for polar motion, for 
(UTC-UT1) (lonoitude only). for curvature of the plumbline 
(at both the observation and observed station) between the 
surf ace of the earth where the observations are made and the 
geoid, and the orthometric c:orrec:tion for spirit levelled 
height differences. 
These reduced quantities are then used to compute the set of 
network point coordinates, using either semi-rigorous or 
rigorous methods, whichever is or was available. 
However, the first approximation of a horizontal geodetic 
network can be comouted bv knowino only the geodetic 
coordinates of the network initial point, (¢• 0 ,~). 0 ), and the 
geodetic azimuth (tt_) of only one line emanating from the ,_, 
network initial ooint (NIP). Neither the geoidal height 
(N ) nor the comoonents of the deflection of the vertical 
0 
((_ .n ) are needed at the NIP. nor for that matter are they 
• '-' .. ,...{I 
needed anywhere else. Heiohts above sea level are used ta 
reduce the distances. and directions are not reduced for the 
effect of the deflection of the vertical. The initial 
network is then computed from the directions, distances and 
azimuths observed on the surface of the earth (Vanicek and 
Krakiwsky, 1982). 
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The geoidal height (N
0
) and deflection components ({ 0 ,~ 0 ) 
are only needed at the NIP when the position of the .datum is 
desired to be known in order to do transformations to 
another coordinate system. The task of positioning and 
orienting the ellipsoid within the earth body is known as 
the establishment of a datum and can be done in various 
ways. These will now be treated. 
2.4.3 
The size and shape of the ellipsoid is specified by two 
parameters~ namely the semi-major axis (a) and the 
flattening (f). The positioning and orientation of the 
ellipsoid with respect to some 'fixed reference' tied to 
some physical properties of the earth, requires six more 
parameters to be specified, to eliminate the six degrees of 
freedom. The 'fixed reference' with respect to which the 
six datum parameters are specified. is the CT system, being 
the closest approximation of the geometric natural system. 
The object is always to aliqn the G system (and the 
ellipsoid with it of course) and the CT system, since this 
condition then simplifies several qeodetic equations. 
If the ellipsoid is positioned such that its centre 
coincides wiht the centre of mass of the earth, and it is of 
the same size and shape as the equipotential ellipsoid which 
generates normal gravity. then the datum is geocentric or 
absolute (Mueller,1974, Vanicek and Krakiwsky, 1982), / as 
apposed to non-geocentric. relative, or astrogeodetic. 
These terms are also used when speaking of geoidal 
and deflection components. 
heights 
The six parameters are three positional and three rotational 
parameters. These can be specified at either the geocentre 
or the topocentric point. The geocentric parameters are 








), and the three rotation 
angles ( E: , E: , 8 l 
x }' z 
required to define the misalignment 
between the 6 and CT axes (Vanicek and Krakiwsky, 1982). 
The classical (topocentric) way of positioning a datum will 
be treated first, and then two other methods using 
(some or all) network points. 
2.4.3.1 
The topocentric parameters that are 
selected at the NIP, should satisfy the topocentric: 
conditions of parallelism of the 6 and CT system axes. 
These conditions can be expressed as either of two sets 
(Vanicek and Krakiwsky, 1982): 
a. The Laplace azimuth and deflection conditions: 
A - r:J. = (A. - \ .. ) . sin ,-1-, ( .~. , sin A Ti .cos A). cot z 
IJ u 't 0 0 la/ , 0 
2.1 
= "1j 0 .tan ¢10 ( ( .• sin . u A "Ci 0 .cos A). cot z 
-,;' 
..., I) = ~o - ¢11j 2.2 
"Cl I) = (A. -). ) .cos cf \ IJ 0 
OR 
b. The Laplace azimuth and zenith distance conditions: 
A o:. = "(! 0 .tan ¢•o - ( ~ .sin A Ti .cos A) .cot z 2.4 '-:· 0 J 0 
z Z'= -,;' .cos A - T1 .sin A 2.5 ~ 0 .. 0 
The theoretical requirements for datum positioning using 




a (equations 2.z, 2.2, 2.~): There are two options here. 
Firstly, select (¢ 0 ,~ 0 ,h 0 ) and define them to be fixed, ie. 
error-less, or, secondly, select the components of the 
deflection of the vertical and the Qeoidal height (~ ,v ,N ) 
0 0 0 
and define them to be fixed. 
Since the latitude (¢
0
) and longitude (~ 0 ) and the 
deflection components (~ 0 ,D 0 ) are to be related by equations 




, error propagation in 
these equations will always result in uncertainties in the 
derived values, due to the uncertainties in the observed 
quantities appearing in these equations. 
If the f ·irst option is used, then the datum is tied to the 
NIP, without error in position. However, due to errors 
propagating through the equations, the deflection components 
((_ ,n_) and azimuth (a) are not error-free and thus the 
" U • IJ 
datum is not perfectly aligned with the CTS. 
If the second option is used, then, even though the 
deflection components ({_ ,n_) are error-free, the positional 
!,.I ~ LI 
parameters (¢ 0 ,~ 0 ,h 0 ) and the azimuth (cl,) are not. 
Therefore the datum is not entirely fixed in space and the 
azimuth (a) introduces uncertainty in the alignment with the 
CTS. 
Co Ti,S 1; de r ·ins· set ti ( e q 'v~a t 1; o ·n.s 2. 41 2. 5): Here the two 
deflection conditions have been replaced by a zenith 
distance condition. The Laplace azimuth condition has 
r:emained unchanged. Since we need to remove three angular 
degrees of freedom, we need to satisfy the azimuth and 
zenith distance conditions for two geodetic lines emanating 
from the NIP (Hotine, 1969, Thomson, 1976). Mueller 
(1974) quotes Hotine (1969) on the need for adherence to the 
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two conditions at the NIP. but does not mention that these 
conditions have to be satisfied for two lines. Vanicek and 
Krakiwsky (1982) have similarly not expressed this 
requirement. However it is submitted that what is 
minimally required is that either the azimuth or the zenith 
distance condition be satisfied on the second line. 
2.4.3.1.2 §!snQsrQ __ !g£bn!gyg __ Q1 __ bQr!~gn!sl __ g2!Ym 
QQ§!!!QD!ng __ !n __ Qr~£!!£g __ 1!QQQ£§n!r!£sll~l~ The three 
positional parameters (¢ 0 .~ 0 .h0 ) and the three angular 
parameters (s 0 .~ 0 .~) are selected to satisfy the first set 
of the parallelism conditions. as well as the equation 
h 0 =H~+N0 • This process then automatically ensures 
parallelism of the G & CT systems (theoretically at least) 
(Vanicek and Krakiwsky, 1982), and on this assumption the 
network is then computed. The Laplace equation is 
abreviated in practice by the omission of 
containing cot Z. 
Further, the zenith distance condition 
the term 
is ignored 
completely. This condition is of course not needed if the 
deflection conditions have been adhered to as is 
the case. However. the reason for originally 




required accuracy, and further that zenith distances are 
very nearly equal to 90° for geodetic lines (eg. 
Mueller, 1974). 
Vanicek and Krakiwsky (1982) further state that, under these 
conditions, the Laplace equation is valid at any point of 
the network, and it can be used to compute the Laplace 
azimuth from observed astronomic azimuths. In pra~tice the 
Laplace azimuth equation is applied re4ularly throughout the 
network at certain intervals. lhis repeated application of 
the truncated Laplace azimuth equation is generally assumed 
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to be ensurin~ the parallelity of the datum (ellipsoid) axes 
with the CT axes. 
Howev~r, opinions differ as to the validity of this claim 
(Thomson. 1976). 
Thomson points out that the view one takes with regard to 
this claim, depends on how one views the relationship 
between the geodetic network and the datum on which it is 
based. If one views the network as a separate, geometric 
object, but intricately tied to the datum, then this claim 
cannot be supported. If however one assumes that the datum 
is represented by the network, then this claim may have some 
validity (Thomson, 1976). Vanicek and Krakiwsky (1982) 
have clearly stated that they view the network as a separate 
geometric object from its datum, and the following quotation 
confirms their view: 
"These (Laplace azimuth oos~rvations) help in strengthening 
the network, but do not, as some scholars have believed, 
ensure parallelism of the geodetic coordinate system to the 
CT system. In fact, we see that parallelism is achieved 
without the need of a network of points." 
The vie~ expressed by .L '\. - - -·:.. //.,~·~·.:- a~thor2 ~s accepted and usei 
Here, the whole geodetic 
network, that is all the control points indiscriminately, 
are considered as defining the position of the geodetic 
datum and thus the geodetic coordinate system. As 
explained by Vanic~k and Krakiwsky (1982): 
"The inherent problem ........ : + j.., '.JI' \.• 1 •• {·~· 
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this· a.pproa.ch 
though the geodetic coordinate system seems to be positioned 
with respect to the physical object, the ·ne t ·;.uo r k. o f 
points described by the adopted coordinate v a l 'U,e s o f t h e 
po ·i 'ii .. t .s .1 t 1',.. ·i .s· i .s· n., t r- ea. t '~ ~,. t he c o_,.s·e • The positioning is 
really done through the geometrical representation of the 
physical object. Therefore,. any errors in the 
determination of these coordinate tra·nsrriitted 
into the position of the datum, and thus possible corrective 
measures bring about a cha'Ti,ge in the position of the 
coordinate system with respect to the earth. 
rather unfortunate co r~se q tte 'tic e of t h·is 
definition in that the position of the geodetic datum vith 
respect to the earth fluctuates (f loates) with the addition 
of points to the network,. lo ca l r· e o,d just mer~ t _, etc. 
This· leaves us with a f loa.ting datum for which the 
transformation equations to another coordinate system a.re 
epoch dependent.• 
In the classical technique all errors in positions, both 
systematic and random, are associated only with the network, 
and thus the geometrical representation of reality is 
considered distorted. the datum being totally unaffected. 
In the floating datum concept. these errors are distributed 
evenly between the coordinate system and the network. 
A compromise alternative to the above two is to 
select a set of well-distributed control points, and declare 
their coordinate values to define the position of the datum. 
Again, as explained by Vanicek and Krakiwsky (1982): 
-'
1 The meaning of this definition ,: ,..., ... ·.:> that the physical object 
consisting of the markers of the selected points is taken as 
r12 f ere rice system is then 
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is usually understood that 
subsequent cornputat·1;on.s, adjustments, or add,,;tio·ns to the 
network, the coordinate values of these selected points will 
not be cha'fJ,ged. positioning technique 
nowadays when satellite networks a.re merged with terrestrial 
net'!!Jorks ... ,• 'l;t is the ·na.tura.l technique to use 'if the dah1,m 
r(, S t 0 be po Sit i 0 ·ne d ge 0 Ce 'f), t ,.-. i C Q. l l )', II 
This procedure has been followed in 











Such an assessment is not a simple operation. As mentioned 
before, the accuracy of the final coordinates is dependent 
on a number of factors. These are the accuracy of the 
observations and the reductions; the accuracy and 
completeness of the parameters and the mathematical model 
used, both functional and stochastic, aru..i of the 
computations. 
This assessment is treated under two heads. 
Firstly 1 the effect of random errors are fully characterised 
by the VCV matrix of the estimated coordinates (Vanicek and 
Krakiwsky, 1982). This is subject to the adjustment 
process being complete and rioorous. of course. 
Secondly, the assessment of systematic distortions needs 
consideration. These distortions can be due to unknown 
systematic errors in the observations, and/or to their 
improper reduction. In geometric observations the effect 
of atmospheric refraction (both vertical and lateral) may be 
partially accounted for. but due to inadequate knowledge of 
atmospheric conditions there may be residual effects 
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remaining, which may be systematic. The natural quantities 
are similarly affected by various natural and procedural 
factors. 
The reduction of the observations may lead to errors due 
firstly to the incompleteness of such reductions and 
secondly, to the use of parameters in these reductions of 
which the values are not perfectly known. These parameters 
may themselves be observed quantities and therefore subject 
to both random and systematic errors, or (even more 
complicated) 
observables. 
they may be computed from some other 
The quantities needed at each network point in order to 
completely reduce geodetic observations are the orthometric 
height (H0 ), the geoidal height (N), and the two components 
of the deflection of the vertical ({,TJ). Classically, of 
these only the orthometric height, 
thereof, has been available at 
Furthermore, in order to compute 
or some approximation 
these network points. 
the geoid heights and 
components of the deflection of the vertical at each point, 
one needs very detailed gravity and/or astro-geodetic data. 
Semi-rigorous computation methods used in the past may also 
introduce considerable systematic errors in the network 
coordinates. 
However, unknown systematic errors would still be present in 
a completely riqofous solution due mainly to residual errors 
in the observations and in the quantities used in the 
reduction procedures. The existence of such ~ystematic 
errors cannot be detected, modelled and removed using only 
terrestrial data. This is where independent data must be 
incorporated such as satellite derived network coordinates 
of common network points. 
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When considering an accuracy estimate of coordinates in a 
horizontal network, it is important to ascertain what this 
estimate really means. In horizontal networks the accuracy 
estimate of the coordinates of a point is generally regarded 
as being relative to the NIP of the network. 
2.4.5 
Various height systems are in use around the world. The 
datum normally used is nominally the geoid, or its closest 
practical approximation, the mean sea level (MSL) as 
obtained from tide gauge observations. The specific height 
system used determines the exact nature of the height 
coordinate. Normally the orthometric height ~ystem is 
used, which is a function of the spirit levelled heights and 
of measured gravity. 
2.4.5.1 Precise 
spirit levelle~ heiqht differences are used, in conjunction 
with measured gravity, to obtain orthometric height 
ri 
differences (~H-). These height differences are adjusted~ 
in a suitable model to oive a homooeneous set of vertical 
coordinates. Ho . . 
1, 
and a VCV matrix. ,... -i.J ll • 
H 
In practice. however. there are several problems associated 
with height networks. Some of these are as follows: 
The use of MSL, as obtained from tide gauge observations, as 
the practical approximation of the vertical datum, leads to 
two main problems. The first is that the theoretical 
zero-height surface is the geoid. an equipotential surface. 
MSL is not an equipotential surface, and hence is not 
everywhere coincident with the qeoid. Secondly, the 
accuracy with which MSL can be established using tide gauges 
is poor, and hence the stability of the 'vertical height 
datum used. is also ooor. 
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Due to the sparsity of aravitv observations in some areas, 
normal (theoretical) oravity is used instead of measured 
gravity. 
The 'observed' orthometric heiaht differences are subject to 
errors due to various sources. Errors in the spirit 
levelled heiqht differences are dependent on various 
instrumental and atmospheric effects. The orthometric 
corrections are functions of reduced gravity values, which 
are of course influenced both by inadequate (or 
rather, not so good) data and reduction procedures. 
Some of these errors may be eliminated entirely, whilst 
others may be modelled and accounted for 
computation of the vertical network. 
in a rigorous 
However, some 
residual errors will be present which cannot so be modelled 
and removed. for example residual refraction errors. The 
effect of these residual errors is of course to distort the 
network. If these are random, their effect is es~i.:<1ated by 
the VCV matrix. If the effect of these errors is 
systematic in nature, then the orientation of .the vertical 
network with respect to its datum is affected, ie. a 'tilt' 
is introduced in the vertical network. The effect of these 
errors is small and will only be sionificant and detectable 
on a continental scale. 
2.4.5.2 
This is aoain treated under two heads. The 
random errors are orooaaated by the souare root law. One 
estimate of the accuracy of a height difference is given in 
the form aAH= c.K 1 ' 2 • where K (in kilometers) is the 
length of the section for which the estimate is given, and c 
is a constant that depends on the quality of the network. 
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The effect of systematic errors on height networks is a much 
more difficult proposition (Vanicek and Krakiwsky, 1982). 
It can be done by either modelling the distortions, or by 
studying the misclosures of levelling circuits and the 
degree of statistical dependence of levelled height 
differences. However, the effect of these errors on height 
networks cannot be completely modelled and removed by using 
terrestrial observations alone, independent information is 
needed (Vanicek and Krakiwsky, 1982). 
2.4.6 
These are networks wherein the position of each point in 
space is completely defined by a triplet of cartesian (XYZ)_ 
u 
or curvilinear (~hh)G coordinates, and the precision 
estimate given by their associated VCV matrices (eg. 
Thomson, 1976, Vanicek and Krakiwsky, 1982). 
The purpose of establishing three dimensional (30) 
terrestrial networks is now expl~ined. Since the advent of 
artificial earth satellites, three dimensional positioning 
has become a reality, and many satellite derived geodetic 
networks have been established, also in South Africa. Now 
in order to make full use of the 30 satellite network we 
need a set of homoqeneous 30 terrestrial network 
coordinates for points coincident with the satellite network 
points. 
These types of networks are established in either of two 
ways. The first is through the use of all observations, as 
they are made (ie. without any reductions), in one 
integrated approach. The second is through the rigorous 
combination of the two dimensional (2D) horizontal networks 
with the one dimensional (1D) vertical networks and geoidal 
heights, as mentioned below. 
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In the jirst approach, these networks are established by 
using all the terrestrial observations made namely 
horizontal directions, slope distances, zenith distances, 
spirit levelled heiQht differences. and astronomically 
observed latitudes. longitudes, and azimuths. The 
mathematical models for the development of these networks 
are available. 
The advantages of these types of networks are given 
briefly by Thomson (1976). The observed quantities are not 
reduced to the ellipsoid. Fewer astronomical observations 
are needed. The degrees of freedom of the solution is 
increased by combining horizontal and vertical adjustments. 
The method is more rigorous and straightforward. 
However, the disadvantages are very severe: The horizontal 
and vertical control points are at present hardly ever 
coincident. Zenith distances were, if observed at all, 
not observed with a three dimensional adjustment in mind, 
and the accuracy would probably be far too poor owing to 
refraction over long lines. Hence it is obvious that if a 
three dimensional network is to be developed, the program of 
observation must be suitably planned. 
From these points made above it is clear that 
three dimensional networks are subject to many of the same 
unknown errors as the classical networks (2D and 10). The 
only ones that are eliminated in the three dimensional 
adjustment are those due to the reduction of the 
observations to their respective datums. 
In the second approach to obtaining a rigorous three 
dimensional terrestrial network as (~,~,h), the horizontal 
two dimensional network (~,~) is combined with the one 
dimensional heiqht network (H 0 ) and the geoidal heights (N). 
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The stochastic model is suitably formulated. The VCV 
matrix for the horizontal network (~¢%) 'is combined with 
that for the heiaht component (Eh) to give the VCV matrix 
for the three dimensional network expressed in ellipsoidal 
form as E¢%h. The matrix for the height component, Eh' 
obtained from those for the orthometric heights (EHo) 
geoidal heights (EN) as Eh = EHo + EN. The set 
ellipsoidal coordinates (~,~,h) and their VCV matrix • G 






corresponding Exyz matrix. This procedure is rigorous but 
incomplete since the statistical covariance between the 
horizontal and vertical components is not present (Thomson, 
1976). The details of these transformations are treated 
in APPENDICES A & B. 
This approach has up to the present time been the only 
viable method of obtaining such three dimensional networks 
of national extent by using classical horizontal and 
vertical networks, and is the method used in this r·eµGrt. 
2.4.7 
The history of the development of artificial earth 
satellites is described in many excellent papers on the 
subject. Krakiwskv. Wells and Kirkham (1972) give a number 
of references to these. Suffice it here to give a very 
brief overview. The datum that is associated with 
satellite networks is usually regarded as an orthogonal 
triad, usually geocentric and an approximation to the CT 
system. The exact definition of this datum is dependent on 
the nature of the observations made and on their analysis. 
This analysis can be done in either the geometric or the 
dynamic mode. 
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The main characteristics of the geometric 





regarded as an active or passive target only. Its position 
is treated as unknown and independent of all other positions 
at other times and is solved for using the observations made 
at that instant of time only. In comparison with the 
dynamic analysis below. the computations of the position of 
the satellite are independent of errors in the models for 
the earth gravity field, the atmospheric drag and radiation 
pressure, etc. 
The origin of the datum is dependent on definition from 
external sources. The orientation of the Cartesian axes of 
the system, as well as the scale, are dependent on the 
observation techniques used. An example is that of the 
optical networks which have orientation but no scale, and a 
range network which has no orientation information. 
The types of observations used in the geometric solutions 
are simultaneous spatial directions by photography in the 
optical networks and simultaneous ranges (electronic or 
laser) in the ranqe networks. 
The dynamic analysis is 
The satellite is treated 
characterised by the following: 
in the physical environment subject 
to all the forces affecting its motion, its position is 
regarded as known, and successive positions are functionally 
related through the adopted equations of motion. Dynamic 
methods are considered statistically stronger due to the 
vast increase in the number of degrees of freedom. 
The datum origin is forced to be qeocentric through 
the first degree qravity field coefficients equal 




The orientation of the axes is treated in two parts. 
direction of the X-axis or lonQitude origin 
external information. and the Z-axis or 









Scale is primarily introduced throuQh the value of the earth 
gravitational constant (GM). In electronic 
difference and laser range systems, the 
velocity of light adopted together with the 







A number of other methods have been developed from the above 
two basic ones, eg quasi-geometric. semi-dynamic, short-arc, 
semi short-arc, and translocation. Each of these may have 
some special benefits for a particular situation. 
The most important aspect of Doppler positioning is that 
the accuracy of point positioninQ is independent of 
location. Thus Doppler positioning has inherently 
homogeneous accuracy. and is essentially free of systematic 
errors. This aspect is characteristic not only of the 
Doppler networks. but also of the satellite triangulation 
networks (eq. Thomson. 1976). 
The accuracy of Doooler networks have 
tested aqainst various external standards 
al, 1982). 
been extensiely 
(eg. Hothem, et 
2.4.7.1 g~~mg!g2_g1_22!g!!1!g_ggggg!1£_pg!~grt2- A 
great number of satellite derived Qeodetic networks of 
various types have been established throughout the world. 
Examples of these are the World Geometric Satellite 
Triangulation (BC-4) network, 
densification of this network. 
and the North American 
the Geometric solutions eg. 
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WN-12, WN-14. the dynamic Doppler solution NWL-9D, and many 
others (eg. Anderle. 1974a). 
The most important however, has been the Doppler networks 
that have been derived from observations to the U.S. Navy 
Naviqation Satellite System (NNSS) or TRANSIT system. This 
system was released to the aeneral oublic in 1967 (eg. 
Kouba, 1983). From its humble beginnings this system has 
developed to such an extent that today point positions are 
routinely determined with metre-level accuracy throughout 
the world. This very useful technique has been used to 
establish numerous Doppler networks in various countries and 
continents around the world. 
An example of these are the extensive Doppler networks in 
North America. The purpose of these networks was to 
support the redefinition of the North American Datum and the 
associated terrestrial networks. and were included in the 
new North American Datum, 1983 (NAD83). The datum ;'or 
these Doppler networks is nominally the CT system, but 
depends on a number of factors. some of which are 
in section 2.4.7.6. 
d ·i sc ·usse d 
2.4.7.2 Y§§§_Qf_QQ~~l§r_~Q§1~1QD1D9· The high 
accuracy, both absolute and relative, of Doppler 
positioning, enables the method to be used for a large 
number of purposes. Some of these are briefly as follows: 
Geodetic datum establishment: The inherent accuracy of 
absolute positions established through the independent or 
single point positioninq technique using the precise 
ephemeris implies a position and orientation of a geodetic 
datum to much higher accuracy than possible using classical 
methods, ie. by astronomical and gravity observations. 
Hence precise Doppler positioning could be used for the 
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realization of a geodetic datum, ie. its positioning and 
orientation in the earth body with respect to the CT system. 
Establishment and densification oj geodetic control: 
Doppler single point positioning with the precise ephemeris 
has extensively been used for establishing new geodetic 
control in areas where such do not exist. The high 
relative accuracy of special techniQues eg. translocation, 
short arc and semi short arc have made it possible to use 
the method for densification of geodetic networks at 
spacings of less than 200 kilometre (Kouba, 1983). 
Doppler levelling: Doppler positioning is inherently three 
dimensional, so that it provides a direct determination of 
the geometrical height above the reference ellipsoid, ie. 
the ellipsoidal heiqht. These heiqhts can be used in two 
ways. Firstly} if orthometric heights are available for . 
the Doppler points, the qeoidal heights are simply the 
difference between the ellipsoidal ~~d orthometric heights 
as N = h - H0 • Such Doppler derived geoidal heights are 
used as constraints in continental geoid determinations. 
Secondly 1 if the geoid is known sufficiently accurately, the 
orthometric heights of points can be determined. This 
method could certainly be used very succesfully in remote 
and inaccessible regions. 
2.4.7.3 The observable in 
Doppler positioning is the measurement of the Doppler shift 
of signals emitted by the satellites of the TRANSIT system. 
This Doppler shift is functionally related to range 
differences. The mathematical models for solving for the 
station coordinates and other parameters are well documented 
in the literature (eg. Anderle, 
treated here. 
1974b), and will not be 
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Doppler positioning can be done in either an a.bsolute or 
re l. a. t ·i ·i_;t• sense. 
Absolute Doppler positioning can be done in various ways. 
Points can be determined independently from others in the 
so-called single point positioning mode (SPP), or in 
combination with others in a network approach. If the data 
is processed in the SPP mode, then these positions are 
obtained with no correlations between network points. 
However, if the network approach is used in a multi-station 
solution, then the solution yields a homogeneous Doppler 
network, with full covariance~ The satellite positions 
used in these computations can be either of the externally 
generated ephemerides, namely the Broadcast ephemeris, 
available in the satellite message, the post processed 
precise ephemeris, or from a specially computed short-arc 
ephemeris. 
Precise Doppler single point positioning is based on many 
satellite passes with the hope that orbital, propagation and 
instrumental errors will averaqe out. If the highest 
accuracy is required, this may well not be the case for the 
Broadcast ephemeris (BE). 
In order to over:come these problems. the re la.t i·,)e 
of translocation was developed. In this method 
technique 
the data 
from several simultaneously observing stations is used, and 
in the simplest case the simultaneous point positioning 
solutions are subtracted without any regard for commonality 
of passes or Doppler counts. Strict translocation 
involves careful preprocessing of data to ensure that such 
criteria are met. 
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The data from simultaneously occupied stations can also 
logically be used in a rigorous least squares multistation 
solution using aqain either the externally generated orbits 
(PE or BE). or a locally computed short arc ephemeris. The 
use of simultaneous observations from several stations 
eliminates, in the difference, many of the errors due to 
various sources, as these errors are common to all 
Specifically, most of the orbital error and part 




positioning for short station separations (less than about 
250 kilometres). 
2.4.7.4 ~rg§g~g§1_fQbgmgrla_1~f1· This ephemeris, 
which is available in real-time in the satellite message, is 
computed by the U.S. Navy Astronautics Group (NAG) from 
Doppler data observed at the four OPNET stations located in 
California. Minnesota, Maine and Hawaii. Broadcast 
ephemerides are fitted to a thirty-hour Doppler data span 
every twelve hours, and resulting orbits are extrapold~t0d 
for up to thirty hours into the future. and finally uploaded 
into the satelite memory every twelve hours. The 
extrapolated ephemeris is uploaded in the form of a 
precessing and osculating Keplerian ellipse defined by the 
so-called fixed parameters. with corrections to this ellipse 
at even minute intervals, the so-called variable parameters 
(Kouba, 1983). Although the BE is 
comprehensive modelling, the BE errors can 




in the orbit 
2.4.7.!:1 The U.S. Defense 
Mapping Agency (OMA) reoularlv computes the PE for at least 
one NNSS satellite. This PE is computed from forty eight 
hour data spans observed by the world wide TRANET stations. 
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The PE is a post mission computed ephemeris, and hence no 
extrapolation is involved. The ephemeris is in the form of 
earth fixed Cartesian coordinates (x y z) and their time 
derivatives (x y z) at one minute intervals. 
available only to certain approved organisations. 
It is 
2.4.7.6 ~Qffi~~Li§QD_Q1_£QQrQiD2!§_§~§!§ffi§_Q1_~g_2DQ_E~· 
The coordinate systems implied by using a satellite 
ephemeris is a function of, amongst other factors, the 
coordinates of the tracking stations used, the gravity field 
model used, and the software and procedures employed in the 
data reduction process. There has been a number of changes 
introduced into the tracking station coordinate sets, 
gravity field models and software used over the years. 
Kumar (1982) discusses and lists some of these changes. 
The BE and PE were originally intended to be the same, and 
although the vast majority of the physics of the two systems 
are extremely close if not iden~~cal, there are some 
differences that result in systematic discrepancies between 
BE and PE derived station positions. Jenkins and Leroy 
(1979) made a detailed study of the software and reduction 
procedures, and discussed a number of these factors tha~ are 
known to be causing such discrepancies. They also compared 
the results of SPP defived using the BE and PE for over 
fifty stations distributed world wide. This study showed 
that, although the differences were fairly small, they could 
not be neglected for metre level accuracies. This aspect 
of their results has been demonstrated by a number of 
similar comparisons made by other researchers, although the 
comparisons differed vastly regarding distribution of points 
used and their non-global extent. The quantitative aspects 
of the different investigations however, differ 
considerably. Meade (1982) suggested that a fairly simple 
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three parametet- tt-ansformation adequate! y · describes the 
transformation from the BE to the PE. The parameters are a 
z-shift, a z-axis rotation and a scale change. 
at least qualitatively, been suggested by other researchers. 
The BE coordinate system is that implied by the NWL-10D 
coordinate set used for the four OPNET tracking stations 
(Jenkins and Leroy, 1979). These coordinates are within 
several metres of the NSWC 9Z-2 coordinate set used by the 
U.S. DMA for the computation of the PE. However these 
NWL-10D coordinates were rotated in longitude to preserve 
the old longitude reference of the BE before they were used 
by the NAG for production of the present BE (Jenkins and 
Leroy, 1979). Hence the coordinate system for the BE is 
really "modified" NWL-10D (Kumar, 1982). 
Another point of confusion is that, when NAG implemented the 
WGS-72 gravity field model in 1975, many organisations 
mistakenly belie'":;-_1 that the coordinates obtained from the 
BE were automatically in the WGS-72 system. This was not 
the case (Jenkins and Leroy, 1979). 
The PE was computed by U.S.DMA using the NWL 9D coordinate 
set and the NWL-10E gravity field model prior to 15 June 
1977. After that date, the coordinate set was designated 
NSWC 9Z-2 and the gravity field NWL-10E-1 (eg. Kumar, 1982). 
The ADOS project, initiated in 1981, is a multi-national 
among other things, establish zeroth ot-der 
control over the African continent. Over 270 stations 
have been surveyed'to date (May 1986) by survey teams from 
various countries (Knopp, 1986). 
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The main objectives of the ADOS campaign are given by 
Mueller ( 1982). These are to provide zero-order control 
for future geodetic networks which could support mapping, 
control for datum unification and/or strengthening, an 
improved geoid for Africa, and coastal calibration points 
for Geos C altimetry. 
Knopp (1986) made a comparative study of the ADOS point 
positioning results computed using various softwares. The 
four computing centres participating in the ADOS project use 
three different programs namely GEODOP V, ORB-SPP and 
DOPL79, which programs have very different origins. Knopp 
investigated the differences in results when identical data 
sets were processed by the different programs when installed 
on the same computer. The average differences in 
coordinates reached the metre level in some cases. The 
greatest variations were observed in longitude and height, 
wit~ the latitude variations being much smaller. 
The combined adjustment of independent data will improve 
both the accuracy and precision of a network (Harvey, 1985). 
The accuracy is improved because the addition of independent 
data controls the systematic errors in the network. The 
precision is improved because additional data is included. 
If systematic errors in scale and orientation exist in a 
geodetic network, then the adjusted coordinates will be 
incorrect, and also their estimated accuracies, ie. their 
VCV matrices, will be optimistic. Hence the combination of 
independent ~at~ also produces more realistic accuracy 
// 




1wo main problems arise when combining data 





accurate estimates of the external bias parameters (ie. the 
scale, rotation, translation and systematic error terms) 
between the systems. The second is achieving the best 
internal combination of the different systems, ie. to 
minimise the corrections to the observables. Unfortunately 
the solution which provides the best estimates of the 
external bias parameters is not neccessarily the solution 
which provides the best internal combination and vice versa 
(Harvey, 1985). 
2.5.1 
When combining two data sets, a number of questions have to 
be answered. It must be decided whether the combination 
should be done in two or three dimensions. The type of 
transformation to be used, as well as the number and type of 
bias parameters must be selected. The method, if any, 
which is used to model the systemat~c errors in the 
networks must be selected. The question of the assignment 
of a priori variances and correlations or alternatively, the 
structure of the VCV matrices of the observations, and their 
influence on the results, must be addressed. These points 
will be considered below. 
\ 
2.s.1.1 I~g __ gr ___ !brgg ___ Q!mgn§!9D~l ___ £Qm9in~!i9D· 
Classical networks are traditionally split into horizontal 
and vertical components as stated above, whilst satellite 
networks are inherently three dimensional. Some 
researchers favour the use of two dimensional combinations 
for some purposes. For the purposes of this report the 
combination of three dimensional networks only will be 
considered. 
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2.5.1.2 The type of 
transformation or combination procedure that is used 
depends, amongst other factors, on the purpose for which the 
transformation is to be made. Harvey (1985) discusses 
various ways of combining networks, and finally selects a 
combination procedure which solves for the external bias 
parameters, namely a transformation adjustment. Numerous 
researchers have addressed this combination problem, 
resulting in as many solutions. Some models have some 
geometric significance, whilst others are solely algebraic. 
Some of these models will be mentioned in a later section. 
Some general aspects of transformations will 
discussed before treating specific models. 
now be 
2.5.1.2.1 Ir~o§fQrm2!iQO§_io_g~o~r2l· Various types 
of transformations are available. A projection 
transformation in which the scale factor is a function of 
position in the net is useful when there are many common 
network points (Harvey. 1985) We are however concerned 
with the combination of networks in which the number of 
common points are relatively few, and therefore the 
projection transformation is not a.practical proposition. 
An affine transformation, in which the scale factor is a 
function of the orientation of the line, may be used. 
Since it requires twelve parameters, we need at least four 
common points. 
The basic conformal or similarity transformation in which 
the scale is the same in all directions preserves shape, so 
that angles are not changed, but the lengths of lines and 
the positions of points may be changed. An orthogonal 
transformation is simply a conformal transformation with 
unit scale. 
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We can use a simple conformal transformation to describe the 
differences between the two sets of coordinates. It must 
however be remembered that a transformation is essentially 
an interpolation procedure, resulting in the smoothing of 
these coordinate differences. The scale and orientation 
parameters that are estimated represent, in a sense, some 
average for the whole network. Conformal transformations 
guard against undue deformations in small regions, but may 
distort local scale and orientation when used for large 
networks. 
It is therefore obvious that, if a conformal transformation 
is to be used, then each system must have uniform scale. 
Whilst this may be true of Doppler satellite networks, it is 
hardly likely to be the case in terrestrial networks of 
continental extent where discontinuities exist due 
(partially) to the adjustment methods used. Hence the 
important question is whether such local distortions in 
scale and orientation are significant. If this is so, then 
it would be better to solve for parameters in local and 
regional areas rather than for one set of parameters for the 
whole of the continent. 
Although a conformal transformation is a linear 
transformation of the coordinates, it cannot be expressed 
linearly in terms of the seven bias parameters. However, 
if the rotation angles are small, as expected in geodetic 
networks, then the equations are approximately linear. A 
single iteration of the least squares estimation routine is 
then generally sufficient. 
2.5.1.2.1.1 Bg!~!!gn_H~r~m§!§r§- There are three 
ways to rotate a network. The method used here uses the 
-. 
.Cardanian angles which are rotations around the three axes 
of a cartesian coordinate frame (Harvey,1985). When the 
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rotation angles are small, the order of rotation is not 
important. The followinq quotation from Harvey (1985) is 
illuminatinq in reqard to the recovery of the rotation 
angles: 
•rhe rotation angles depend on the baseline 
rela.tive positions) a.nd not o?;, the a.bsol'c.1.te 
·vectors Cie. 
c o o rd i na. t e s. 
Thus it does not matter where the origin of coordinates is 
beca.use the estimated rotation angles will be the sa. me} 
provided ca.re is ta.ken to avoid round-off errors.• 
This point will be mentioned later when comparing different 
models. 
2.5.1.2.1.2 The application of a 
scale factor to a three dimensional cartesian coordinate 
system implies that the individual coordinates are 
multiplied by the scale factor. This is identical to 
multiplying the corresponding baseline lengths by the same 
scale factor. As expressed by Harvey (1985): 
6 So the scale factor can be determined from either the 3D 
site coordinates or from the baseline lengths. 
the case of rotation angles, the origin of coordinates has 
r1,,o e ff e c t o -n. t he r E6 .s·'<.,~ l t .s·. 11 
The scale factor in a qeodetic network may be due to an 
error in the terrestrial distance scale as well as to 
systematic errors in the heiqhts used for the reduction of 
distances. 
2.5111.2.1.3 
stable solution it is neccessary to 







If one point is 
some distance from the others, it will tend to destabilise 
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the.solution. Points should not be in a straight line as 
some components of the rotation angles could not then be 
estimated. 
2.5.1.3 
A conformal transformation in three 
dimensions has seven parameters. Thus one needs at least 
seven equations or seven coordinates common to both networks 
in order to solve for the parameters. Parameters 
representing systematic errors can also be added· to the 
basic similarity transformation. However the removal of 
systematic errors in the observations can be very difficult 
because either the source of error or its magnitude may be 
unknown. 
Ideally what is required is a set of rotation matrices to 
relate each network with its datum (where required), and 
with the CT system. This is not practicable as some of the 
. : 
parameters will be indistinguishable from others. In 
practice only one set of rotation parameters is usually 
estimated. Some models have been specially developed to 
represent the systematic errors in the geodetic network by 
another set of rotations. but some special estimation 
techniques are required to separate the two sets of 
rotations. 
If the model includes a laroe number of parameters the 
adjustment may lead to a poorly conditioned system of 
equations. Many parameters will usually fit the data 
better, ie. produce smaller residuals, than a few parameters 
will. However. the estimate of the parameters may not be 
accurate, and the degrees of freedom of the solution will be 
reduced, which causes the statistical 
effective. 
tests to be less 
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When the translation and rotation components are highly 
correlated, non-existing rotations may absorb part of the 
translation corrections. This happens when the network 
covers only a small part of the globe. However, "if it is 
only desired to obtain a qood internal adjustment then the 
high correlations between the parameters and these errors in 
the adjusted values of the parameters, are of no concern 
provided the solution is stable." (Harvey, 1985). 
2.5.1.4 ~~~--filE!r!£§§ __ Qf __ !bg __ QQ§§rYEQ1§§i ___ !bg!r 
!Df1H§D£§_QD_rg§~1!§_Qf __ !rED§fQrfilE!!QD· In semi-dynamic 
satellite networks. eq. the Doppler networks, the satellite 
datum is in reality implied by various factors, as discussed 
in section 2.4.7. It is generally accepted that, due to 
the high inherent accuracy and homogeneity of satellite 
Doppler positioning, the coordinates of the network point~ 
very closely represents physical reality and thus the 
on which they are s~pposedly based. Therefore, the 
is recoverable to a very high degree of certainty 





for this reason that we do not distinguish between a Doppler 
network and its datum. 
The homog~1eous character of these networks led to the use, 
in this report, of very simple VCV matrices to represent the 
accuracy estimates of network point coordinates. Average 
values were asigned to the variances of the coordinates of 
network points. These represent the measure of confidence 
or reliability in the coordinate values to correctly 
represent pysical reality, and therefore also the satellite 
datum. 
The coordinates of the Doppler network points in 
Africa were (effectively) determined by using the 





points is slightly inferior to the relative accuracy between 
network points, this point is not laboured. These 
estimates of absolute accuracy are regarded, when 
neccessary, as slightly pessimistic estimates of the 
accuracy of the relative positions. 
In the 
network, 
case of classical terrestrial networks, the 
being the geometrical representation of physical 
reality, is intricately connected with the datum upon which 
it is based, but is viewed, in contrast with satellite 
networks, as a distinctly separate entity from the datum. 
Now, it is accepted that the geodetic coordinates of the 
network initial point are, by definition, exactly 
representative of the datum and pysical reality at that 
particular point. The geodetic coordinates of this point 
are held fixed in all adjustments, and it is assumed that 
the datum has been aligned {theoretically anyway) with the 
CT system through the procedure of classical datum 
establishment described earlier. Due to the influence of 
systematic errors in the observables and in their reduction, 
as well as the methods of adjustment used, the network 
coordinates of points are subject to error. These errors 
are viewed as being errors in the position of points in the 
geometrical network as compared with physical reality. 
The estimates of these errors are separately treated for the 
horizontal and vertical components, but both are regarded as 
a function of the distance from the network initial point. 
They are regarded as estimates of the accuracy with which 
the network coordinates represent the difference between 
network points and the initial point. Now if the view is 
taken, as here, that the datum is invariant of the geodetic 
network, then it is submitted that these accuracy· estimates 
can also be viewed as estimates of the reliability of these 
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network coordinates in representing physical reality and 
therefore the datum on which they are supposedly based. 
It is therefore clear that all network points cannot be 
regarded as contributing equally, in a confidence sense, to 
the recovery of the datum position and orientation. Wells 
and Vanicek (1975) recognized this fact and stated that, 
when investigating a geodetic coordinate system, ie. the 
datum, the effect of systematic distortions in the network 
coordinates can be minimized by dealing only with stations 
near the network initial point. ·is· t_h12 
terminology used 
distinction is mGde "datum transformation 
parameters" and the "network transformation parameters". 
When an attempt is made to recover the (overall average) 
position and orientation of the geodetic datum through the 
use of the coordinates of the network points a special 
weighting scheme is used. This scn~me implies that the 
closer a network point is to the network initial point 
(NIP), the more significant is its contribution in terms of 
representing its datum accurately. These terrestrial 
geodetic coordinates of the NIP are held fixed in these 
adjustments. These parameters are then the "datum 
tt-ans fat-ma ti on parameters" . 
Where it is simply required to obtain the overall average 
position and orientation of the geometric network with 
respect to the CT frame, each point of 
(including the NIP) is assigned equal weight. 
rise to the so-called "network transformation 




tT .. ·-'TT 
v ··-· t.I 
%S very important, and ma.y lead to rathet- d.-;;//e:rent 
interpretations of the resulting parameters. 
discussion of this aspect is found in CHAPTER 4. 
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2.5.2 
A brief description of some of the models available for the 
combination of three dimensional networks will be given 
below. The models which have clear geometrical 
interpretation will be treated first, and some others later. 
2.5.2.1 
here will be divided into two classes. 
The models treated 
The first are those 
which include only one set of rotation parameters and the 
second are those which .solve for more than one set of 
rotation parameters. Three models are considered in each 
class. The first three will be called the Bursa, 
Molodensky and Veis models, the second three the Hotine, 
Krakiwsky-Thomson and Vanicek-Wells models. 
2.5.2.1.1 
2.5.2.1.1.1 (See Figure 2.7). The 
Bursa model ha;. 1·~r-.en used by numerous authors ( eg. Thomson, 
1976). Since this model is the basic ?-parameter 
similarity transformation, many authors have used it without 
referring to the Bursa name used in this report. 
Three translations, three rotations and a scale change are 
applied to the discordant Geodetic (G) system to bring it 
into conformity with the satellite system. The rotations 
are reckoned around the G system axes at the origin of the G 
system, ie. at the centre of the G ellipsoid. The 
rotations and scale chanqe are reqarded as referring to the 
G system. and not the G network. The reason for this is 
that the total position vectors (~~ )
2 
of the G system are 




Figure 2.7 Bursa model 
(after Thomson, 1976) 
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The model is given by (eg. Thomson, 1976) 
+ (1+k).R_.(t-.) 
::.: I,.. z ( p ~ ) 1 = 0 
where ( 1-. ) 
I,, 2 
and ( ~ .. ) . I- 1, 1 are the position vectors of the 
point i in systems 2 (here the Geodetic or G system) and 1 
(here the satellite or S system) respectively, and are the 
observables in this model, ie. the cartesian coordinates of 





is the translation vector between the origin of 
coordinate systems 1 and 
k is the scale difference from unity, 
change of scale between systems 2 and 1. 
representing the 
The matrix R 
8 = 
rotations (8 ,8 ,8 
x y z 
R (8 ).R (8 ).R.(E=) 
1 ~: z y ~' z represents the 
around the second or Geodetic (G) 
system axes, situated at the origin (0,0,0) of the G system. 
This model is treated in detail in CHAPTER 
2.5.2.1.1.2 (See Figure 2.8). 
This model has been used by various authors in different 
forms. These will each be treated individually in CHAPTER 
3. The basic form of the model will be discussed briefly 
here. 
This model also uses three translations, three rotations and 
a scale change to model the coordinate differences between 
the two systems. A fundamental point ( FP), m, is 
introduced which is some point in the second network, eg. 
the centre of gravity of the second network, or the NIP (k). 
The rotations applied to the second network are reckoned 
around a>~es, nominally parallel to the G system axes, 





Figure 2.8 Molodensky model 
(after Thomson, 1976) 
TERRAIN 
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introduced, and since this vector appears singly in the 
equation, there is the implicit assumption that the G and CT 
system axes are parallel. The rotations and scale change 
are applied to the difference vectors of the second network, 
((~m~ )
2
, the vector from the FP paint m to the paint i) and 
not the total position vectors, ct-. > .• Therefore the 
~ 4 
rotations and scale change are viewed as applicable to the G 
network, and not the system. 
The model is given as (eg. Harvey, 1986). 
(~·. )! = 0 
1, 
This model is treated in detail in CHAPTER 
2 • ·5 • 2 • 1 • 1 • 3 (See Figure 2.9). The Veis 
model is ma~hematically equivalent to the Molodensky model. 
It uses the initial point, k, of the ~:·.'· .... ,md netwot-k as the 
FP~ and the rotations and scale change are applied to the 
difference vectors of the second network, The 
only difference is that the rotations are reckoned around 
the axes of the Local Geodetic (LG) system at the FP. 
These are dv and dµ, tilts in the prime vertical and 
meridian planes respectively, and dA, a rotation in azimuth. 
Note that the (singular) use of the position vector 
implies the same basic assumption of the parallelity of the 
G and CT system axes. 
The model is given by (Thomson, 1976) 
rt • ...f ) 1 
.... 
) z (1+k) .RV. <i\ ~ ) 2 Ct· ) 0 = u- - + u- + = IJ k ' I •. I 
where ( t- - ) 1 ( ~. ) ( ~ k i, ) i: ( z,' ) I & k have similar ;) F. z ' I •. 
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TERRAIN POINT 
Figure 2.9 Veis model 





meanings to those in the Molodensky model, and where 
RV = R ... (180-\,,.) .R ... (90-¢i,.) .P .... Rl (d· .. /) .R ... (dp.) .R,, (dA) • 
._, F. " "' " i. ·~ 
where (¢t,~k) are the geodetic coordinates of the initial 
point k of the second network. 
P is a reflection matrix about the y-axis. z 
This model is treated in detail in CHAP4ER 3. 
2.5.2.1.2 Models with more than one set of rotations ------------------------------------------
2.5.2.1.2.1 (See Figure 2. 1121) • 
Hotine (1969) mentions that, in addition to the coordinate 
system (datum) ro1 ;,:.': .i.ons, there may be systematic errors of 
scale and orientation present in the network itself. He 
proposes a model in which these systematic errors in the 
network may be modelled by two rotation parameters and a 
scale difference parameter. The rotations are a change in 
azimuth, d~, and a chang~ in zenith distance, d!3. The 
first is a rotation around the z-axis of the local geodetic 
(LG) system at the network initial point (NIP)~ whilst the 
second is a constant applied to all lines radiating from 
the NIP. 
This model is given as 
~ •.. = Ci-\) i + F~:::. [ (f.k) 2+(1+k )R,:, ( 180-) .. k) .Ri (90-1:µ).:} .Pi .RH • 
• P .• R. ( ,t,. -90) • R _ ( :\ -180) • ( ~. . } ]- ( ?" ) . =0 
:.: :.: T f.. :.<. }: f. i.. 2 f •• 1 l 












given above. The rotations (sy,sv,sz) contained in the .. , 
matrix R
8 
refer to the discordant system (datum). 




below, and the scale difference, k, refer to the second 
network. Hence there are eight parameters in this model. 
The difference vector (~k~ )z is the position vector of the 
point i with respect to the NIP, k, and is given by 
r 
( r ,_. ) , 
1'. I_. J. 
r 1 T I 




I r.ki .. I 
sin.f3k ~. 
sin.[3,_ .• .. \, 
cos. j3}.: ~ 
cos.o~k~ 
Sin. Ci,,_. .. ~ 
as expressed in the LG system at the NIP, k. 
Thomson (1976) gives the matrix RH as 
r 1+~:. -do:. df3. cos. o~ l I k ~ -. = I dct. 1+k df3. sin. C\. I '\ I H i . 1, I -df3 /cos. cc . 0 1+k I 
L I 1~ 1 .. ..1 





There are only two networks, one terrestrial and one 
satellite, involved in this model. Hence this model 
requires a special estimation techni~ue in order to 
separate the two sets of rotations. Hotine did not propose 
a solution, but Thomson (1976) stated that the estimation 
method used in the Krakiwsky-Thomson model could be used 
hen?. A disadvantage (Thomson, 1976) of this model is that 
the rotations d~ and df3 cannot be split to give either the 
Molodensky or the Veis type rotations. 
Note that this model can easily be modified to accommodate 
more than one satellite network (Thomson, 1976). 
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2.5.2.1.2.2 This model is 
used to combine one satellite and one terrestrial network. 
There are two versions of this model in the literature. 
These differ in the application of the scale difference, k, 
and in the second of the two rotation matrices used. In 
the first version, this scale difference is a system scale, 
and in the second version a network scale. 
The model contains two sets of rotations. The first set, 
(s __ ,sv,s.), contained in matrix R~, is for the misaligned 
,/. ·' ... ._, 
geodetic system, 
(dv,dµ,dA) in Rv ], 
and the second in 




first version of this model used the matrtx R~, and the 
second version the matrix Rv· These two sets of rotations 
[(~x'~y'1z) and (dv,dµ,dA)] have identical meanings to those 
in the Molodensky and Veis models respectively • ... 
The first version is given by (Krakiwsky and Thomson, 1974) 
... 4 
+ ( 1 + k ) • R ,, • [ ( t~ i ) 
1 
+ • R ~, 1 • ( r 1:: i. ) 2 J - ' T . • 
and the second (Figure 2.11) by (Thomson and Krakiwsky, 
1975, Thomson, 1976} 
F ~ = < ;.t- o > 1 + Rs • [ < ?- k > z + < 1 +k > • Rv • < ;.t- 1:: i, > z J - < P ~ > 1 = 0 
The model has ten unknown parameters, six of which are 
rotations. Hence four common points are minimally needed, 
but it is obvious that many more points will be needed to 
ensure realistic estimates of the param~ters. 
This model again needs a special estimation technique to 
separate the two sets of rotations. 
split into two groups (Thomson, 1976) 
The data points are 
The first group, 











(after Thomson, 1976) 
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so close to the NIP that they are essentially unaffected by 
any systematic errors in the terrestrial network. The 
second group, the so-called "outer zone", contains the 
remaining points. The estimation method is essentially a 
combination of models as follows: 
and 
where xi contains the system parameters, 
and ( .s • s s ) , 
( ;t- ) = 
0 1 
[ v y - )T "o' o''o 
x. y' z 
X contains the rotation and scale difference parameters 
pertaining to the second network, [k,wx,wy'~z], 
[
1 
contains the observables of the "innner zone", 
coordinates and coordinate differences, 
[~ contains the observables of the "outer zone". 
ie the 
The "inner zone" must contain sufficient observables to 
solve for the six unknown system parameters contained in Xi • 
The details of this mndel are given by Thomson ( 1976). 
Note that this model as formulated here is used for the 
combination of one terrestrial and one satellite (CT) 
network, but it may easily be modified to accommodate more 
than one satellite network (Thomson, 1976). 
2.=·~2.1.2.3 (See Figure 2.12). 
The objective of this model is #to examine the 
systems <based on 
observations) and satellite systems <based on sateilite 
observations) to the average terrestriai systemu (Wells and 
Vanicek, 1975). The average terrestrial system is the 
earlier term used for what is known as the conventional 
terrestrial (CT) system today. One satellite and two or 
more geodetic systems, each having at least two points 
common with the satellite system, are combined in one 

















Figure 2.12 Vanicek-Wells model 
(after Wells & Vanicek, 1975) 
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The authors proceeded under the assumption that "o.. geodet (.;:.:-
to 
Vanicek and Wells (1974) have shown that, under certain 
conditions of datum establishment, only four datum position 
and orientation parameters exist. namely three translations 
and one azimuth rotation. This condition exists when the 
datum has been established by the classical method, ie. when 
the position and orientation of the datum is fixed by 
definition at the NIP. The deflection conditions t =~ -..+-. 
'k k 't'k 
and Dk=(At-Xk)cos¢k are satisfied at the NIP by definition. 
These two equations are equivalent to the zenith distance 
condition, which is thus fulfilled by imp~ication (Vanicek 
and Wells, 1974) The only orientation condition remaining 
is the azimuth condition, and the rotation matrix R., 
il 
pertaining to the geodetic system (datum), contains only 
this azimuth orientation unknown, . il· 
The authors use the following reasoning: The 
transformation from a geodetic to a satellite system 
involves relating each system to the CT system. The 
satellite system is related to the CT system by three 
translations and three rotations (w,¢,s), whilst the 
geodetic system requires only three translations and one 
rotation (li). The reason for this single rotation is given 
above, namely that we know the direction around which the 
rotation takes place ie. the ellipsoidal normal at the NIP. 
This model (Wells and Vanicek, 1975) is given as follows, 
using their notation, and expressing all position vectors in 
the CT system: 
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4 4 4 = r-_ + R,.L~(r-_ + r-. 
l.J ~ ti 1,, 
where ~ , ~- are the position vectors of the origins (0,0,0) s ,_, 
of the geodetic and satellite systems respectively with 
respect to the CT system, 
..:, 
is the position vector r- (I of 
the (6) NIP, 1-. is the difference vector from the NIP 
(, 
to 
the point i~ ~ is the position vector of the point i i-': in 
" 
the satellite system, L is the scale ratio between the 
geodetic and satellite systems, and (A) 
respectively are the rotations required to align the 
satellite and geodetic systems with the CT system. 
The unit vector in the direction of the ellipsoidal normal 
at the NIP Ct 0 ,~ 0 ) around which the rotation (.ti. ) tai.:.es 
place, can be expressed as [cos¢ .. cos~_,cos¢ .sin% ,sin¢ ]T. 
V 1) (I (I 0 
Hence the rotation .ti. can be split into its x,y,z components 
as [w ,~ ,E ] = ~ [cos¢_ .cos%_ .cos¢_ .sin~_ .sin¢_] 
g g q u u . v u - u 




-4.cost .sin% 1 . (; o I 
= I -/:J.. sin¢•
0 
I 
I ""· . , 
l l:..COS•-1'- .sin>.,_ L u u 
1 
-/:J.. cos•:P _ • cos·\ 
• l,J 0 1 
i 
J 
Now, there is no way of distinguishing between the vectors 
~~and~-• so that we can solve only for their difference 
.:I l.J • 
~ =1- -
' S G G 
(Wells and Vanicek, 1975). The authors 
substitute (1+4L) for L, ~id the matrices (I +Q) for ,-, f"\. 
and ~ is /"'' 
'·· 
~urther, since the difference between 
only of the order of a few hundred metres, the authors 
substitute t· ..:, -+ for (r_+r ) wherever the latter is multiplied 
1, iJ '-· 




The observation equation containing the eight 




= -i. 0. 
I, 
unknown 
The first three rotations align the satellite system with 
the CT, the fourth aligns the geodetic system with the CT. 
The last four parameters represent the scale difference and 
translation components between the geodetic and satellite 
systems. 
In order therefore to solve for the eight unknowns, we 
require at least three points of the geodetic system common 
with the satellite system. However, since the two sets of 
rotations are additive, they are indistinguishable unless 
more than one geodetic system is involved. Each additional 
geodetic system increases ±he number of unknowns by five, so 
that at least two stations are required on each additional 
geodetic system. 
Wells and Vanicek (1975) computed a number of solutions 
using this model. Their conclusion was that, in order to 
detect these alignments or rotations with respect to the CT 
system, care must be taken both in the selection of the data 
points used, and in the datums (both satellite and geodetic) 
used. Since they are attempting to recover the geodetic 
datum alignment (not the network), they use only data points 
near the NIP in order to minimise the effect of systematic 
errors in the geodetic network point coordinates. The 
selection of the satellite system, the geodetic systems and 
the station configuration may all in genet-al change the 
L- .L.. • _, ou Lcl.l.neu, hence their note of caution. 
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A method whereby the 
systematic errors in the terrestrial network may be modelled 
more completely, is to use the method of least squares 
approximation. Here the systematic errors are represented 
by a three dimensional polynomial of I, h n As 
expressed by Thomson and Krakiwsky (1976): 
"The coefficients of the polynomial are determined using 
least squares approximation in which the quantity to be 
minimised is the sum of the squares of the weighted 
discrepancies between a mathematically defined vector field 
and the vector field represented by the coordinate 
differences." 
2.5.2.2.1 In 
this method the total coordinate difference [(~.).-ct.) ] is 
L t ~ 1 
modelled by an algebraic polynomial (Thomson and Krakiwsky, 
1976): 
-t n -1 
:/y.Jz k ..... (f) (f ) ~ 
-+ 
) I = :: C. = ( 1::·. r j k " }; = lj '·· ... . .. ,I , 
and in e>;panded fot-m 
r p>=<r>l r n x~yjz k l r r " ex 
I I 
... ,j j.; ! I x 
}; 
r· I j, k = ii ... ! I 
. I 
i I i I I l I I I -1 I I n y I l I I };~ yj z k p ( t-) I pY ( ji-) i I :: C. I I I = = I j k I = y I y I I n 
I 
l1 I I j, ~: = (! 
r.. I I I I I I I I I i I I 
I 
I I i1 I I pZ ( ;t.) I .:: cz. x'·· y·_iz 
k I I z I z I :, j k I i I I r! j . k = (! I I J L J L L L 
in which C .. 
1, ,I k 
(or cz .• cY .• cz. ) are the unknown polynomial 
i,,IJ:· ; ... Jk· i ... Jf. 
coefficients to be solved for. Once the mathematical 
vector field has been defined, it may be used to compute the 
expected (interpolated) vector difference [ ( j1- j . . ~ ( ;±, '1 1 r-: • ~ 
•.· r J. 
far any arbitrary point of the network. 
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In this model all the components of the transformation, ie. 
the translations and rotations of the geodetic system and 
systematic errors (rotations and scale difference) in the 
geodetic network, are lumped together. The result is that 
realistic geometrical interpretations are probably not 
possible. 
2.5.2.2.2. 
Thomson and Krakiwsky (1976) 
give another model in which the concepts of Hotine, the 
Krakiwsky-Thomson model and the least squares approximation 




+ R8 • [ ( ?- k ) ~ + ( f- k ~ ) z ( b. ) r I, i = 0 
The translation and rotation parameters required to -relate 
the discordant geodetic system to 
appear explicitly as (f-O)i and R €:: • 
in the geodetic 






the satellite system 
The systematic errors 
by the! vector field 
model also requires a 
special estimation routine. similar to that used for the 
Krakiwsky-Thomson model, in order to obtain a solution. 
This is given by 
and 
in which C are the coefficients of the three dimensional 
po 1ynomia1 . 
2.5.2.2.3 
Appelbaum (1982) used a least 
squares stepwise multiple regression procedure to derive 
polynomial equations for converting coordinates from one 
geodetic datum to another as a function of (normalized) 
latitude and longitude. The r-egt-ession procedure uses 
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reference coordinate differences throughout the datum when 
deriving the equations. Thus the resulting transformation 
equations exhibit sensitivity to regional variations in the 
coordinate differences ie. to the systematic distortions in 
the geodetic network. 
The regression procedure ensures that an equation of a given 
precision contains a minimum number of terms. This is 
achieved by a procedure in which variables are sequentially 
incorporated and evaluated, and all previously incorporated 
variables are examined and removed if no longer significant. 
Hence the resulting transformation equations are relatively 
computer efficient (Appelbaum, 1982). 
This method was used for the transformation of European 
Datum 1950 (ED50) coordinates to the World Geodetic System 
1972 (WGS72), and vice versa. An example of the equations 
used are given on page 211 (Appelbaum, 1982), and take the 
" = f ( u. v) 
li>~(m) = f. (u.v) 
~ 
fi.y(m) = f 
5 
(u.v) 
LiH ( m) 
Liz(m) 
= f (u,v) 
:j 
= f (u.v) 
~ . 
where u,v are normalized latitudes and longitudes given here 
by the equations u.=3(~-0.87) and v=3(~-0.08) where 0.87 
and 0.08 are approximate mean latitude and longitude values 
(in t-adians) respectively for the area concerned, and 
...,.. . 
..:.• l.S 2. 
convenient factor to inhibit large values of equation 
coefficients. The latitude and longitude values used in 
the equations can be those on either datum. 
2. 5 .. 3 
Tables 2.1 & 2.2 below summarise the main features and uses 
of the different models mentioned in this t-epor-t. These 
tables are taken from Thomson (1976) and expanded. 
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• I i 
/rotations model TER I 
1 
i 1
1 I I l 
systematic errors. I I I' j I I i I 
' . I . I I I 
USES of the models 
LEGEND: 
BUP- - BURSA model 
KOL - MOLODENSKY model 
VEI - VEIS model 
HOT - HOTINE model 
K-T - KRAKIWSKY-THOMSON model 
V-W - VANICEK-WELLS model 
POL - Total difference polynomial modelling 
COM - Combination of HOT 1 K-T and polynomial modelling 
REG - regression equations 
2+ = a or more systems 
Ct) 1+ = if marked Cx), then only 1; if marked x, then 1 or 
more. 
Three of the models mentioned in the previous chapter have 
been seiected for detailed study in this report. These are 
the Bursa, Molodensky and Veis models, which contain one 
set of rotation parameters only. 
choice are given beiow. 
The reasons for this 
The initial aim of this study was to evaiuate the 
transformation parameters (as real physical 
between the geodetic and satellite or 
Terrestrial (CT) datums through the use 
coordinated points. Since the geodetic 





to use a 
model which has geometric interpretation, from which could 
be inferred the relative position of the Geodetic and 
satellite or CT datums. It is for this reason that some of 
the "geometric" models were selected for further study and 
not the "non-geomett-ic" models. 
However, it became clear during the course of the study that 
these estimated transformation parameters are to be 
interpreted with a great deal of caution, and that it would 
be presumptious to "blindly" attach geometrical or real 
physical meaning to them. 
The decision to use the models which have one 
rotations in preference to those which have more 
set of 
than one 
to South set, was based largely on the situation peculiar 
Africa. This is a small country and covers a 




recover with any degree of accuracy even one set of rotation 
parameters by using our geodetic networks of national 
e>~tent. The inclusion of a second set of rotation 
parameters to represent the overall systematic errors 
present in the geodetic network is therefore not regarded as 
a practical proposition in this case. 
Further, the distortions in the horizontal geodetic network, 
which became apparent on comparison with the Doppler 
satellite network, are indeed considerable. There is no 
doubt that these distortions are caused by a number of 
factors, and cannot be attributed merely to systematic 
errors in the network. The particular method of adjusting 
the network in sections eg. gave rise to some rather 
distinct "blocl<.s" of triangulation between which eg. 
scale varies considerably. The regional variation of 
the 
the 
transformation parameters between the geodetic network and 
the Doppler (CT} network is treated in section 5.6.2. 
Therefore, in view of the considerable variation of the 
transformation parameters between these "blocks" of 
triangulation, it simply does not make much sense to attempt 
the recovery of an additional set of rotation pat-ameters 
that represent the systematic errors in the network as a 
~..,hole. The assumptions on which the use of the more 
comp le;.~ models~ which contain more than one set of 
rotations, are based, is that the geodetic networks have 
been computed homogeneously and rigorously. 
the case for the South African networks. 
This is not 
It is for these reasons that the Bursa, Molodensky and Veis 
models were selected for a comparative study. 
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This model is qiven as (eq. Thomson, 1976) (See Figure 2.7) 
F°. = ( 'j-
0 
) ~: + ( 1 +k) • RE, • ( f. ~ ) z - ( t• ~ ) 1 = 0 
where ( 1-. ) 
... 2 
and (p. ) are the position vectors of the 
1, ! 
point i in systems 2 and 1 respectively, and are the 
observables in this model, ie. the cartesian coordinates of 
the points i, 
(t ) is the translation vector between the origin of o. ! 
coordinate systems 1 and 
k is the scale difference from unity, 




is the rotation matrix given by the matrix product 
below, which reduces to the matrix given for small angles of 
rotation. The rotations E=x,E:y,sz are those t-equired to 
align the axes of system 2 ;;.:.. .:h those of system 1. The 
point about which the rotations are made is the origin of 
the second system. 
r 1 .~: -:::: l I z .., ·' I I I p_ = Rt ( E: ) R ( ,,.. ) .R. ( E:: ) = I -8 1 E: ::_: x • z ·-· y :_J z I z :r: I ! E: ':.> 1 l y x J 
Harvey (1986) states that this appro>;imation is good for 
rotation angles of up to about 
..,,. 
·-' seconds of arc, when 
rotating vectors of earth radius length, but when the 
vectors that are rotated are much shortet-, considerably 
larger angles of rotation can be accommodated. 
NOTE: Due to the way that the model is formulated, the 
rotations and scale change are regarded as referring to the 
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There are no a priori assumptions regarding 
parallelity of system axes in this model. 

















The problem of high correlation amongst the estimated 
parameters has been mentioned by numerous authors, eg. 
Harvey ( 1985) . The reason is that the geodetic network is 
generally only of regional and not global extent, hence the 
data covers only a very small portion of the earth's 
surface. 
Thomson (1976) mentions that this model can be used for the 
combination of two networks, provided the coordinates of 
each network can be used to recover the datum to which each 
Since this is 6nly true for satellite 
he concludes that this Bursa model is not 
appropriate for the combination of one satellite and one 
terrestrial network. This point is also made by saying 
that the coordinates of the satellite network are 
representative of its datum, whilst those of the terrestrial 
network are not. This is also reflected in the character 
of the VCV matrix (used in this report) of each type of 
network, as seen in sections 2.5.1.4 and 4.2.3. 
The model for the inverse transformation is derived simply 
as 






J -(f- ). = 0 




The theory of least squares estimation is treated in detail 
in various works, eg. Mikhail and Gracie (1981). Krakiwsky 
and Gagnon (1983) give a concise summary of the equations 
used for the different cases of the least squares solution. 
The solution to this equation is obtained by the combined 
case least squares estimation procedure, expressed as : 
F(X,L)= 0 ••• 3.1 
where X represents the unknown parameters and L 
the observables. 
Tt-1e model is non-linear and linearization produces the 
expression 
~.i + B.0 + w0 = 0 ~ ...., ... ...., . ""'-







X is the least squares estimate of the unknown parameters 
V is the least squares estimate of the residuals of the 
observables 
w0 = F(X 0 ,L) is the misclosure vector 
x0 is an initial estimate of the unknown parameters 
L are the observed values of the observables. 
The least squares solution to equation 3.2 is given by 
.. · .. 
V = I:_ .BT .K 
I.. 
where the correlate vector, K, is 
~ T -1 -"· 0 K = -(B.~ .B ) .(A.X+W ) 
L 
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The least squares estimate of the unl<".nown parameters are 







the adjusted observables L = L + V. 
and 
are the weight coefficient matrices of 
the e st 'i ma. t e d and the adjusted observables 
respectively. The associated VCV matrices are given by 
= a-~ . Q-
lJ x and 
I:- = c;z • Cl-
L 0 L 
where -z c: (I = 
VT .P.V is the a posteriori variance factor 
n-m 
with n = number of observables, m = number of unknown 
parameters and p = ,..- I ~L is the weight matrix. is 
the (a priori) VCV matrix of the observables and in this 
case is a combination of the VCV matrices of the 
terrestrial cartesian coordinates and :XYZ of the satellite 
cartesian coordinates. 
Now in this case, we have the design matrices A and B 
given by Thomson (1976): 
5'F 5'F 
A = \ B. = -- when:? I 
5'X ! x ,L 5'L x ,L ... 
(y, +koy. 
•.· !_. 
r 1 0 0 0 -( +!<: 
0 
i z Z. '·· 
! 
A. = I 0 1 0 ( z. +kl) z 0 ... -( i{C; +~:. ;.; ... 






) ( >~. +k(I x 
;_. 
( >: i .. +;::: ~ y i .. -·~; ~ z i .. 
( z i, +:; ~' }; i, ~,~ ~~ y i, 
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r ( l+k 
0
) 
0 0 0 ( £: 0 +k 0 8 0 } -1 0 0 
1 
( 8 z +k s: z) v v , , 
B. = I -(<'·o+ko ... o) (1+k
0 ) -(8o+ko8o) 0 - 1 0 
(. ·-· z . ·- z :-: x 
I I 0 Ii:' 0 - (1 (::;;o+ko8o} (1+k 0 -( £: + ) ) 0 0 - 1 I 
L 
•• '!..: J " ::/ x >: ·" 
The superscript 
I 
Q indicates initial approximate estimates of 
the unknown parameters. 
The solution of this model for the seven parameters requires 
a minimum of three common points. 
The forms given above are for the general case, but if the 
point of expansion is taken as zero for all parameters, ie. 
_ ( ,zo o ...,.i:r -.o .o __ o 1 __ 0 .1 
= ,,. 
- },. ,y_ ,~ .::.. ,€. •c.,; .. r.. "' 
1j ,_, ci· x y· z· 
then the matrices A and B reduce to 
r 1 0 0 0 - y. }: . 1 
I 
"-· 
'·· I,. " I 
A. = I 0 1 0 - 0 -x. y. I I L.. \· I ... I,, I 
I I I 0 0 1 -y. " 0 z i L '" ,, ..! 
,.... 
1 0 0 -1 0 0 
.., 
I I I I 
I I B. = 0 1 0 0 -1 0 I = [ I -I ] ,. I I 
I I 
0 0 1 0 0 -1 I J L 
The misclosut-e vector WO is given by 
~-~ X. 1 1, 
I 
WO F (X 0 ,L) Y. 
i = = y I ,. I, I,, I 
I 
z. 7 I L. l, 
..! 
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(See Figure 2.8) 
This model has been developed to overcome the problem of 
high correlation between the parameters by relating the 
scale and rotation parameters to some fundamental point m, 
and using diffference vectors from this point (Hoar, 1982). 
This aspect of the model has been mentioned by numerous 
authors (eg. Thomson, 1976, Harvey, 1985). There are a few 
versions of this model given in the literature. The main 
differences lie in the fundamental point which is selected 
as the point of rotation. 
The first version of this model uses the centre of gravity 
Cm) of the second (terrestrial) network as the fundamental 
This version is the one recommended by 
the Defence Mapping Agency CDMA) (Hoar, 1982) and by various 
other authors (eg Harvey, 1985). 
'lilQ.Q.& 
terrestrial geodetic 
aligned and of the same 
This model is given by 
( jt. ) = [ }; • y • z J T m z m· m· m 
i 
r 
= 11n • I 
L i .. = i 
tho, t 
system ~~es are 
( ;t, ) 
... i.. 1 = lli where 
°'"' 1- y. 
i .. = 1 '·· ~. = 1 
is the position vector of the centre of gravity (m) of the 
(second) terrestrial network, computed as shown above. 
Note that this vector enters the equation singly, ie. 
without coefficients. This implies that the axes of 
systems i & 2 are parallel, and since the scale factor 
applies to the network and not the system, the implication 
is that the terrestrial system is of the same scale as the 
satellite (CT) system. 
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is the translation between the origin of 
coordinate systems 1 and 
<1-mi )_, & (t·, .. }
1 
are the observables in this model, 
(~m~ )
2 
is the difference vector from the point m to the 
point i of the second (terrestrial} network, 
is the position vector of the point i in the satellite 
network. 
The rotation matrix R is qiven by 
'ijJ 
r 1 ·wz 
R = R ··¢ j (''-1\).Rz (--·~Y).R8('•~z) = I I -·wz 1 
I 'ijJv -··1j.1x 
L .; 
These rotations are reckoned around 
-'ijJ 
y 







parallel to those of systems 1 and 2 (and situated at the 
fundamental point), and k is the scale difference from 
unity.· 
The rotations and scale difference are considered to refer 
to the second network, since t~~s~ difference vectors are 
the ones that are rotated and scaled. 
The second version of this model uses the initial point Ck) 
of the second network as the f~ndamentai point of rotation. 
Thomson (1976) identified a few versions of this model. 
Thomsons' (1976) Version 1 of the Molodensky model is given 
by 
~. = ( ;i-. ) 
!j j 
where ( ~;) ) j 
( .... ' + r-k 1 z 
' 
( 1, 
,.. i_. ) . 1 ~ k' 




have the same meaning as 
<i-1; >2 is the position vectot- of the 
network initial point (fundamental point) of the second 
network, and the difference vector (~k~) 2 = is 
the vector from the initial point (k) to the point i in the 
second system. 
(t\,_.>2· 
The observables are the vectors and 
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Since the position vector of the fundamental point, the 
centre of gravity, (~m)z, and the initial point of the 
second network, above, enter the 
model singly, there is again the implicit assumption that 
t h e c o o rd ·i na, t e axes of systems z 
par·al le l. The application of the 
network again implies a ~nijorm scale for both 
.j. r. 
.... ""'; the 
t h. e s· ) .. s· t e iTt.s· 
This is an important point that is not 
ex~ressly mentioned. 
Thomsons' · ( 1976) Version 2 of the Molodensky model is given 
by 
where each of the terms have the same meaning as in the 
models above. 
In this version ther~ is no assumption of parallelity of 
the axes of systems z and 2 1 but the implicit assumption 
here is that there is a local coordinate system at the 
initial point of network 2 which is parallel to the axes of 
system 2, since the position vector of the initial point and 
the difference vector are simply added. Using this 
interpretation uit has been shown that it is equivalent to 
the Bursa modelu (Thomson and Krakiwsky, 1976) It is fof"' 
this reason that this second version of Thomsons' Molodensky 
model will not be considered any further in this report. 
The Molodensky model can be used for the combination of a 
satellite and a terrestrial network, but it must be born in 
mind that the assumption of the parallelity of axes may be 
It can not be used tor two satellite networks 
since a satellite network has no initial point associated 
with it. 
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The opinion has been expressed by various authors (eg. 
Thomson & Krakiwsky, 1976) that the Bursa model is best 
suited for the combination of networks that have global 
coverage as opposed to local or non-global networks, whereas 
the Molodensky model is more suitable for non-global 
networks. 
The model for the inverse transformation is simply derived 
as follows (for the first version of the Molodensky model 
given above): 
F -1 -1 -1 ... ... 
~ = ( 1 +~:. > • R ·iJ.1 • [ < P ;, > 1 - < r o > 1 - ( rm> z ] ct-m~ ) z = 0 
= <1+1<>- 1 .R~, .[(p.) -ct- > -<1- > 1 - ct- . > = 0 
'!' ,, 1 o 1 m 2 mi, z 
since the rotation matrix R~ is orthogonal. 
It has been shown by various authors that the numerical 
values of the rotations and scale difference are identical 
for the Molodensky and Bursa models. The translation~ a.re 
however different. 
The fol loving argument is from Harvey (1985): 
The Molodensky model can be written as follows: 
F = p + Q = 12) where 
( t- m) 2 
4 p = ( 1 +k. ) "R-,J.1" ( r- m) z 
Q = ct-0>1 + ( 1 +k ) • R .. 1• ( t-. ) 2 - ( t. ) I . \j. '-· • 1 •• 
Q is the standard Bursa model, and Pis simply a constant 
term which is the same for all points, and would obviously 
affect the translation terms. The values for the rotation 
parameters (represented by the matrix R~) and the scale 
difference k, are determined by Q only, and therefore equal 
those from the Bursa model. The difference in the 
translation terms obtained from the two models is clearly 
due to the scaling and rotating of the fundamental point m. 
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The difference in the translation terms may also be 
considered by using the following development of the models 
similar to that given by Boucher (1979): 





respectively, are replaced by 
f': = I + Gs' R = I + Q~~ where I = identity 8 'if 
matrix, and Q8: and Q '1~ are given by 
r 0 8 -s: 
., r 0 'l./l -·"1.lJ l z " I z ·y ; 
Q_ = -E: 0 E: Q,qi = i -··iJ_; 0 ·w .. I c.; z x 
I 
•z -·- I 
I I 8: -s: 0 i ''+I -'if:·: 0 I L I I J :::· :-: j L y 
and the models expanded as follows (the B and M 
superscripts denote the Bursa 
respectively): 
and Molodensky models 
-t I; E< . -1 
( r o ) t. + ( 1 +k . ) • RE= • ( ;t- ~ ) 2 - ( i? i, ) t = 
(p.) = 0 
1, 1 
Hence, the Bursa model produces (neglecting the second order 
E: product k .Q_ 
::.,: 
+ 0 s. • <-;- ) 1 
4 
( (). ) 1 
\, 
( ft.. ) . = 
The Molodensky model similarly produces (neglecting the 
second order product kx.Q_, ) ..... , 
From these equations it is again obvious that in the Bursa 
model all points i are treated in the same manner, since it 
is the position vectors (~. ). of all points that are rotated 
l· "i. 
and scaled. In the Molodensky model however, it is only 
the difference vectors [~~-~m] 1 from the fundamental point m 
that are rotated and scaled, not the position vectors (~. )_. 
;,, .. 
Hence the fundamental point m is not rotated and scaled in 
the Molodensky model, whichever point is used as such. 
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Now if the rotations and scale difference from the two 
models are equal, ie. Q = Q = Q and 
8 '•+' 
= ~:.x = k 
then we have on subtraction of the first from the second 
equation 
( -tr._)X _ (°t- )E = tc (-+) n .-+) u 1 0 1 r~ ..... m 2 + u. ( .... m 2 
which expression confirms Harvey's (1985) statement that the 
difference in the translations is due to the rotation and 
scaling of the position vector of the fundamental point 
of the second network. 
Hence the Bursa and Molodensky translation terms are equal 
if either one of the following two 
conditions are satisfied: 
If c1-m>2 = 0 ' 
ie. the point of rotation is the centre 
of the geodetic ellipsoid, OR 
if ~: = 121 a.n.d Q = I ie. the scale difference and 
rotation parameters are restrained to zero. 
The precisions of the Molodensky translations are 
generally an order of magnitude smaller than those from the 
But-sa model. However, it must be clearly stated that, in 




-:r ,..,, -· .....:• • .L • L 
are ·not 
they 
better estimates of the Bursa. 
are f·l.L'nlia.men.t .::;.. l l,y 
This is done as in the Bursa case by the combined case least 
squares method, and the matrices ~and w0 are as follows: 
r- 1 IZl 0 0 l I -zk (. yk\. }~ ); i, i 
I 
I I A. = I 0 1 0 z k i .. 0 ->:.k YF.t. I, I l· I 
I 0 I 0 1 -y}: ;_. v 0 zk ;, I I "' L - J\ i_. j 
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r xk +;.:!::, -X. l I x.-x l O I, 
I 
I_. I I 
0 0 I I I I W. = F. (X 'L~ = I yk+yJ::i,-Y;, = I y -Y. \, \, 
l I I 
1.- I.,. I 
I I I J L zk+z).:i_.-zi, I z. -z. J L \, 1, 
The B matrix is identical to the B matri>-: for the Bursa 
model namely B. = [ I I -I ] of size 3x6 for each network I 
1, 
point. Hence, since the w0 misclosure vector is likewise 
identical, the only difference is in the structure of the A 
matri}:. 
To solve for the seven parameters from this model one needs 
the position vector of the initial point of the second 
system as well as the coordinates of at least three more 
common points. 
~ ~ ·-·. ·-· (See Figure 2.9) 
This model is given by Thomson (1976) as 
where ct ) 
lj 1 ' 
+ ( 1 +k) . RV. ( jt.).: i .. ) z - ( l1 ;, ) 
1 
... 
( r ,_ ;. ) " ' "· . . & .. "· 
= 0 
have identical 





p I = I i 
I 
L 
(1:p • • >v ) }'. . k are the 
k of the second 
the y-a>ds, 
1 0 0 l 
0 0 I -1 I 
I 
0 0 1 I J 
geodetic coordinates of the initial 
network. P is a reflection matrix z 












The point of rotation is the initial point of the second 
network and the rotations are referred to the axes of the 
local geodetic (LG) system. The rotations are dv, a 
rotation about the x-axis ie. a tilt in the prime vertical 
plane, dµ, a rotation about the y-axis ie. a tilt in the 
meridian plane, and dA, a rotation about the z-axis ie. a 
rotation in azimuth. 
According to Thomson ( 1976)' the 
is needed to P 
1 
• R ~ ( ¢• }~ -90 ) • R 
8 
( ·\ k -180 ) 




from the system 2 (G) in which it was formulated. The 
final set of rotations 
required to rotate the transformed di~ference vectors 
back to the second coordinate system (G). 








-sin~ .dA-cos ~L.dv 
' k ' 
1 
cos ¢· .• cos ).,.__ .dA-sin ·;\, .du.-sin•±• .• cos) .... dv 
~ .. .: ' ' F. '-
is 
c r .. 
F. I, 
'.>-..• • du.-sin •:t._.sin 
F. ' ' .. 






This model has the same implicit assumptions of parallelity 
of the axes of systems 1 (CT) and 2 (G) as in the Molodensky 
model. The interpretation of the resulting parameters are 
similar, ie. the rotations and scale change refer to the 
second networ~: .. The translations are identical to those 
from the Molodensky model. 
The Veis model is seen to be equivalent to the Molodensky 
model, and can therefore be used for the combination of a 
satellite and terrestrial network, but not for two satellite 
', 
networks. 
The model for the inverse transformation is simply derived 
as follows: 
ft~ = ( 1 +k) - 1 • R~ 1 • [ ( p ~ ) 1 - ( 'i- o ) i - ( 'i- k ) z ] 
= ( 1 +k ) -
1 
• R~ • [ ( P ~ ) 1 - ( '(-- o ) 1 - ( '(-- k ). z ] - ( '(-- i: i, ) z = Ill 
since the rotation matrix R is orthogonal. v 
The Molodensky rotations (~x'~y'~z) can be derived from 
Veis rotations (dv,dµ,dA) by the following relation 
(Y; ,··;.jJ .··~1 )' = [F\.(180-\.,).R.(90-¢,).P.J.(d·v',dµ.,dA)T 
"t-:-:. y. z :.' J.: :i t '£, • • 
the 
and the Veis rotations from the Molodensky ones by the 
inverse operation. 
~ ~ r:· 
·-· • .._, • .ti:-
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+ sin ) • cos '+.4-' 1.. ~ ·;; ... 'k i, 
-cos ~ .sin 
k 
sin \.k • z k ;, 
Cos \ x - "k • J; ~ - sin "\ , .. k. y J; i .. 
-cos cpk .yk i_. sin ¢•,_.sin \ ..• zJ;i. 
.. F. • 
sin )..,).: • >: F. i .. sin ·+· .cos ): \.,_ .y .. ): ~ 
This model has seven parameters and therefore 









.K '-· J 
requires the 
and at least 
three common points, similarly to the Molodensky model. 
4.1.1 ~Q~i~QQ1~1_Qgt~Q~t 
The historical development of the geodetic networks in South 
Africa is described in various official publications. What 
is presented here is a very brief abstract from a paper by 
Wonnacott (1985). 
Geodetic triangulation chains forming closed loops covering 
most of the country were established in the late nineteenth 
century as a result of the work of Sir David Gill and 
others. In the period 1900 to J~~~ triangulation breakdown 
and densification was done to fill in the areas between the 
earlier triangulation chains. The methods of adjustment 
which treated sections separately resulted in a 'patchwork' 
style of adjustment, the results of which are now shown up 
by more modern surveying techniques. 
With the introduction in the early 1970's of electronic 
distance measuring apparatus, it was decided to run a scheme 
of first order traverses. These were to be traverses with 
legs of about 40 kilometres in length, and about 2 degrees 
of longitude by 1 degree of latitude in extent. The 
intention was to include the triangulation inside these well 
controlled traverses in order to control the swing and scale 
of the triangulation. The swing in these traverses were to 
be controlled by the observation of astronomical azimuths at 
every third or fourth leg, and Laplace latitude and 
longitude was observed at the terminals of the azimuth legs. 
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Wonnacott (1985) explains how these traverses showed up 
problems in the triangulation by running across 'patches' of 
triangulation resulting from different adjustment stages. 
In order to confirm the traverse terminal points it was 
neccessary to establish some form of uniform control to 
cover the whole country. 
This was the reason for the start of the 
translocation Doppler survey of the country in 
systematic 
1980, as 
mentioned below. Suffice it to say here that Wonnacott has 
identified various shortcomings in the national network, 
some of which will be confirmed below (at least partially) 
using the available data. 
4.1.2 
The South African height system is described in an official 
publication (Anonymous, 1966) and summarised by Merry 
(1985). It is a spheroidal orthometric system in which 
normal gravity is used instead of measured gravity. The 
height network is based on the least squares 
six first order circuits that were initially 
adjustment of 
established. 
Later circuits were then adjusted onto these, and this work 
continues. However, some changes are contemplated in 
anticipation of the future readjustment of this network 
(Merry, 1985). 
4.1.3 §§QiQ~l~bgigb!§ 
One result of the work done over many years by Merry and 
Van Gysen (eg. Merry and Van Gysen, 1987) at the University 
of Cape Town is that we have today a detailed geoid model of 
Southern Africa which is more than sufficient for the 
reduction of geodetic observations to the ellipsoid. The 
gecid heights that are required for combination with the 
spheroidal orthometric heights in order to obtain 
ellipsoidal heights, are obtainable from these authors. 
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4.1.4 
Th~ Control Surveys Branch of the Directorate of Surveys and 
Mapping in South Africa initiated a systematic Doppler 
translocation survey of the country in 1980 (Wonnacott, 
1985). The result of this survey is a uniform network of 
high relative accuracy covering the whole country as well as 
South West Africa, comprising 22 stations in South Africa 
and 13 in South West Africa (Wonnacott, 1986). These 
Doppler stations were generally selected to coincide with 
existing or proposed Laplace stations on the primary 
traverse network, and with spacings of approximately 300 
kilometres. The positions of 21 of the main Doppler 
stations in South Africa are shown in Figure 4.1. 
In the period 1982-1983 six points in South Africa 
Figure 4.1) and three in South West Africa were selected 
be occupied as part of South Africa's contribution to 




surveyed in accor uc;;.ce with the technical specifications for 
the ADOS project, and were computed in the SPP mode using 
the DMA precise ephemeris. 
The translocation survey was done in sections. Initially 
three and later five stations were occupied simultaneously. 
Each of these simultaneously occupied group of stations 
(3-5) was treated as d subnet and reduced using the 
Broadcast ephemeris. These subnets were then adjusted to 
form a nomogeneous continental network ( Nei"'l ing, 
communication, 1986). This translocation network was 
adjusted onto the ADOS points, which served as zero order 
points. These ADOS points acted as weighted constraints in 
the adjustment of the translocation network, and as a 
result, "the adjusted Dopplet- network is s-trongly biased 
towards the precise ephemeris reference frame, 
9Z-2." (Wonnacott, 1986) 
ie. NSWC 















0 ADOS stations 




The geoidal height data on the Cape datum was supplied by 
Merry (personal communication, 1986, 1987). The 
terrestrial and satellite data was supplied by Newling 
(personal communication, 1986,'1987). This comprised the 
data for the 21 main Doppler stations shown in Figure 4.1, 
as well as for 2 additional stations which are not shown. 
Data obtained from other sources will be t-eferenced 
individually. 
4.2.2 
The parameters of the Cape Datum are those for the modified 
Clarke 1880 ellipsoid, namely 
semi major axis a = 6378249.145326 metres 
semi minot- a;-:is b = 6356514.966721 metres 
of the geodetic network (NIP) 
Buffelsfontein near the city of Port Elizabeth. The 
adopted geodetic ellipsoidal coordinates of this point are 
1.:3.ti tude (p = 7"'70 :::.5· ""':!'~ "012l0 ._;_ . ._:. ~-·.,;... . 
·-· 
+ 25 0 30 44 .. 622 = . 
0 
longitude 
The geoid height, although not explicitly defined, is 
implicitly taken as zero for Buffelsfontein, so that the 
ellipsoidal height becomes the speroidal orthometric height, 
ie. h = 282.00 metres. 
0 
The hot-izontal 
coordinates, geodetic latitude (¢) and longitude are 
combined with the spheroidal orthometric and geoidal 
heights (N) to obtain the ellipsoidal coordinates 
These were then transformed to cartesian coordinates ( ;-:yz) 
on the Cape Datum using the well known formulae given in 
APPENDIX A. The geoidal data on the Cape Datum was 
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obtained from the geoid model computed on the GRS80 
ellipsoid This geocentric geoid, shown in Figure 4.2, 
was transformed to the local Cape Datum by using approximate 
transformation parameters determined previously. The 
resulting geoid height at the Network Initial Point, 
Buffelsfontein, was zero, as defihed implicitly. 
4.2.2.2 The 
location of the points of the Doppler translocation network 
and the six points of the ADOS campaign are shown in Figure 
4.1. As ~entioned above, the translocation network was 
adjusted onto the six ADOS points which were fixed in SPP 
mode using the PE. Thus the whole Doppler network can be 
considered to be in the PE coordinate frame, ie. NSWC 9Z-2 .. 
All known biases of the Doppler PE coordinate frame (NSWC 
9Z-2 ) with respect to the CT system were removed before 
using such coordinate data (eg. Mueller, 1982). The 
transformation parameters used here for ::-:1e transformation 
of the Doppler PE coordinates (NSWC 9Z-2 to the CT system, 
are those from Hothem, Vincenty and Moose (1982). These 
at-e: 
a Z-shift of +4 metres, 
a Z-axis rotation or longitude rotation of -0.8 arc seconds 
(ie. increasing longitude east), 
a scale change of -0.5 ppm. 
This transformation was applied to the Doppler coordinates 
throughout all computations in this report. 
transformations computed here are for the transformation of 
the Geodetic network or datum onto the CT system as 
represented by the transformed (using the specific 










\ \ \ \ 
Geoid model of Southern Africa on the GRS80 
ellipsoid (after Merry and Van Gysen, 1987) 
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Ll. '"'.I "':! ........ ·-· 
If the coordinates of the networks had been produced by 
rigorous adjustment methods, then the associated vcv 
matrices would have been produced as byproducts of this 
However, this is seldom true of national networks 
that have been adjusted before the advent of modern 
computers, and one thus has no such information. Here we 
will attempt to form these matrices empirically, even though 
they will not be fully populated, 
diagonal or block-diagonal at best. 
ie. they may only be 
4.2.3.1 ~~~:22~2=-~=:~~~~-~~~KY1 __ ~~2~~2· The 
precision of satellite single point positioning is regarded 
as homogeneous as mentioned before. The following 
assumptions will be made in the formation of this matrix: 
The precision of all network points is regarded as equal, as 
are the precision of the X, Y, and Z components of a point. 
Further all correlations are neglected, be they betvJeen 
network points or between coordinate components of one point 
The result of these assumptions is that the VCV matrix for 
the satellite network is strictly diagonal with the entries 
on the main diagonal being the variances cr 2 of a coordinate 
component. The VCV matri}; for the point i is 2.. 3~-::3 
diagonal sub-matrix, hence the full matrix is of size 3nx3n 
where n represents the number of points. 
The meaning which is here attached to this precision 
estimate is that it is the precision of the position vector 
vJi th respect to the origin of the implied coordinate 
f~ame~ here nominally the geocentre. 
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4.2.3.2 Terrestrial network VCVx _ matrix. 
------------------------~~-------
The 3D 
terrestrial (xyz) network is derived from the combination of 
the 2D horizontal (~,X) and the 1D vertical (H 0 ) networks, 
together with geoidal height ( N) information for each 
network point. The VCVxyz matrix is similarly derived from 
the VCV ¢'~~.,h 
of VCV 
matrix by the well-known law for the propagation 
<, 
matrices, 
where J is the 
namely vcv xyz 
usual Jacobian 
= T J • ( vcv ... •) ... ) • J 
~ ..... 11 
of partial 
differentials. The details of the formation of this matrix 
are treated in APPENDIX B. 
4.2.3.3 Formation of the VCV ~h matrix. _______________________fil _________ _ The 
~ 
classical estimate of precision of the horizontal components 
(~,~) is derived from Simmons' rule (Simmons, 195121) which 
states that they are a function of the distance from the 
network initial point. This precision estimate is regarded 
as relative to the network initial point. 
The ellipsoidal height h is the sum of the orthometric 
height H0 and the geoidal height N. Since we are 
interested in heights of network points relative to the 
NIP, we will adopt some empirical formula similar- to 
Simmons· rule, so that the relative precision estimate for 
the height is a funtion of distance from this initial point. 
Now, in the classical method of datum establishment, the 
position of the ellipsoid is determined by the geodetic 
coordinates adopted for the initial point, and by the 
adherence to the topocentric par-allelism conditions. In 
order for this ellipsoid to be fixed in space, we will not 
allow these coordinates of the initial point to vary at all. 
One e;-,:ception to this t-ule is the case of the "network 
tt-ansfor-mation parameter-s" _.Jhen 
network have equal variances. 
- I I 
(...!,. t· I.· coor-dinates of the 
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This implies that the precision of the position vec tot-
(xyz) of any point in the terrestrial system is equal to the 
precision of the relative or difference vector from the NIP 
to that point. Hence the relative precision estimates that 
we compute for the network points (in ¢,~,h) will also be 
the precision estimates relative to the centre of the 
ellipsoid. 
The correlations between points as well as between the 
components of a point will be neglected and therefore the 
vcv¢~h will be diagonal. Since the Jacobian matrix is not 
strictly diagonal, the resulting vcvxyz matrix for the 
terrestrial xyz coordinates will be block-diagonal with each 
3x3 block representing one point. This implies that the 
VCV matrix is of size 3nx3n as in the case of the 
xyz 
satellite network. 
4.2.3.4 The formulae used 
here for the computation of the standard ~~viations of the 
ellipsoidal coordinates (¢,~,h) are o· . = C' .·. = (2). IZl5 ~ A 
metres, where K is the distance in kilometres of the network 
point from the initial point (NIP). This yields the 
estimates O". = 
i;+:i 
= 5.0 metres tor K = 1000 kilometres. 
The variance of the ellipsoidal height (w~) is the sum of 
the variances of the spheroidal orthometric and 
geoidal heights The numerical 
forms used in this report were rather arbitrary estimates. 
The formulae tor the estimation of the standard deviations 
of the spheroidal orthometric and geoidal heights are 
metres, and Ci = 121.001 }~ K 
N 
metres, 
where K has the same meaning as above. Thus the 
standard deviation for the ellipsoidal height is 
which yields uh ~ 1.8 metres for K = 112100 kilometres. 
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The standard deviations assigned to the Doppler satellite 
(or CT) coordinates of the satellite network, 
·-· ... = er = er y z = 0.5 metres, and represent an average 
value. 
Due to the way that the three standard models 
considered here, namely the Bursa, Molodensky and Ve is 
models, are formulated, the matri;{ represents a. 
combination of the VCVXYZ and VCVxyz matrices. Since we do 
n6t need either of these two matrices individually, the E L 
matrix is formed directly. It is of size 6nx6n, 
block-diagonal, with each 6x6 block representing one network 
point, being a combination of the terrestrial and satellite 
VCV 3x3 sub-matrices for that point. 
A computer program was developed specifically for the 
purposes of this report. This program allows for the 
combination of a classical terrestrial network, using both 
horizontal and vertical networks, and a three dimensional 
Doppler satellite network by solving for the external bias 
or transformation parameters using any one of the three 
models described in CHAPTER 3. This program, which is 
described in Appendix C, was used for all computations. 
The numerical results of a number of adjustments using the 
three different models, Bursa, Molodensky and Veis, are 
presented and analysed. These results are in the form of 
sets of transformation parameters and precision estimates 
for different adjustments. When viewed dispassionately, 
these sets of estimated bias parameters are simply a set of 
parameters to be used for the transformation of coordinates 
from one network or datum to another. However, an attempt 
is made to assign some physical meaning to these parameters 
in b"tlo ~">lays. 
The jirst represents the case where an attempt is made to 
recover the transformation parameters for the Geodetic (G) 
datum itself, the so-called "datum transformation 
parameters". The seco r~d represents the case where it is 
attempted to recover the transformation parameters for the G 
network, the so-called "network transformation 
This point is also discussed in general terms 
parameters". 
in section 
2.5.1.4. The following discussion refers to the specific 




In this report the coordinates of common network points are 
used as observations. It was mentioned in an earlier 
section that the coordinates of network points can be used 
to recover the position and orientation of the datum on 
which the network is based, provided that the coordinates do 
reality, and are thus accurately represent physical 
representative of their datum. Whilst this is true of 
satellite networks, it is not true of classical terrestrial 
networl-:.s. In order then to use these coordinates to 
/ 
recover the datum, the weighting model discussed in section 
2.5.1.4 is used iru the adjustments. This model uses a 
differential weighting scheme whereby the weight of a 
network point is a function of the distance from the NIP, 
thus compensating' for the effect of various errors in the 
terrestrial network. Points closer to the NIP thus 
contribute more to the recovery of the datum position and 
orientation than those further away, as expressed b·y Wells 
and Vanicek (1975). Therefore, it is submitted that the 
coordinates of network points db, when associated with this 
type of weighting model ot- VCV matrix, represent their 
datums to a greater or lesser degree of accuracy. This 
leads to the recovery of the "datum 
tr-ansfot-mation parameters". 
The case wher-e all network points, including the NIP, are 
given equal weight and tt-1erefore :Z =I. L . repr-esents the 
recovery of the "netwot-k transtot-mation par-ameters". 
Now, in the case of the Bursa model, both interpr-eta.tions 
may be used without complications. Since the Bursa. model 
makes no a priori assumptions in the formulation of the 
model, ther-e is no violation at any such assumptions. 
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In the case of the Molodensky and Veis models, there is the 
implicit assumption that the G system is both parallel and 
of the same scale as the CT system, and that the estimated 
rotation and sale parameters refer to the G network. No 
complication arises when estimating the "network 
tt-ansformation parameters". There is however a 
complication when using these models to estimate the "datum 
transformation parameters". When attempting to use the 
above differential weight model in conjunction with network 
coordinates to recover "datum transformation parameters", 
there is the obvious difficulty in that these parameters can 
not then be attributed to the datum, since this 
interpretation violates the a priori assumption mentioned 
above. Therefore it does not seem to make much sense to 
speak of "datum transformation parameters" in the Molodensl-r.y 
and Veis cases. 
However, it must be kept in mind that this pdrallelity 
assumption will only be strictly valid if the datum was 
initially perfectly aligned with the CT system. Since this 
is hardly ever likely, the above 
not be perfectly valid~ With 
submitted that it may still be 
assumption will usually 
this fact in mind it is 
interesting to use this 
variable weight model in the case of the Molodensky and Veis 
models. However, to avoid an 
estimated parameters shall 
obvious difficulty, 
be called uquasi 
these 
datum 
transfot-mation parameters" fat- the purposes of this repot-t. 
These wi 11 be compared to the ''datum tt-ansformation 
para.meters" estimated in the Bursa model. 
A number of general points concerning transformations, which 
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A parameter that is useful in assessing the quality of a 
transformation will now be introduced. 
The results of a transformation adjustment such as 
considered here, are two sets of adjusted cartesian 
coordinates that differ by the adjusted parameters. Now, 
the a priori variance factor, = T V • P. VI ( n-m) , being a 
function of the residuals, is some measure of the quality of 
the adjustment. However, since the residuals are 
multiplied by their weight matrix the effect is to 
normalize them. Therefore, ;::;: z - 0 does not give a direct 
measure of the misclosure after transformation. Consider 
the following argument: 
The derived set of transformation parameters is used 
(inversely) to transform the set of CT coordinates . -I-in ,_o the 
G system so as to produce what are called pseudo-geodetic 
(PG) coordinates. These coordinates will differ from the 
geodetic coordinates (for the same points of course). What 
is now required is a that would 
indicate the "avet-age linear difference" or the , inea-r~ 
goodness of fit" between the pseudo-geodetic and geodetic 
coordinates for all the points. The value that is adopted 
for this purpose in this report is called the 0 mean goodness 
of fitu value after transformation, A, and is computed as 
follows: (Burford (1985) used a similar (mean) value in 
his investigations). 
The pseudo-geodetic coordinates are differenced from the 
geodetic ones, and these differences are expressed in 
component form as }~'P" - -x _ ' r· l.J f.J YF. i:; -y G' The total 
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displacement is then computed for each point i (in metres) 
as displacement = 
The simple arithmetic mean, of these displacements for all 
points is computed and used to indicate the "mean goodness 
\ 
of fit" after transformation, 
l"t 
[ A z r / zz A = :::: (x - " ) ~ + (y_- Yp G) i, + (z - ZF. G ) ~ "'p G t· ' 
~ = 1 
G l.J G 
where n is the number of common points. It will be 
appreciated that the absolute value of the total coordinate 
difference in each component after transformation, ie. 
values of the residuals to each of the coordinate 
components in each system, eg. Note 
that the CT coordinates become the PG coordinates after 
transformation. 
However, an important remark should be made now. The value 
t is a ~untion of the coordinate differences after 
tt-ansformation, and therefore depends on the parameter 
values used. These in turn depend on the specific weight 
or VCV used in the determination of these 
Hence, the value A is a function of the VCV 
matrix E used in the determination of 
L 
the parametet- set, 
and is therefore not to be used indiscriminately. If this 
fact is borne in mind, no problem should result from its 
use. The effect of the VCV matrix : on the value ~ is L 
seen by comparing these values for similar cases (columns) 
from Tables 5.1 & 5.2. The 7-parameter cases in columns 
one of Tables 5.1 and 5.2 yield L values of 6.5 and 6.0 
metres respectively, this difference being entirely due to 
the use of the different VCV matrices ~ in the solutions. L 
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Table 5.1 summarises the results of five different cases 
(columns 1 to 5) of the transformation adjustment using the 
Bursa model, with the VCT ma.tr 'ix L; I .... -r~o t e q ·u.a, l to the 
identity matrix I. This represents the cases where an 
attempt is made to recover the da. tum. t :r a.-r~s for ma. t i o 't<· 
para.meters by using a weight model designed to reflect the 
fact that there are unknown and unaccounted for systematic 
errors present in the terrestrial network. The correlation 
matrix for the 7-parameter transformation, case (column) 1 
of Table 5.1, is given in Table 5.1.1. Each of the five 
columns of Table 5.1 presents the results of one solution of 
the transformation adjustment. These solutions differ in 
that the number of parameters that are solved for, is 
var-ied. In column 1 of Table 5.1, al 1 7 parameters ar-e 
solved for, ie. none are constrained to an a priori value of 
zero, and this is reflected by entries in all rows of that 
column. In the other four solutions, columns 2 to 
c. 
~· 
inclusive~ some of the parameters are constrained to zero a 
priori values, and are therefore not solved for in the 
·:;o 1 u ti on. This is indicated in this report by blank spaces 
in the blocks corresponding to those parameters, rather than 
by inserting z~ro values which could be misleading. 
Table 5.2 summarises the results of four different cases 
(columns 1 to 4) of the transformation adjustment using the 
Bursa model, where the VCV matrix Er is the id~ntity matrix ,_, 
T .... In this case att coordinates have equal weight, ie. no 
attempt is made to reflect the effect of systematic errors 
in the terrestrial network, and the parameters are thus 
network transformation parameters. The correlation matrix 





Qe_:t.~L§.g!;,: Sou th Africa 
I F.P. : XG = YG = ZG = 0.00 
! VCV-matrix of the observables 
I 
1-Co~l~l~-1~~~~-2~~~~3~~~~4~~~~~5~~~-6~~ 
I I I i 
l 0-. I 1. 10 1.10 I 1. 38 1. 14 1. 41 I I 
!-u 1----1------1 I 
l Tx j -177.4 -181.2 J -134.7 -176.0 -134.5 
1 
metresj 
! Ci j ± 8. 1 ± 7. 1 · I ± 5. 2 ± 7. 0 ± 0. 5 . m.etres I 
1-T~-1 -121.5 -118.7 I -102.1 -130.3 -111.0 I metresl 




metres I, o· I± 5.9 ± 5.7 1 ± 6.3 . ...,._, "' 
1-1 
1
!. .I I 
I
T , -260.4 -263.8 -78~.4 -263.6 -292.3 I metres! 
z II I I 
I Cf , ± 6. 5 ± 4. 7 ± 6. 2 ± 4. 9 ± 0. 6 I metres I 
1-.-;~1 -0.31 -0.25 ;secondsl 
I .->: I I ! 
1 _._~~I ± 0.24 ± 0.30 lsecondsl 
1
1 
8 . -0.29 -0.37 !:seconds 1
1 ;.· I 
I ;-;· I ± 0 ,.,1 ± 0.27 !seconds! ,_-_' -I .... I i,· 
I i 
I >:: i 0.58 0.49 0.55 1 seconds I 
I n·z I ± 0.22 ± 0.20 ± 0.28 iseconds I 
1~~~1, 8.4 8.4 8.5 . i 
I ' ppm 
I I 
j·=i 1±1.4 ± 1.4 ± 1.4 ppm 
!~~.....-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
; 
6.5 6.3 7.8 6.4 7.5 !metres 
~ ~ mean value of displacement after transformation 
I6~b~-~~! BURSA MODEL Q61Ll~ TRANSFORMATION PARAMETERS 
11 7 
t!QQ~b: BURSA 
EQiQi_Qf_~Qi~iiQQ: Centre of Geodetic ellipsoid 
F.P.: XG = YG = z 1:; = 0.00 
VCV-matrix of the observables EL = I 
1~-~~~--~--,-~--~-----=----.,.--~-
1co1 I 1 2 3 4 c: ~· 6 
' ! I I I a I 2.91 3.93 I 2.a9 3.87 .I 1 
l-0 1--1- I I 
i T ' -198.5 -142.4 i -189.9 -133.8 II metres! 
I ax ± 14.4 ± 16.4 I ± 7.7 ± 1.1 •metres! 
!'-;:--I -122.2 -96.1 I -138.2 , -112.1 II metres! "' I I J I I a.. I ± 12. 6 ± 16. 3 I ± 3. 7 j ± 1. 1 1
1 
metres I 
I I I~~-~!---- ~---
1
-T--; ·259.8 -293.7 JI -257.9 -291.7 l metres! 
z I 
l o· I ± 16.1 ± 20.8 \ ± 4.7 ± 1.1 I metres I 
'-1----1 I ! I £: :' I 0.36 0.36 I :seconds I 
: ;:; 1 ± 0.34 ± 0.45 !seconds! 
!-1----------1 I 
JI :; .'·' .
1
• 1Z1. 25 IZI. 25 I seconds ! 
: i 
l~a-1 ± 0.58 ± 0.79 !seconds! 
I o. I 0.44 111.44 lseconds I 
i ~ I I : 
i i 




11. 1 11. 1 I ppm ! 
I i:; j ± 1. 5 ± 1 • :=. I ppm I 
t I \ 
6.0 7 , , • 0 6.1 7.7 
~ - mean value of displacement after transformation 
16.~'=~-~.!..~ BURSA MODEL ~~I~Qfit; TRANSFORMATION PARAMETERS 
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TLN-X 1.0 
·TLN-Y 0.2 1.0 
TLN-Z -0.2 -0.4 1.0 
ROT-X 0.0 0.3 0.1 1.0 
ROT-Y -0.5 0.2 -0.6 0.3 1.0 
RDT-Z -0.3 0.6 -0.2 -0.4 0.0 1.0 
SCALE -0.9 -0.5 IZl. 7 0.0 0.1 0.0 1.121 
TLN-X TLN-Y TLN-Z RDT-X RDT-Y ROT-Z SCALE 
IB~b~-~~!~! BURSA MODEL CORRELATION MATRIX [u = 7,r_ ~ I] J.. 
FOR THE DATUM TRANSFORMATION PARAMETERS 
TLN-X 1.0 
TLN-Y -0.4 1 .12) 
TLN-Z 0.6 -0.4 1 .121 
ROT-X IZl .1 0.4 0.4 1.0 
ROT-Y -0.8 121.4 -0.9 -0.2 1.0 
ROT-Z -0.7 0.9 -0.5 0.121 121.5 1.0 
SCALE -0. ::. -121.3 0.3 121.0 0.121 121. 0 1.0 
TLN-X TLN-Y TLN-Z ROT-X RDT-Y ROT-Z SCALE 
IB~b~-~~~~! BURSA MODEL CORRELATION MATRIX [u = 7, EL= I] 
FOR THE NETWORK TRANSFORMATION PARAMETERS 
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5.2.2 
5.2.2.1 A number of 
statistical tests can be applied to the transformation 
adjustment, some of which will now be considered. Many 
variations of these tests can be found in the literature, 
and these usually differ in the degree of rigour involved. 
The tests used here are based on those given by Steeves and 
Fraser (1983): 
~ .. 2.2.1.1 Given the 
degrees of freedom of the adjustment as v, the a priori 
estimate of the variance factor (a~) as unity (1), compute 
the 95/. (•:(=0.05) confidence region for the a priori VF 
(a~ 
IJ 
) . This is given by the interval 




I 2 I J \J.Cf ... X--.:·, 1 - u,; 2 ' \.'.a o X--y·, O~/ 2 0 
-.i:-
the posteriori estimate of the VF, and where -·. is a 1.J. 
IJ 
• 2 
X . .,i, 1 - O~/ 2 
....... 
/\.•\{, r:i.:/ 2 
are the chi-square values fot- the 
limits as indicated. 
For the 7-parameter Bursa case in column 1 of Table 5.1 we 
have from tables the x2 values: 
So the interval (approximate) for 
4., C" ~ 85 
Ct is 
0 
[ 121 • 81Zl' 
Z42. 
0 5 
1.62 ] ' 
and includes the a priori value of 1. Hence the variance 
factor passes the test at the 95/. confidence level. 
In Table 5.1, cases 1, 2 & 4 pass the VF test, but cases 3 & 
5, in which the scale parameter is neglected, do not. This 
point is considered in more detail below. Not one · of tt-1e 
cases in Table 5.2 passes the VF test, which is probably an 
indication that the weight model of is not realistic. 
5.2 ... 2.1.2 
A method (though not quite rigorous since it neglects the 
correlation between parameters) that is often 
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testing whether the least squares estimate of a parameter 
(x} is significantly different from an a priori estimate 
(x), often taken as zero, is to compare it against its 
variance as follows: 
y = ( ~-:-x) ~I < F u,\i,1-CJ~ 
If this test is satisfied, then the least squares estimate 
(x) is not significantly different from the a priori 
estimate (x) at the (1-~)% level. 
In the case given above for Bursa, Table 5.1, column 1, when 
testing for 1 parameter, (u=l), we have from tables for the 
F-distribution the value F i ~ 6 2 ~ 0 . ~ 5 
4.121. Hence if 
<x-x> < 4.121 o:: then the parameter estimate (x) is not 
IJ 
significantly different from the initial estimate (x) at the 
95/. confidence level. 
If we consider the seven parameters shown in Table 5.1, 
Column 1, ~8 can see that the E and E parameters are not 
:-: )-' 
significantly different from zero (the initial estimates) at 
the 95% confidence level. All other parameters ar-e 
numerically significant. These parameters (s ,s ) are then :-: y 
constrained to zero for the next adjustment, the results of 
which are shown in Table 5.1, Colu•n 2. All five remaining 
parameter estimates are significant in this adjustment, and 
the VF test is passed at 95/. ( o-: IJ = 1.10) These 5 
remaining parameters are then used subsequent 
transformations. 
In Table c ~. ·-· • .£..,. case 1, it is obvious 
rotation parameters are significant. 
in case 3 (4-parameter solution). 
that none of the 
These are neglected 
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5.2.2.2 This 
information is contained in the correlation matrix of the 
estimated parameters. Some aspects of these correlations 
will now be discussed, but it must be pointed out ' that the 
correlations depend rather heavily on the VCV matrices ( " ) '"'L 
that are associated with the observables. This will be 
demonstrated by comparing the two cases, one where EL~ I 
(Table 5.1.1), and one where = I (Table 5.2.1), 
corresponding to the two cases for the 7-parameter Bursa 
adjustments given in Tables 5.1 & 5.2. These correlation 
matrices are given in Tables 5.1.1 & 5.2.1. 
With reference to Tables 5.1.1 and 5.2.1, the following 
points are noted: The existence of some correlations 
amongst the translations and the rotations themselves is 
perhaps surprising. In Table 5.1.1 the correlations 
between the translations and the rotations are fairly high 
(up to 0.6), but not as high as one might have expected. 
That this is d~e to the VCV matrix used here, is shown by 
comparing these results with those of Table 5.2.1, where the 
VCV matrix is the identity matrix I. Here the rotations 
are highly (up to 0.9) correlated with the translations. 
In Table 5.1.1 the scale corrrelates highly (0.5-0.9) with 
the translations, but in Table 5.2.1 these are much reduced. 
(0.3-0.5). The scale does not correlate with the rotations 
in either case. 
c ~ r\ ""'7 
.,_l • ....::. • L.. •. .;. 
When parameters are highly correlated, the values of the 
remaining parameters are affected when one or more are 
constrained to zero in the solution. This is not a 
desirable quality. This effect can be seen in the Bursa 
case in Table 5.1, when the 7-parameters solution is 
followed by a five parameter solution in which the 2 and 8 
); )' 
values are constrained to zero. Compare the values of the 
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remaining parameters in column 2 with those of column 1. 
The variance factor remains virtually unchanged at 
1.10. The translations change by a few (2-4) metres. The 
8 value changes from 0.58 to 0.49 seconds of arc, 
z 
but the 
scale difference remains unchanged. These differences are 
not however significant at the 951. level. As mentioned 
above, this remaining set of 5 parameters is then used far 
subsequent transformations. 
Table 5.2: Due to the much higher correlations between the 
translations and the rotations in this case, the changes in 
the translations when neglecting the insignificant rotation 
parameters, are much greater than those in Table 5.1. The 
translations in case 3 differ by about 9, 16 and 2 metres 
from those in case 1, while the scale remains unchanged. 
A further point of in~erest in Table 5.2 is the marked 
changes in the precision estimates of the translations when 
the insignificant rotation parameters are neglected 
compare cases 1 & 2 with cases 3 & 4. This does not 
occur in Table 5.1. 
5.2.2.4 £1ig£! __ Qf ___ £Qrrg1~£iQn ___ Q1 ___ ~£~!~---~itb 
Due to the high correlation of scale with 
the translations, especially with the x-translation, the 
changes in these translations, when holding the scale fixed 
at zero as in columns 3 & 5 of Table 5.1, 
definitely significant. Note that these two adjustments 
(shown in columns 3 & 5, Table 5.1) do not pass the variance 
factor test at the 95% level. Since the scale is so large 
and significant~ (8.4 ± 1.4 ppm) this parameter can 
obviously not be neglected, as this leads to large 
systematic d~screpancies that cannot be modelled by any of 
the other parameters. This results in the failing of the 
variance factor test. 
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5.2.2.5 
From Table 5.1 it 
can be seen that the ''mean goodness of fit" value A has the 
smallest value for the 5-parameter case in column 2 where 
This is followed in ascending order 
(progressively larger values for A) by the 4-, 7-, 3- and 
6-parameter cases (columns 4,1,5,3). This implies that the 
"mean goodness of fit" is not neccessarily improved by 
including more parameters in the adjustment. This is 
illustrated by the fact that the 6-parameter (3 
translations, 3 rotations) case produces a poorer fit than 
any of the other cases, and the 7-parameter case is 
marginally poorer than the 5- and 4-parameter cases. 
The implication seems to be that the best fit is produced by 
including only those parameters that are significant, and no 
more. The inclusion of insignificant parameters does not 
seem to make the ~it much poorer, but the omission of a 
significant parameter, such as the scale factor in cases 3 & 
5 (columns), leads to a relatively poor fit. Further, this 
may lead, as in this case, to the failing of the variance 
factor test. 
The conct~sion ~s again a confirmation of the following 
procedure: Compute a full 7-parameter adjustment Test 
each parameter for significance. Re-run the adjustment 
constraining insignificant parameters to zero. If alt 
remaining parameters are now significant, use this set of 
transformation parameters for subsequent transformations. 
In Table 5.2, the best fit (marginally} is produced by the 
7-parameter solution (case 1), followed closely by the 
4-parameter solution (case 3). Cases 2 & 4, in which the 
scale parameter is neglected, again produces relatively poor 
fits. 
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In comparing Tables 5.1 & 5.2, it can be seen that the "mean 
goodness of fit" value (4) is smaller in Table 5.2 than in 
, 
Table 5.1 for all similar cases (with the exception of the 
3-parameter case translation only). This point of 
interest confirms the relation between the "mean goodness of 
fit" and the VCV matrix used. 
It can be shown that this "best fit" (in terms of the 
smallest value for this 7-parameter similarity 
transformation is achieved simply by assigning constant 
weights to all points of each network, irrespective of 
whether the two networks are weighted the same or not. The 
simplest way to achieve this (as above) is of course to use 
the identity matrix I as the VCV matrix EL, ie. a. l l 
coordinates of both networks given equal weight, hence 
solving for the "network transformation parameters". 
5.2.2.6 A 
remarks will now be made regarding the changes in the 
correlation matrix when changing the number of parameters in 
the solution: 
5.2.2.6.1 The correlations between 
the translation components are smallest in the 7- and 
3-parameter (3 translations only) cases. These appear to 
increase for the other cases, and in the 4-parameter case (3 
translations and scale) there is vit-tual l y complete 
c:ot-r-e lat ion (0.98) . between the translations. This i-= 
surprising, and could not be explained. 
5.2.2.6.2 The corr-elation 
between the scale and the tr-anslations appear to increase as 
the rotations are omitted, and in the 4-parameter solution 
(3 translations and scale) this correlation is complete 
(0.99). 
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5.2.2.6.3 In the 6-parameter solution, 
(scale constrained to zero), the correlations between the 
y- and z-rotations and the translations increase as would be 
expected. The scale is not correlated with the rotations. 
The 7-parameter solutions differ as follows - cases 
1 in both tables: The x-translations differ by about 20 
metres, while the y- & z-translations differ by less than 1 
metre. The x- and y-rotations have similar absolute 
magnitudes but they are of opposite signs. The z-rotations 
diffet- slightly (0."14). The scale changes from 8.4 ppm 
(Table 1) to 11.1 ppm (Table 2). The effect of using the 
VCV matri>~ EL =I for the "networ~~ tranformation parameters" 
is of course to give all points equal weights. Since the 
points that are far ·away from the NIP have a great influence 
on the scale and swing, these effects are particularly 
marked as shown here, particularly in the x-translation, x-
and y-rotation and the scale. A further reason is that the 
terrestrial network is known to have rather poor scale in 
the North Western Cape region, and with this equal 
weighting, the effect thereof is not reduced. 
When the two sets of parameters are tested individually for 
each parameter, not one of these differences are really 
significant. The (absolute) differences are generally less 
than the sum of the t-espective standard deviations (absolute 
values). 
When comparing the parameter sets in which only significant 
parameters are present (case Table 5.1 and case Table 
5.2}, the following is noted: 
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_) 
The x- and z-translations, and the scale do not differ 
significantly. The y-translations differ by about 20 
metres,· which is more than twice the sum of the respective 
standard deviations. The z-rotation in case 2, Table 5.1 
is significant, whereas it is not in case 3, Table 5.2. 
Hence it is submitted that these two sets are significantly 
different. It has however been pointed out that they do 
in fact represent entirely different approaches to the 
combination problem. 
The results of a number of adjustments using the Molodensky 
model are summarised in the tables below. These are as 
follows: Tables 5.3 & 5.4 present the quasi 
transformation parameters ie. the VCV matrix I. In 
Table 5. 3 tht -~c.ndamental point ( FP) of rotation is the 
(terrestrial) network initial point (NIP) 1 whereas in Table 
/ 
5.4, the FP is the centre of gravity (CG) of the terrestrial 
network. Tables 5.5 & 5.6 present 





Table 5.5 the FP is the (terrestrial) -r~et'work i-r~·it·ial po'ir.~t 
(NIP) and in Table 5.6 the FP is the centre of gravity (CG) 
of the terrestrial network. A correlation matri>; is 
associated with each table, and refers to the first 
solution or adjustment (column 1) in each case. Tables 
5.3.1, 5.4.1, 5.5.1 & 5.6.1 are the correlation matrices 
respectively for the solutions in case (column) 1 of Tables 
5.3, 5.4, 5.5 & 5.6. 
These numerical results will be discussed under the same 
headings as in the Bursa case. Comparisons will be made 
and attention will be drawn to differences encountered. 
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~QQsb: MOLODENSKY 






l I EQ!n1_Qf_~Q1~1!gn: Network initiai point (Geodetic) 
I
I F.P.: x,= 4777935.98 y 0 = 2280227.48 z0 = -3545622.42 I 




j Col I 1 2 3 4 =· 6 I 
I I I 
I ; I 1 1~ i 1 10 1 38 1 14 1 41 11 I -o I • "' I • • • • i 
1-1 I I I T !' -135.9 1
1
· -135.5 -134.9 -135.6 -134.5 metresj 
I Ci': j ± 0. 5 ± 0.4 __ ±_0_.6 ___ ±__ 0_._5_
1
1 ± 0. 5 metres I 
1-1 I I 
, T I -110.5 1 -110.a -110.6 -111.0 I -111.0 metres! 
I cry I ± 0.6 I ± 0.5 ± 0.7 ± 0.5 I ± 0.6 metres! 




· - ~ I -293.7 -292.1 -293.6 _ _ _ metres I 
I_:__ I ± 0. 6 I ± 0. 5 ± 0. 6 ± 0. 6 ± Ill. 6 I metres I 
I
I '!jl,: I -0.31 i -0.25 
1
seconds j 
- I ± 0.24 ! ± 0.30 !seconds! 
l,
1-'-'-I l ' w 1 -0.29 -0.37 !seconds! I }' I . I 
J
I a j1 ± 0.2 ± 0.27 lsecondsj 
1-1 I I 
I ~ I 0.58 0.49 0.55 !seconds! 
I a , I ± 0 . 22 ± 121 • 20 ± 0 • 28 I seconds ! 
1-~-~ -
1 
8.4 8.4 8.5 I ppm 
1 
er I ± 1. 4 ± 1. 4 ± 1. 4 I ppm 
j~---,-----,----...,------,-----:------.,..----
j • 6 c 6 ~ 7.8 6.4 7.5 !metres 
I : • mean.:alue o~~displacement after transformation 




Q~t~_§gt: South Africa 
I :::::::::::::::::~Q~:~::e
2
:f gravity of the Geodetic 
I 
network (Cartesian XYZ coordinates) 
F.P.: xG= 5049535.53 yG= 2354738.96 Z = -3045424.75 
G 
1~v_c_v_-_m_a_t_r_i_x_o_f_t_h_e_o_b_s_e_rv_a_b_1_e_s_'"_L_~_1 __________ _ 
jcol 1 2 3 4 5 6 I 
I - I I I cr
0 1 
1.10 1.10 1.38 1.14 1.41 ! 
1-1 I 
I T .. I -132.7 -133.1 I -133.8 -133.3 I -134.5 metres j 
I r.r... I ± 0 • 5 ± 0 • 5 I ± 0 • 6 ± 0 • 5 II ± 0 • 5 met res j 
1-1 I i 
, T I -111.4 -110.8 I -111.9 -110.4 I -111.0 metres! 
I cr' I ± 0.7 ± 0.5 ± 0.8 ± 0.5 J ± 0.6 metres! 
1-.,...-, --- --- ---1 
; 1~ -289.6 I -292.3 metres! 
I er~ 1
1 
± 0.7 j ± 0.6 metres! 
'--1 I I 
I ~ j -0.31 !seconds! I .. I . . 
I .~'· j ± IZJ.24 lseconds j 
i ·-· Ii . I 
i-- I i 
I ~ 1 -0.29 lsecondsi. i Y I 
I er I ± 0.21 i' I seconds I 
1-1 ---,---1--1 
I ~ I 0.58 isecondsl 
. · z ! I i 1 
I ~ i ± 0.22 j !seconds! ,_·-·-1 I I i 








' ~ ~ mean value of displacement after transformation 




Q~t~-~~t: South Africa 
EQirrt_Qf_~Qi~t~grr: Network initial point (Geodetic) 
F.P.: xG= 4777935.98 y_= 2280227.48 
l.J 
z = -3545622.42 
G 
VCV-matrix of the observables ~ = I 
L 
!col I 1 2 3 4 5 j 6 
I a I 2.91 3.93 2.09 3.87 j 
1
-' 1-----1-l Tx I -136.4 -133.3 -136.8 -133.8 i metres 
I er I ± 1 • 6 ± 2 • 1 I ± 111. 9 1;
1 
± 1. 1 I metres I 
1-T~-, -113.2 ~--1-1-2-.4~, -112.9 I -112.1 1 metres! 
I y I I i i 
I o· I ± 1. 3 I ± 1. B I ± 121. 9 I ± 1.1 I metres 1
1
1 
i- I , ___ , ______ , __ _ 
. T I -297.5 , .-291.9 I -297.3 ' -291.7 i metres
1 I ,/ I ± 1. 4 I ± 1. 6 I ± 1.1 ± 1.1 ! metres I 
,-,qi-, __-1-0-.-3-6-I 0. 36 ·'·· I seconds jl I '· i I 
1 a I± 0.34 I ± 0.45 !seconds! '-1--1------__ j __ , 









I ·' I ! I 
I I I ! I Ci ± 0.58 !seconds! 
1-1 I I 
I ~ I 0.44 0.44 .secondsi 
I o·z I ± 0.45 ± 0.61 I seconds I 
1-J..-: -1 11.1 11.1 • ppm I 
I o· I ± 1 • 5 ± 1 • 5 ppm ' 
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-




4 - mean value of displacement after transformation 
IE.!~6s_;2.=...~ MOLODENSKY MODEL NETWORK TRANSFORMATION 
PARAMETERS [FP=NIPJ 
I
I ~QQ~b= MOLDDENSKY 
Q~i~-§~t: South Africa 
I ~~mQ~~_Qf_~QfilfilQQ_~QiQt§= 23 
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I I I EQiQt_Qf_~Qi~iiQ~= Centre of gravity of the Geodetic I 
I 
network (Cartesian XYZ coordinates) ! 
1,1 
l
- F.P.: x_= 5049535.53 .y_= 2354738.96 z = -3045424.75 
u u G 
I VCV-matrix of the observables :L = I j 
'--"----------...,.-----,------,-~-~-----' I Co 1. I 1 2 3 4 ::. 6 I 
I - I I 
j Cf I 2. 91 3 • 93 2. 89 3. 87 I 
- o I 
1_ I 
IT -133.8 -133.8 -133.8 -133.8 metresj 
I o· x I ± 0. 9 ± 1. 2 ± 0. 9 ± 1.1 metres I 
1-T-,-i -112.1 -112.1 1
1 
-112.1 -112.1 i metres! 
I Ci ! ± 0. 9 ± 1 • 2 ± 121. 9 ± 1. 1 j metres ! 
1-1 I ---·-1--1 
, T . -291.7 ! -291.7 I -291.7 -291.7 j metres! 
! o·z l ± 0.9 i' ± 1.2 
1
, ± 121.9 ± 1.1 - mett-es i 1_, ___ I I I 
I
I ~ I 0.36 0.36 !seconds 1j-
_-- x i ! i 
± 0.34 ± 0.45 I !seconds I 
,_ ... _· - ---- ----1---- I I 
I I I ! 
1 ~v I' 0.25 0.25 _ jsecondsl 
I Ci, I ± 0. 58 ± 0. 79 I seconds I 
1-.. ,-+'~-1-0-.-4-4- 0. 44 I seconds I 
I' L I ! I I o· _
1
. ± 0. 4!:• ± 0. 61 ---- ____ !seconds l 




. 11.1 11.1 I ppm , 
I i I Cf I ± 1. 5 ± 1. 5 , ppm I 
!---·------------------~--------~' 
; 
6. QI 7.6 6.1 7.7 I metres 
d ~ mean value of displacement after transformation 




TLN-Y -iZl .1 1.121 
TLN-Z 0.3 0.1 1.0 
RDT-X 121. 1 -0.5 0.0 1.0 
ROT-Y 121. 5 0.0 -121. 3 0.3 1.0 
ROT-Z 0.1 121.4 -IZJ .1 0.4 0 .121 1.0 
SCALE -0.3 0.0 -0.4 0.0 0.1 0.0 1.121 
TLN-X TLN-Y TLN-Z ROT-X ROT-Y ROT-Z SCALE 
TABLE 5.3.1 MOLODENSKY MODEL CORRELATION MATRIX [u=7,E ..:=I] 
----------- L 
FOR THE QUASI DATUM TRANSFORMATION PARAMETERS 
(Fundamental point = network initial point) 
TLN-X 1.0 
' TLN-Y -0.3 1.0 
TLN-Z 0.4 0.2 1.121 
ROT-X -0.3 0.6 -0.1 1.0 
ROT-Y -0. 4 QI. 3 121 ? 0.3 1.0 
ROT-Z 0.3 -0.5 0.0 -0.4 121. 121 1.0 
SCALE 121. 4 121.1 0.7 0. !li 0.1 0.0 1.121 
TLN-X TLN-Y TLN-Z ROT-X ROT-Y ROT-Z SCALE 
TABLE 5.4.1 MOLODENSKY MODEL CORRELATION MATRIX [u=7.I: ~I] ----------- . L 
FOR THE QUASI DATUM TRANSFORMATION PARAMETERS 
(Fundamental point = Centre of gravity) 
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TLN-X 1.0 
TLN-Y 0.3 1.0 
TLN-Z -0.3 -0.2 1. 0 
RDT-X -0.1 -0.6 0.2 1.0 
ROT-Y 0.8 0.3 -0.6 -0.2 1.0 
ROT-Z 0.4 121.5 -0.3 121. 0 121. 5 1.0 
SCALE -0.3 -0.1 -0.6 0.0 121. 0 0.0 1.0 
TLN-X TLN-Y TLN-Z RDT-X RDT-Y ROT-Z SCALE 
!B~b~-~~~~! MOLODENSKY MODEL CORRELATION MATRIX [u=7,E_=I] 
L. 
FOR THE NETWORK TRANSFORMATION PARAMETERS 
(Fundamental point = network initial point) 
TLN-X 1.0 
TLN-Y i2I • 121 1.0 
TLN-Z 0.0 0.0 i. Qi 
ROT-X 0. iii 0.0 0.0 1 .121 
ROT-Y 0.0 0.0 0. 0 -0.2 1.0 
ROT-Z IZl. 0 121 • 0 0.0 0.0 0.5 1.0 
SCALE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 
TLN-X TLN-Y TLN-Z ROT-X ROT-Y ROT-Z SCALE 
IB~b~-~~§~! MOLODENSKY MODEL CORRELATION MATRIX [u=7.E_=IJ . ;. 
FOR THE NETWORK TRANSFORMATION PARAMETERS 
(Fundamental point = centre of gravity) 
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5.3.2 
From the comparison of equivalent solutions in Table 5.3 
(network initial point used) Table 5.4 (centr-e of 
gravity of network used) [and the Bursa model in Table 5.1), 
the following points ar-e noted: 
5.3.2.1 The 
rotation and scale parameters have identical values and 
precision estimates for the two versions of the Molodensky 
model, and equal those for the Bursa model. The 
translations differ- by a few metres for the two versions, 
but their precision estimates are almost identical. These 
translations are however substantially different from the 
Bursa translations, and their pr-ecision estimates are about 
an order of magnitude smaller-. In the 3~parameter 
(translations only) solution, the translations and their 
precision estimates are identical for- the two ver-sions and 
equal those for the Bursa model, as shown algebraically 
in section 3.2.1. 
5.3.2.2 A posterior-i variance factor (a~). 
-------------------------------~-
These 
values are identical (for equivalent solutions) for both 
versions and for the Bur-sa model. 
5.3.2.3 
The mean difference value after 
tt-ansformation, is identical for both versions and for 
the Bursa model. The implication appears to be that the 
"goodness of the fit" aftet- transformation is independent of 
any particular location of the fundamental point, and 
furthet-, that the Moladensky (both vet-sions) and Bursa 
models produce identical results after transformation, ie. 





~~ci~n£g_f~£1Qr_i~§!· Since the 
values are identical for equivalent solutions (also to those 
from the Bursa model), it is clear that solutions 1, 2 & 4 
of both Tables 5.3 & 5.4 pass this test, whereas solutions 3 
& 5 (in which scale is omitted) do not. 
5.3.2.4.2 
It is clear (on comparison with the Bursa model) from the 
7-parameter solutions in columns 1 of Tables 5.3 & 5.4, that 
the x- and y-rotations are not significantly different from 
zero at the 95% level. These are neglected in the 
5-parameter solutions in columns in which all remaining 
parameters are significant. 
5.3.2.5 The 
comparison of the correlation matrices in Tables 5.3.1 & 
5.4.1 [and the Bursa case in Table 5.1.1] 
That part of the matrix relating to the correlations between 
the rotation and the scale parameters, are identical. The 
remaining correlations in columns 1-3 are generally slightly 
smaller in Table 5.3.1 compared to Table 5.4.1. 
The con-elations between the t-otations and the 
translations are less in Tables 5.3.1 & 5.4.1 compared to 
' 
Table 5.1.1 (Bursa model) [but this difference (when 
~ ~!) is not nearly as marked as the difference between - L , 
Tables 5.6.1 and Table 5.2.1 (Bursa model). when E =I. which . L ~ 
again confirms the effect that the weight model has on the 
cot-r-elationsJ. 
The scale correlates considerably less with the translations 
in Tables 5.3.1 & 5.4.1 compared to Table 5.1.1 (Bursa). 
r 
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Hence it appears from the correlation matrices that the 
Molodensky model t-educes (to a certain e:-~tent) the 
correlations of the rotation- and scale parameters with the 
tt-anslations. 
The comparison of Tables 5.5.1 & 5.6.1 (for the network 
pat-ameters, ie I: =I) 
L 
with Tables 5.3.1 5.4.1 (datum 
paTameters, z :;.:: I) 
L 
respectively, shows the following: 
Table :: •• 5.1 shows higher values the 
correlations between the rotations and translations and 
between the scale and the translations compared to Table 
5.3.1 (E 1 ~I). In both Tables the fundamental point used is 
" 
the network initial point. 
Table 5.6.1 (E =I; rotation point is the CG of terrestrial L . 
network) ) shows some very interesting results that are 
markedly different from table 5.5.1 (also : =I; 
L 
t-otation 
point -~~'' the network initial point ) . All correlations 
between parameters in Table 5.6.1 are zero, with the 
exception of the x- and y-rotations (0.2) and the y- and 
z-rotations (0.5). This is thus the only case so far (see 
Veis case later) in which the coi--t-elations between 
parameters have been (virtually) completely removed. The 
reason for the existence of the two correlations mentioned 
here is not clear to this author, and no mention of this 
fact has been found in the literature thus far. This fact 
was confirmed by an independent transformation adjustment 
computed by Newling (unpublished memorandum,1986) 
The marked changes in the correlation matrices of Tables 
5.6.1 and 5.4.1, for which the same fundamental point (NIP) 
was used, shows the effect of using different VCV matrices 
Similarly, the effect that the selection of the 
fundamental point has on the correlation matrices, is shown 
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by the comparison of Tables 5.6.1 and 5.5.1, in which 
identical VCV matrices were was used. 
The implications of these results appear to be as follows: 
When it is desirable to have the smallest possible 
correlations between parameters, it is not sufficient to 
have a balanced distribution of the data points about the 
fundamental point used (here the CG of the terrestrial 
network), but the fundamental point used should be the 
centre of gravity of the weighted data points. If all 
points of each network are weighted equally, then the centre 
of gravity of the terrestrial network data points gives this 
optimal solution regarding smallest correlations. 
It should just be stressed again here that there is 
an impot-tan t conceptual difference between the (quasi) 
datum transformation parameters ( ~ :;i::I) and the ~L ·net ·'iJ)O rk 
(E_=I) transformation parameters. 
J... 
If the abject is ta 
obtain the "best" internal adjustment for V::: similarity 
transformation (ie. smallest value l) and to have smallest 
correlations between parameters, then the procedure 
suggested above is appropriate, ie. when solving for the 
network transformation parameters. 
The comparison of the different solutions (columns 1-5) in 
Tables 5.3, 5.4, 5.5 & 5.6 shows the favourable effect that 
the smaller correlations between parameters in the 
Molodensky model have·on the stability of the remaining 
parameter values when neglecting some parameters. The mo·::;t 
important effects are due to the reduced correlations 
between the rotation- and translation parameters and 
between the translation- and scale parameters, as compared 
to the Bursa model. 
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In Tables 5.3 & 5.4 (E, ~I), the translations change by a few ... 
metres (cf. Table 5.1, where the translations change by up 
to 40 metres), the rotations by less than 0.1 arc seconds, 
and the scale by 0.1 ppm between the different solutions. 
These rotation and scale changes are identical to those in 
the Bursa model. In Table 5.5 o:: ) • the translations 
L -
similarly change by a few metres, but the rotations are not 
affected by the omission of the (constant) scale parameter. 
In Table 5.6 (E.=I), where all remaining pat-ameters are ... 
unchanged for all solutions, it is quite clear that none of 
the three groups of parameters, the translations, t-otations 
and scale, affect one another at all. The translations are 
totally unaffected by the omission of either the rotations 
or the scale parameter, although their precision estimates 
\ 
are marginally affected. The rotation- and scale 
parameters are similarly unaffected by each other. 
Table 5.6 (E.=I) contrasts ~0st markedly with Table 5.2 ... 
(E =I) for the Bursa model. in which the translations are L , -
substantially affected by the other parameters. 
These results confirm that the Molodensky model rea~ces the 
correlations between the translations and the rotation- and 
scale parameters as stated above. 
5.3.2.7 A few 
remarks will now be made regarding the changes in the 
correlation matrix when changing the number of parameters in 
the solution. The most remarkable fact is that in the 
Molodensky model, when using EL~I, the correlations between 
the translations themselves and between the scale and the 
translations, are much reduced (less than 0.6) in the 
4-parameter sol~tion as compared to the Bursa model (0.98+). 
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In the Molodensky model, when using 2L=I, and the centre of 
gravity of the terrestrial network as the fundamental paint, 
all these correlations are zero. This is not the case when 
using the network initial point as the fundamental point and 
: =I. in which case these correlations are similar to those 
L . 
of Molodensky when using 
The results of a number of adjustments using the Veis model 
are summarised in Tables 5c7 & 5.8 below. Table 5.7 
presents the quasi datum transformation parameters , . ~ ie. 
:L~I) for a number of different cases (columns 1-5). The 
correlation matrix corresponding to the 7-parameter solution 
in column 1 of Table 5.7 is presented in Table 5.7.1 below. 
Table 5.8 presents the network transformation parameters 
(ie. EL=T) for a number of different cases (columns 1-4). 
The correlation matrix corresponding to the 7-parameter 
solution in column 1 of Table 5.8 is presented in Table 
5.8.1 below. The fundamental point (FP) of rotation used 
in both Tables 5.7 & 5.8 is the initial point of the second 
(terrestrial) network (NIP). 
Note that in the Veis model the order of the rotat·;~o·n .. s are 
different, namely given as rotations around the 
(dA), the y __ -a>:is (d1-.t.) and the }{ -axis (dv). 
~u · LG 
These numerical results will be discussed and compared to 
the other two models used and attention drawn to any 
differences encountered. However, since the Veis model is 
so similar to the Molodensky model, many of the features of 
this model is the same as the Molodensky model and as such 
will not be treated in the same detail. 
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I ~QQ~b: VEIS 
/ ~aia_a~t: South Africa 
I ~HffiQ§C_Qf_~QffiffiQQ_QQiQ!§: 23 
EQin!_Qf_CQ!~!iQQ: Network initial point (Geodetic) 
F.P.: xG= 4777935.98 yG= 2280227.48 
VCV-matrix of the observables ~ 
L 
~ I 














: Tx I -135.9 ~ -134.9 I -135.6 -134.5 i metres 





1-1 I I T I -110.5 I -110.4 I -110.6 I -111.0 I -111.0 metres I .,. · i 





1 -292.1 I -293.6 I -292.3 I metres 
z I I l 
! __ a __ ! ± 0.6 I ± 0.5 I ± 0.6 __ ± __ 0 __ .6_-_
1 
± 0.6 I metres 
I
I dA j 0.66 I 0.68 
1
. 0.63 i !seconds 
, cr I ± 0.28 I ± 0.29 1 ± 0.36 I !seconds 
I . . --------1-------- -------












I dv i, -0.26 I -0.24 seconds . i I I I 
I er I ± 0.19 I I ± 0.24 I !seconds 
1-~-:. -1 8.4 I 8.5 I 
I i I l I Ci I ± 1.4 ! ± 1.4 I 
i . 
8.5 ppm 
± 1.4 ppm 
1-----:-----------,---------.,---------....,..----------,---------..,-,-------
6.5 6.6 7.8 6.4 7.5 lmetres 
I 
I 
A - mean value of displacement after transformation 




Q~t~-a~t: South Africa 
EQ~Ql_Qf_~Q!~!iQQ: Network initial point (Geodetic) 
F.P.: xG= 4777935.98 yG= 2280227.48 zG= -3545622.42 
VCV-matrix of the observables EL = I 
1 2 3 
IT I 2.91 3.93 2.89 
~I---- ---- ----
T 1 -136.4 
x I 
C! I ± 1.6 
--i----
T .. I -113.2 
-- _, I ± 1 ..,.. 
'-' I •...;, 
! -1--
T I -297.5 
z I 
Cl I ± 1.4 












































± 1. 5 
6.1 





± 1.1 mett-es I 
----1 
-112.1 metres I 
± 1.1 metres! 
-'..291. 7 metres I 
I 
I 
± 1.1 , mett-es I 






I seconds I 
I I 










L - mean value of displacement after transformation 
16~'=~-~.!...§. VEIS MODEL NETWORK TRANSFORMATION 
PARAMETERS [FP=NIP] 
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TLN-X 1 • 0 
TLN-Y -0.1 1.121 
TLN-Z 0.3 0.1 1.0 
dA -0.2 0.5 0.1 1.0 
dµ. -0. 5 -0. 2 121. 3 0 .121 1.0 
d\i -0. 3 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.3 1.0 
SCALE -0. 3 0.0 -0.4 0.0 -121.1 0.0 1.0 
TLN-X TLN-Y TLN-Z dA dµ. d·-v:· SCALE 
!B~b~-~~z~! VEIS MODEL CORRELATION MATRIX [u = 7,E, ~ IJ 
"' 
FOR THE QUASI DATUM TRANSFORMATION PARAMETERS 
(Fundamental point = network initial point) 
TLN-X .L2 
TLN-Y 0.3 1.0 
TLN-Z -0.3 -0.2 1.0 
dA 0 ~. - oL 0.6 0. IZl 1.0 
df-l -0.8 -121. 5 0. 6 -IZl. 1 1.0 
d\.=· -0.5 -0.2 0.3 -0.i 0.5 1.0 
SCALE -0. 3 -0.1 -0.6 121. ill 0.0 0.0 1.0 
TLN-X TLN-Y TLN-Z dA dµ. d"-"'' SCALE 
IB~b~-~£§~! VEIS MODEL CORRELATION MATRIX [u = 7.E.= I] . ~ 
FOR THE NETWORK TRANSFORMATION PARAMETERS 
(Fundamental point = network initial point) 
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5.4.2. 
5.4.2.1 From the 
comparison of equivalent solutions in Table 5.7 and Table 
5.3 (for the Molodensky model), [with 
exception of solution 2 1 about which more belovl 1 where the 
same fundamental point (network initial point) and VCV 
matrices O:L :;eI) have been used in all solutions, the 
following are noted: 
The translation- and scale parameters have identical values 
and precision estimates for the Veis and Molodensky models. 
The rotations are of course different, since they are 
reckoned around the axes of two non-parallel systems. The 
·Veis rotations are reckoned around the axes of the local 
geodetic (LG) system (at the topocentric network initial 
point), where as the Molodensky ones refer to a system which 
is nominally parallel to the geodetic system axes. The 
Veis rotations are given in the order dA, d i' 
i-'- ' 
being 
rotations around the and x 1 G-axes~ and 
representing a rotation in azimuth and tilts in the 
meridian- and prime vertical planes respectively as 
mentioned above. 
When the Veis rotations are rotated into the same system as 
that in which the Molodensky ones are given (by the use of 
the appropriate rotation matrices given in section 3.3.1)~ 
then identical values are obtained. This was confirmed 
numerically in this study. 
The Veis model gives identical values for the a posteriori 
variance factor, (0-: ). and for the mean "goodness of : .. ; . fit 11 
value~ (~), as the Molodensky model, and hence also equal 
those for the Bursa model. 
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5.4.2.2 The 
comparison of the results of the 5-parameter solutions in 
columns 2 of Table 5.7 and Table 5.3 (Molodensky model), 
illustrates an important point. Both these solutions 
retain only the significant parameters, the insignificant 
ones (the rotations around the x-axis and the y-axis, see 
column 1 have been constrained to zero. Note that in 
the Veis case (Table 5.7), it is the d~ & dv rotations that 
are not significant. 
Now, it can be seen from the mean "goodness of fit" value, 
A, end the a posteriori variance factor, 
clearly from individual "goodness of fit" values for the 
common points, that in this particular case, the Veis and 
Molodens~:.y models have produced identical 
transformations. The reason is that, due to the different 
orientations of the rotation axes of the Veis and Molodensky 
models, the remaining (significant) z-rotation, dA, in the 
the Veis model, cannot produce ; •iFntical results to 
remaining z-rotation in the Molodensky model. Hence these 
two particular solutions of each model are not equivalent. 
Note that the Molodensky model produced slightly smaller 
values for ;~ and A in this particular case, but 
is not, singly, regarded as significant. 
The point raised by the above solution was tested 
this fact 
by using 
the centre of gravity of the ter-restrial network as the 
fundamental point in the Veis model. The comparison of 
this case with that in which the network initial 
used (Table 5.7), led to the following results: 
point was 
The two solutions produce identical transformations for all 
cases where all three rotation parameters, as a group, are 
either present or omitted. When only one or two of these 
rotation parameters are present, the transformations are not 
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identical. The reason is that the orientation .-. + ._ .. j 
the position of the fundamental point used. 
These findings are contrasted with those of the Molodensky 
model in which all equivalent solutions produce identical 
transfot-mations. The reason is that, in this model, the 
orientation of the rotation axes (nominally parallel to the 
CT axes) are constant and independent of any particular 
fundamental point used. 
5.4.2.3 The results given above lead to the 
following generalisation: 
The Bursa and Molodensky models produce identical (internal) 
transformations for all equivalent 
model will produce transformations identical to those of the 
Bursa and Molodensky models for all equivalent solutions in 
which all three rotation parameters are e1~ther prese·nt or 
omitted as ~ ~roup. of the 
particular fundamental point used 1 and independent 
orientation of the axes around which 









values are identical with the Molodensky model 
equivalent solutions (with the exception of column 2, but 
this solution does still pass this test), it is obvious that 
solutions 1 and 4 of Table 5.7 (:Z_;:I) pass this test (at 9c•; ..JI. 
J.. 
level)~ whereas solutions 3 and c (in which scale is ~· 
omitted) do not. It must be pointed out that not one of 
the solutions in Table 5.8, for the network parameters, 
passes this test, again (probably) indicating that the 
(Z,=I) weight model used was unrealistic. 
"' 
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From the 7-parameter solution in column 1 of Table 5.7, it 
is seen that the rotation parameters, are not 
significantly different from zero at. the 95% level. Hence 
these are constrained to zero in the secand solution, in 
which all remaining parameters are now significant. 
5.4.2.5 The Veis 
model produce~ a correlation matrix (eg. Table 5.7.1) which 
is similar in character to that of the Molodensky model (eg. 
Table 5.3.1} The correlations amongst the translations and 
between the translations and the scale is identical for 
both models. The correlations amongst the rotations and 
between the rotations and the other parameters are different 
to those in the Malodensky model, due obviously to the 
different orientation of the rotation axes. 
When the centre of gravity of the terrestrial network is 
used as the fundamental point, and the VCV matrix E,=I~ {the .. 
results are not presented here) the Veis model again 
produces a correlation matrix, very similar to the 
Molodensky model, in which all correlations between 
parameters are zero, with the exception of that between the 
x-rotation (dv) and the y-rotation The 
reason for this correlation is not clear to the author. (cf 
Molodensky model) 
The Veis model, similarly to the Molodensky model~ removes 
the high correlations between the translations and the 
rotations and between the translations and the scale. The 
effect of this reduced correlations can be seen in Tables 
5 .. 7 -~< 5.8 .. The translations are affected much less by the 
omission of either the scale or the rotation parameters, as 
compared to the Bursa model. 
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Since this model is equivalent in most aspects to the 
Molodensky model, most of the remarks regarding the 
correlation matrices may be seen to be applicable to the 
Veis model as well. These will therefore not be repeated 
here. 
5.5 §~t'.!t'.!BBY_!_~Qt'.!EBB1§Q~_QE __ ~~B§B~ __ t'.!Q~QQg~§1Y __ B~Q __ yg1§ 
t'.!Q.Qgb§ 
5.5.1 
All three models use 
I 
seven parameters namely three 
translations, three rotations and a scale difference, ta 
model the differences between two sets of cartesian 
coordinates. The Bursa model is the standard seven 
parameter similarity transformation in which no a priori 
assumptions regarding parallelity of system axes are made. 
The Molodensky and Veis models are variations of this 
transformation in ......... Wt 11.C!i there the implicit a 
assumption of the parallelity and uniform scale of the 
geodetic (G) and Conventional Terrestrial (CT) system axes. 
In the Bursa model, the rotations are reckoned around the 
discordant axes of the G system at the origin (0,0,©) of the 
G system (centre of the Geodetic ellipsoid). The position 
vectors of the common points of the second 
system are rotated and scaled. Note that all points, 
including the fundamental point of the terrestrial network, 
are treated the same. In this model, the rotations and 
scale are therefore seen as applicable to the Geodetic 
system, and not the network. 
In the Molodensky and Veis models, the implicit assumption 
is that the G system is both parallel and of the same scale 
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as the CT system. Here it is the G network that is 
regarded as being discordant with the G (& CTj system. A 
fundamental point (FF')' from which network difference 
vectors (of the terrestrial network) are reckoned, is used. 
These difference vectors are then scaled and rotated. 
The Molodensky rotations are reckoned around axes at the FP 
which represent the orientation of the discordant network. 
These misalignment angles are very small, and thet-efore 
these axes are very nearly parallel to the G & CT system 
axes. In the Veis model, these rotations are around the 
axes of the Local Geodetic (LG) system. The rotation and 
scale parameters are regarded as applying to the network, 
and not the system. 
5.5.2 
5.5.2.1 The Bursa and 
Molodensky models produce identical values and precision 
estimates fat- :~i',e rotation and scale parameters. The 
translations are different, and the precision estimates of 
the Molodensky translations are generally an order of 
magnitude smaller than the Bursa translations. This does 
not mean that the Molodensky model produces mot-e precise 
estimates of the Bursa translations, the Molodensky 
translations are fundamentally different. 
The Veis and Molodensky models are equivalent, and the 
translations and scale parameters (and 
estimates) are identical. The Veis rotations, when rotated 
into the Molodensky system, equal those of the Molodensky 
model. 
c: c: ,...., r-. -1.-1 . .£.... • .a::. When solving only 
for three translations, all three models produce identical 
values for these. 
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5.5.3 
The Bursa model suffers from having very high correlations 
between the translations and the rotations and between the 
translations and the scale. The reason for this is that 
the data for a regional (non-global) network covers such a 
small portion of the globe. The Molodensky and Veis models 
reduce these correlations (and in some cases removes them 
completely). 
CHAPTER 5. 
These points are discussed in great detail in 
The main advantage is that the omission of some 
parameters has little or no effect on the remaining ones. 
5.5.4 
5.5.4.1 All three 
models produce identical (internal) transformations, ie. the 
coordinates produced after transformation are identical, 
provided the models are applied properly. It is obvious 
that the parameter set used must be the one that pertains to 
that particular model. 
It needs to be stressed here that, in the Molodensky and 
Veis models, the parameter set derived· from the solution is 
dependent on the particular fundamental point in the 
solution. It is therefore imperative that the coordinates 
cf the j~ndamental point be '[:.·i:.2-l' o .. iTu? t e ·r 
s·e t .~ if it is intended to be used for subsequent 
transfot-mations. This will ensure the proper 
of these models. This has unfortunately not invariably 
been done in the past, and has on occasion led to the 
improper use of these models. 
The a posteriori variance factors are identical, as are the 
in this case 
the coot-d ina tes, and therefore the adjusted coordinates 
(both the satellite and the terrestrial) are identical. 
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When using /ewer than seven parameters, the Bursa and 
Molodensky models produce identical transformations for all 
equivalent solutions, due to the parallelity of the rotation 
axes used. The Veis model, however, will produce identical 
transformations for all solutions where the three rotation 
parameters are either all present or omitted. 
c: c: c: '-J·-··-· 
Thomson (1976} recommended that the Bursa model be used for 
the combination of two satellite networks, but not for a 
satellite and terrestrial network. The Molodensky and Veis 
models would not be used for two satellite networks, but may 
be used for a satellite and terrestrial network. However, 
Thomson (1976) mentions that the assumption of the 
parallelity of the G and CT system axes may not be valid. 
He reasons that these three models are not adequate for the 
combination of terrestrial and satellite networks since 
"they do not contain sufficient transformation unknowns to 
adequately describe 
networks and their datums. This was the reason why the 
more complex models containing more than one set of 
rotations were developed. Thomson (1976) notes that 
Krak~wsky-Thomson, 
fa.;-· T&c.· re E~ ·u. r· s· a. ·' 
Molodensky, and Veis --~·-i-m 1_.i ~h '= l· .;: .~ Q.?i,d 
5.5.6 
All three of these standard models suffer from the fact that 
they only have one set of rotation elements, and therefore 
the system and network rotations are confused. 
caution is to be excercised when attempting to attach 
physical significance to the parameters that are estimated. 
This view is endorsed by the fact that these parameters 
depend on the model used, on the particular weighting scheme 
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used (VCV matrices) and on the fundamental point used in the 
Molodensky and Veis models. The conclusions in this regard 
will be summarised in CHAPTER 6. 
However, when the full 7-parameter sets pertaining to each 
model are simply used to transform a set of coordinates, the 
resulting transformed coordinates and their VCV matrices are 
identical, provided of course each model is used correctly. 
It must be stressed here that such a parameter set is not to 
be used outside the area spanned by the common network 
points used in the derivation of the parameter set. 
It can therefore be stated that the final transformed 
coordinates are independent of the particular model used, 
when the choice is between the Bursa, 
models. 
The homogeneity of the data set used 
investigated for two main reasons. 
Molodensky and Veis 
in this report is 
The to 
determine whether the residuals to the observables (ie. the 
coordinates of network points) from the adjustment can be 
modelled by an algebraic polynomial. This would obviously 
be advantageous as a means of interpolation. The second 
reason is to determine whether a single national set of 
transformation parameters can be used ( transformatir::::ms 
for) the whole of South Africa, or whether regional (or 




The residuals to the coordinates resulting a 
transformation adjustment can be examined for any obvious 
trends. If such were to exist, they may be indicative of 
the effects of systematic errors in one or both the 
networks. Since we are concerned with the combination of a 
geodetic terrestrial and satellite or CT network, it is 
assumed that any systematic errors would pertain to the 
terrestrial network. I '-
These trends could then possibly be modelled by low order 
algebt-aic polynomials, using the e>~isting r-esiduals as 
reference values. 
This pr-ocedure was attempted for South Africa. The 
terrestrial G network and satellite Doppler or CT networks 
were combined (using the common points) in a tt-ansfor-mation 
adjustment using the Bursa 7-parameter 
transformation model, the results of which are shown in 
column 1, Table 5.9 given below under section 5.6.2. The 
VCV matrix used for the combined observables was the 
identity matrix, I. Residuals r.esul t fot- both the G and CT 
sets of cartesian coordinates, and these are of equal 
magnitude, but of opposite sign. These residuals in 
cartesian form are transformed to ellipsoidal fonT1 using 





,_I • .i. !l 
respectively. 
in the cat-tesian are 
[-2.3;3.3], ie. 5.6 m in x, [-6.1;2.9], ie. 10.0 m in y, and 
[-3.6;4.9], ie. 8.5 m in -L. • From Figure in 
ellipsoidal form [-4.0;5.8], ie. 9.8 m in t, [-5.8;2.2], ie. 
8.0 m in ~, and [-0.6;0.8], ie. 1.4 m in h. 
DOPPLER TRANSLOCATION POINTS IN SOUTH-AFRICA 
Residuals to the Geodetic cartesian coordinates 
after transforming these coordinates to the CT 
using the BURSA transformation model. 
(unit weight matrix) 






















































i.o :residual in 
0 :residual in 0.0 

















DOPPLER TRANSLOCATION POINTS IN SOUTH-AFRICA 
Residuals to the Geodetic ellipsoidal coordinates 
after transforming these coordinates to the CT 
using the BURSA transformation model. 
(unit weight matrix) 















An examination of the ellipsoidal residuals leads to the 
following observations: The latitude residuals display a 
ridge of highs running roughly NW-SE through the middle of 
the country, with lows on either side, ie. to the SW and NE. 
The longitude residuals are much more random and do not 
indicate any obvious pattern. The ellipsoidal height 
residuals are considerably smaller than either of the 
latitude or longitude, and appear to be positive over most 
of the country except for some 5 points along the southern 
and eastern coastline. In addition, these heights seem to 
indicate a slope from the NW down towards the SE. 
From a consideration of the position of South Africa on the 
globe, it is obvious that the y-coordinate is strongly 
correlated with longitude, and that the x- and z-coordinates 
are correlated with both latitude and height. Hence the 
tendency is for these cartesian residuals to appear even 
more random than the ellipsoidal ones. 
An initial attempt was made to model these residuals, in 
both forms, with low order algebraic polynomials. However, 
these attempts were only marginally successful for the 
latitudes, but of very little use for the others. 
Consequently these ideas were abandoned as it was felt that 
the residuals could not be modelled sufficiently well and 
that the use of such polynomials would therefore be 
misleading. It was decided to rather show these residuals 
on a small scale map of the area concerned, such as 
Figures 5.1 and 5.2, where an appreciation could be formed 
of the actual variation. These maps could then be used for 
a limited amount of (cautious) interpolation when required. 
The rather random variation of these residuals should be 
viewed as indicating (at least partially) the results of the 
"patchwot-1·:." style of adjustment of the geodetic 
network, referred to earlier in this report. 
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The mean "goodness of fit"' value, l, indicates that an 
average accuracy of transformation is about 6 metres when 
using a single set of parameters for the whole country. 
This is to be compared with the results of the regional and 
sub-regional data sets used below. 
5.6.2 
A set of transformation parameters can be used to transform 
coordinates from one system or network to another. If the 
area covered by the common points used for the derivation cf 
the parameter set is very large, it must be ascertained with 
certainty that this parameter set is in fact representative 
of all regions of this area. Since a similarity 
transformation is basically an interpolation procedure, the 
estimated parameters will represent the overall average 
translations, rotations and scale difference. If the 
network is not homogeneous, parameter sets should be 
estimated for different regions and tested for consistency. 
Shou 1 d these di f ft:,• :::~11ces be significant, the use of a sing 1 e 
parameter set for the whole area is not justified. 
The procedure suggested above was applied to South Africa. 
The country "'as firstly divided into two halves along 
(approximately) the line of 26 degrees east longitude (refer 
to Figure 5.3). A 7-par-ametet- set was estimated 
independently for each of the western ( t.aJH) and eastern 
halves (EH)~ and these are shown in columns 2 and 3 of 
Table 5.9 below. Thereafter the country was divided into 
These are shown in Figure and ~Ji 11 be 
referred to as the South Western Quarter ( SWQ), 
Western Quarter (NWQ), the North Eastern Quarter (NEQ) and 
the South Eastern Quarter (NEQ) t-espec ti ve l y. 
Seven-parame~er sets were again estimated independently for 
each region, and are presented in columns 4-7 respectively 
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DOPPLER TRANSLOCATION NETWORK IN SOUTH-AFRICA 
Western half vs. Eastern half: The geodetic ellipsoidal 
coordinates for each half were transformed 'independent-
ly using the BURSA model parameters determined for 
each half. The figure shows the marked differences 
between the residuals to these coordinates for 











































i.9 :residual in latitude,¢ (m) 
0 
4 .1 :residual in longitude,~ (m) 
o.s :residual in ell. height, h (m) 
The broken line shows the division between 










































DOPPLER TRANSLOCATION N~TWORK IN SOUTH-AFRICA 
Figure showing the effect of using regional 
transformation parameters: The broken lines show 
how the country was divided into four regions, 
for each of which a set of parameters was deter-
mined independently. The residuals to the. 
geodetic coordinates are shown for each 




















































-Q2:residual in latitude,¢ (m) 
O o.s :residual in longitude,>. (m) 
o.1:residual in ell. height,h (m) 
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t!Q!?!;k: BURSA 
!?~!~§g!: South Africa 
EQ!n!_Qf_LQ!~!!Qn: Centre of geodetic ellipsoid 










4 5 6 7 
SWQ NWQ NEQ SEQ 
0.74 1.70 0. 36 0. 55 
T -198.5 -242.3 -140.8 -187.7 -317.6 -142.9 -134.0 
x 
a ± 14.4 ± 17.0 ± 5.5 I± 11.1 ± 40.7 _±~9~.7- ± 11.8 
-122.2 -144.9 -95.8 -131.0 -184.5 -94.5 -96.7 
± 12.6 ± 21.3 ± 6.9 ± 11.0 ± 38.4 ± 10.4 ± 10.5 
T -259.8 -225.4 -283.0 -254.0 -175.7 -307.3 -283.0 
z 
a ± 16.1 ± 17.8 ± 4.5 ± 14.7 ± 47.6 ± 14.2 ± 12.5 
s 0.36 -1.55 1.59 -2.45 1.01 0.74 1.46 
x 
a ± 0.34 ± 0.54 ± 0.15 ± 0.36 ± 1.04 ± 0.35 ± 0.29 
E 0.25 -0.64 0.59 -1.19 0.25 0.96 0. 41 y 
a ± 0.58 ± 0.61 ± 0.16 ± 0.50 ± 1.69 ± 0.44 ± 0.45 
s 0.44 1.48 -0.38 1.87 -0.25 -0.06 -0.40 z 
a ± 0.45 ± 0.67 ± 0.24 ± 0.33 ± 1.32 ± 0.32 ± 0.37 
k 11.1 20.5 0.2 10.7 35.9 -0.8 -0.2 
a ± 1.5 ± 2.3 ± 0.6 ± 1.4 ± 4.7 ± 1.3 ± 1.3 
ti. I 6.0 I 4.3 j 1.0 11.4 I 3.0 .1 0.5 0.9 
ti. - mean value of displacement after transformation 
• 
IB~bs_~~~ BURSA MODEL ~sI~Q8~ TRANSFORMATION PARAMETERS 
FOR DIFFERENT REGIONS OF SOUTH AFRICA 
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5.6.2.1 "'Ji th reference 
to columns 2 & 3 of Table 5.9, and Figure 5.3, the following 
points are noted: 
The parameter values of the two sets differ considerably. 
It is noted that the difference is greater than the sum of 
the respective standard deviations for each of the 
In fact, when a statistical test is applied to 
the sets as units, it is confirmed that they are different 
at the 95/. confidence level. Furthermot-e, these standard 
deviations are considerably smaller for the eastern than for 
the western region. 
The a value for the east (0.49} is much 
i) 
smaller than for 
the west (2.27) which indicates that the residuals for the 
eatern region are smaller, as confirmed by an examination of 
Figure 5.3. The range in the residuals for the two regions 
are as follows: 
j.>JESTERN HALF t-ASTERN HALF 
Range in 1:p: [-2.9;2.4] ie. c: 
..,,. m [ -IZi • 5 ; l2i • ::. ] ie. 1.0 rn .J •• _:, 
Range in ).._. : [-2.6;4.1] ie. 6.7 m [ -0. 6 ; 121 • 5] ie. 1.1 rn 
Range in h: [ -0 • 4 ; iZl • ::. ] ie. 0.9 m [-0.3;0.2] ie. 0.5 m 
The "mean goodness of fit" value !::. indicates that the 
average fit after transformation will be about 4.3 and 1.121 
metres respectively for the Western and Eastern halves. 
It should be noted that the scale in the WH is 20.5 parts 
per million (ppm) whilst that of the EH is a negligible 121 ? 
± 0.6 ppm. A possible explanation is that scale in the EH 
is controlled by seven bases, whilst the WH has only four, 
excluding the two common bases (Wonnacott, 1985, 1986). " H 
further point to note is that there are fewer latitude and 
longitude stations in the WH than in the EH in the original 
triangulation. 
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A consideration of the above results leads to the conclusion 
that the use of a single set of transformation 
for the two halves of the country is not justified when 
attempting to obtain the best transformation with the 
available data. 
5.6.2.2 With reference to 
columns 4~7 of Table 5.9 and Figure 5.4, 
points are noted: 
the following 
The most western Doppler station, Witbank New, was rejected 
as shown in Figure 5.4. This point was excluded from the 
SWQ and NWQ since it does not really fall in either region. 
In addition, Wonnacott (1985) has identified an irregularity 
or uncertainty in the geodetic coordinates of this station, 
especially in the longitude. A possible reason for this is 
that this station is not on the main triangulation chain, 
but on some secondary triangulation on the far north west 
coast. 
A comparison of the parameter values for the NEQ and SEQ 
shows that the differences in these values are much smaller 
than those for the two halves of the country treated above. 
These differences in the parameter values are in fact 
smaller than the sums of the respective standard deviations 
for all parameters except the rotation in and 
suggests that the two parameter sets are not significa~tly 
di ffer-e:>nt. Since the number of points used 
smal 1 ( 4-5) !C the statistical test used above is 
particularly effective, and is not regarded as conclusive. 
The c·
0 
\/alues, the t-esiduals and the ''mean goodness of fit" 
values ~ for the two sets are of very similar magnitudes. 
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The ranges in the residuals are: 
NORTH EASTERN QUARTER SOUTH EASTERN QUARTER. 
Range in ,:p : [-0.3;0.1] ie. 0.4 m [-0.5;0.5] ie. 1.0 m 
Range in :A.,,.: [-0.2;0.3] ie. 0.5 m [-0.4;0.5] ie. 0.9 m 
Range in h: [ 0.0;0.0] ie. IZl • l2l m [-0.1;0.1] ie. 0.2 m 
These residuals and the ~ values [0.5;0.9] show that a 
single parameter set tor the whole Eastern region is 
justified, and would produce a transformation accuracy of 
about 1 metre. 
A comparison of the parameter values for the SWQ and NWQ 
produces some interesting results. The differences in the 
parameter values are very large and indeed greater than the 
sums of the respective standard deviations for all 
parameters e>~cept Ry, which suggests that the parameter sets 
are significantly different. The statistical test, though 
not very effective, confirms that the sets are different at 
1 ;·;:2 9!:1% level. Note the very large scale difference of 
about 36 ppm for the NWQ as opposed to 11 ppm for the SWQ. 
The ranges in the residuals are: 
SOUTH WESTERN QUARTER NORTH ~.oJESTERN QUARTER 
Range in (j:i: [-1.4;1.4] ie. 2.8 m [ -0 • 7 ; 121 • 5] ie. 1 ? m 
Range in ·;:. ... : [-1.6;1.3] ie. 2.9 m [-1.0;1.0] ie. 2.0 m 
Range in h: [-0.4;0.4] ie. 0 .• 8 m [-0.3;0.4] ie. 0.7 m 
Although these residuals are quite similar (except for the 
latitude), the 7 values of 0.7 (SWQ) and 1.7 (NWQ) and the 
:~' 
!i values of 1.4 (SWQ) and 3.0 (NWQ) metres seem to 
indicate that a transformation for the SWQ p~-odu.ces 
a better fit by half than for the NWQ. 
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5.6.2.3 ~QD£lg§iQD§_QD_Y~ri~!iQD2· If independent 
transformation parameter sets are used for each of the North 
Western Quarter, the South Western Quarter and the Eastern 
half of South Africa, the mean accuracy of transformation 
between the terrestrial geodetic and Conventional 
Terrestrial coordinates will be in the order of 3.0, 1.5 and 
1.~ metres respectively. This conclusion is however only 
based on the presently available data, and shbuld be treated 
with caution. 
Nevertheless, it can be stated conclusively that the use o; 
a single parameter set for the whole country is not 
j~sti/ied Cat present) if the best transformation or fit 
possible is to be obtained with the presently available 
data. 
The combination of three dimensional networks of various 
types is a complicated operation. The methods studied in 
this . .t-eport achieve this merger by solving for 
transformation parameters or external bias parameters 
between the two or more networks in a least squares solution 
using one of the "geometric" models. This procedure is 
called a transformation adjustment. 
The selection of a particular model depends on the type and 
number of networks that are to be combined and on the 
purpose of the combin2~~~n. These points are considered 
below. 
Note that, before using the coordinates of a satellite 
network, all known biases af the satellite (S) system with 
respect to the Conventional Terrestrial (CT) are to be 
through the application of an appropt-iate 
transformation to the S system. This has invariably been 
done in this report, and since then the S and CT systems 
only differ by these known transformation parameters, the 




Two or more three dimensional networks of different types 
are usually combined to exploit the strengths of each type. 
A number of advantages of combining S (CT) and terrestrial 
geodetic (G) networks were given in the Introduction. 
The parameters estimated in a transformation adjustment do 
not neccessarily have real physical meaning. The 
parameter set may merely be a set of val~es .used to 
transform one set of coordinates into another, ie. to merge 
the two networks. If however, one is additionally 
interested in recovering the relative position, orientation 
and scale differences of various networks (and datums) as 
real physical quantities, the matter requires careful 
investigation. This aspect will be treated first, and the 
merger or combination aspect thereafter. 
6.2.1 E~r~@g!~r§_~§_2b~§i£~l_g~~Q1i!ig§ 
Since S networks truly represent their datums, no 
distinction is made between them. This is not so with 
classical G networks, and we distinguish between the network 
and the datum on which it is based. Thus when using the 
coordinates of common network points to combine G networks 
with other networks, the G network requires special 
treatment. 
Two S networks can be combined using the standard Bursa 
model. Since 
this case~ the 
this model also reflects physical reality in 
parameters should have real meaning. These 
parameters then are datum (and network) parameters. 
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The combination of a S ahd a G network should be done using 
the more complex models of Hotine and Krakiwsky-Thomson, 
since the additional set of rotation parameters enables 
these models to reflect physical reality more closely than 
any of the standard models, ie. Bursa, Molodensky or Veis, 
each of which have one set of rotations only. The more 
complex models use a second set of rotatons and a scale 
difference to model the systematic errors in the G network. 
These models thus estimate the position and alignment of the 
G and S (CT) systems (datums), as well as the alignment and 
scale difference between the G network and the G datum. 
Hence the parameters should have more realistic physical 
meaning than those from the standard models. However, 
these models require a special estimation technique, and a 
completely homogeneous terrestrial G network that covers a 
suitably large portion of the globe in order to 
realistically separate the two sets of rotations. As 
mentioned, this is a severe limitation in the case of the 
South Africa network. 
When estimating the relative position, orientation and scale 
difference between the G network and the S (CT) network (or 
system), the coordinates of the G network are assigned equal 
variances, as are those of the S network, and in fact, the 
VCV matrix E. used in this report was the identity matrix I. 
'"' 
It is suggested that, even though the three standard models 
have only one set of rotations, they may quite 
adequately be used for this purpose. This was done in 
this report, and the t-esul ting identified a.s 
"network tt-ansformation pat-ameters". Note that the three 
models yield parameters that are different (especially the 
Bursa ones as compared to the Molodensky and Veis ones), and 
should be interpreted cautiously in terms of the models 
used. 
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An attempt was made to use the G network coordinates to 
represent the G datum by adopting a weight model designed to 
reflect the effect of systematic errors in the G network. 
The Bursa model was used and the resulting parameters 
identified as "datum transformation parameters". If it 
were possible to know the correct VCV matrix for the G 
network, it is submitted that these "datum parameters" would 
give the proper relation between the G datum and the S (CT) 
system, even though the systematic errors in the G network 
will not be parameterised as in the Hotine and 
Krakiwsky-Thomson models. 
As explained in Chapter 5, it does not make much sense to 
use this weight model with the Molodensky or Veis models as 
one is then violating the initial assumptions of these 
models. Nevertheless, this was done here as a matter of 
interest, and the resulting parametet-s identified as "quasi 
da.tum transformation pat-ameters". 
Bursa parameters. 
These are compared to the 
However, it should be stressed here that any attempt to 
assign physical meaning to any of the parameters estimated, 
irrespective of the model used, should be done with extreme 
caution. 
6.2.2 
The Veis model is mathematically equivalent to the 
Molodensky model, and the Veis rotations, given in terms of 
rotations around the axes 
to yield 
of the Local Geodetic system, can 
the Molodensky type rotations. 
With this in mind, it can be stated that the two models 
·:-'ield identical values and precision estimates for the 
translations, rotations and scale difference. 
are identical in all other aspects. 
These models 
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The Bursa rotations and scale difference are identical to' 
those of the Molodensky (& Veis) model, and have identical 
precision estimates. However, the Bursa translations, 
being fundamentally different, are numerically different to 
those of the Molodensky (& Veis) model, and generally have 
precision estimates one order of magnitude greater. 
One weakness of the Bursa model is the existence of very 
high correlations between the translations and the rotations 
and scale difference. The Molodensky (& Veis) model 
reduces these correlations, in some cases drastically, by 
estimating the rotations around a Fundamental Point (FP) of 
the G network, usually the centre of gravity (CG) or the 
network initial point (NIP). The correlations are, 
however, a function of the weight model used, and must be 
considered in this context. These correlations were 
treated in detail in CHAPTER 5. 
If the purpose of the combination is merely to merge the two 
networks without attaching any physical meaning to the 
estimated parameters, then the problem is simplified 
considerably. This merger can then be done by using any of 
the geometric models mentioned above, provided there are at 
least three translations, three rotations and a scale 
difference parameter present to model the network or datum 
differences, since these seven parameters completely model 
the differences between two perfect systems or networks. 






case by separating the 




Considering then the three standard models, it was shown in 
this report that they identical 
internal 
transformations, ie. the adjusted observations, their 
precision estimates and the a posteriori variance factor are 
identical. Thus these three models produce identical 
transformed coordinates when used to transform one set to 
anothet-. If this is the only objective, it is immaterial 
which of the three are used. The high correlations between 
the parameters of the Bursa model are then entirely 
irrelevant. Since the Bursa model is the simplest, this 
would be the obvious choice. 
The matter under consideration here is the use of a derived 
parameter set to transform coordinates of one 
network into another system or network. It was 
this report that the 6 network in South Afric~ 
present sufficiently homogeneous to justify the 
system at-
shown in 
is not at 
use of a 
single national parameter set for all transformations. 
Depending on the accuracy required from the transformation, 
it may be neccessary to derive a set of regional parameters, 
as shown in Chapter 5, 
smaller (sub-) regions. 
or to derive parameter sets for 
The residuals to the G coordinates 
resulting from such an adjustment may be presented as in 
Figures 5.1 - 5.4, and these may then be used for a limited 
amount cf intet-polation. However-, due to the 
widespread data points and the existence of definite 
"blocks" of triangulation between ~.;hich 
parameters sometimes differ substantially, 
unwise to do this for any large regions. 
it would be 
The results of a satellite survey could be transformed into 
the national G network by using any of the thr-ee standard 
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models, provided that the coordinates of at least three 
known stations in that area are available in the satellite 
system to allow the computation of local transformation 
It should be stressed here that, since a transformation of 
this nature is basically an interpola.tion procedure, 
parameter set should not be used outside the area spanned by 
the common stations used for the derivation of that 
pat-a.meter set. However, since these models are geometric, 
the degredation of the transformation outside this area 
should be fairly graceful, and therefore a (rather) limited 
amount of "e:{tt-apolation" could perhaps be justified. 
The results of a transformation adjustment are two sets of 
adjusted coordinates that L~ffer by the adjusted set of 
The residuals to the coordinates, as well as 
the parameters, depend on the particular VCV matrix used in 
the adjustment. If therefore, the VCV matrix is realistic, 
then so will be the residuals and consequently also the 
adjusted coordinates ( and the parameters). 
The question then is which set of adjusted 
should be adapted. If the position, orientation and scale 
is desired, those adjusted (CT) system then of the .~ .::; 
coordinates are adopted. If the orientation and scale of 
the S (CT) system but the position of 
Geodetic system (network); then the adjusted Satellite (CT) 
coordinates are shifted by the values of the translations as 
estimated in the adjustment. In both cases these S (CT) 
coordinates will be used as weighted constt-aints in 
subsequent adjustments of the Geodetic network. 
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of the combination of a geodetic ( G) and 
satellite (S) or CT network must be clearly stated. Two 
satellite networks can be combined with the Bursa model. A 
satellite network should be combined with 
either the Hotine or the Krakivsky-Thomson models. These 
models estimate the relative position and orientation of the 
G and S (CT) systems or datums, as well as the relative 
orientation and scale of the G network and its datum. The 
use of these models presupposes a homogeneous terrestrial 
network that covers a significant portion of the globe in 
order to obtain realistic estimates of the parameters. 
Molodensky and Veis models give 
transformed coordinates when used to combine a G and 
network even though the parameter sets are different. 
Interpretation of these parameters should however be done 
with great caution. The Molodensky and Veis models reduce 
the hig~ ~orrelations 1 between the translations and the 
rotation- and scale parameters, of the Bursa model. The 
and the 
transformation parametersq estimated in the Bursa model 
(section 5.2.2.7) found to be 
The distinction between these two sets lies in 
the nature of the VCV matrix of the observables. 
The homogeneity of the South African networks 
was investigated by estimating transformation parameters for 
different regions. When using parameter sets for - --L... t'd.L i i of 
the North Western Quarter~ the South Western Quarter and the 
Eastern Half of the countt-y, the average accuracy of 
transformation between the G and S networks was found to be 
1.0 metres respectively using the presently 
available data. The use of a single ·- - .i. .- - •• - I ·,= ·'-· (}., ·:· '(· ,._ .. 't·~ 1:.,~. 1 •• - - ~ .;;:.- i:" ·~ 
for the whole country is not justified at present. 
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It is quite obvious, even from a cursory reading of the 
writings of Rousseau (1986), Wonnacott (1985, 1986), Newling 
(1986) and others that a complete re-adjustment of the South 
African terrestrial geodetic networks is neccessary. Many 
of the hitherto unknown problem areas in the networks have 
come to light through comparison with the results of the 
of traverses and the Doppler first order network 
translocation survey. The variation in scale is but one of 
these problems that has to be resolved. 
However glibly stated, such a re-adjustment of national 
networks, with all the associated ramifications, is a 
mammoth task, the enormity of which certainly cannot be 
fully appreciated by this author. Nevertheless, fat- the 
sake of completeness, the following remarks, although quite 
obvious, should be made regarding the re-adjustment: 
A number of important questions need to be addressed amongst 
which are the size, shape, position and orientation of the 
new geodetic datum (ellipsoid) to be used (Newling, 1986)' 
the dimensionality of the adjustment, the types of data to 
be incorporated, and many others. 
The processing of all data presupposes that such data is in 
computer readable form, which is not the case for South 
Africa. This enormous task needs to be addressed. 
Present and future survey projects need to be considered 
which should include.survey data obtained from modern aids 
such as the Global Positioning System and Very Long Baseline 
Interfet-ometry. 
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The re-adjustment of national/continental geodetic 
has been done in a number of countries such 
America and Australia. An in-depth. study of the 





Survey Organisations of these countries, would obviously be 
of vital importance for gaining a proper appreciation of the 
complexities of the task. It is largely in this sphere 
that a recommendation for future studies must fall. 
The task resting on the shoulders of the personnel of the 
Geodetic Branch, Surveys and Mapping Directorate, is indeed 
a great one. 
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A-1 
The transformation from geodetic ellipsoidal coordinates 
(¢,%,h) to geodetic cartesian coordinates (x,y,z) is given 
by the standard relations·as follows: 
x = (N+h).cos¢.cos% 
y = (N+h).cos¢.sin% 
z = (N.b 2 /a 2 +h) .sin¢• = (N. (1-e 2 )+h) .sin¢ = (N+h-e 2 .N) .sin¢ 
where N is the prime vertical radius of curvature at the 
point on the ellipsoid, and is given by 
az z 
,, ., 
]o s N = I [a • C:C'!..'. ¢ + b" .sin" ¢ or 
·~· z z bz .sin 2 ¢ ] - 0 s N = a· . [a .cos ·:P + 
and "'here 
x,y,z are the geodetic cartesian coordinates 
¢,~,h are the geodetic latitude, longitude and ellipsoidal 
height (ellipsoidal coordinates) 
a - semi-major axis of ellipsoid 
b - semi-minor axis of ellipsoid 
where e is the first eccentricity of the 
ellipsoid. 
A-2 
The inverse transformation from ellipsoidal (¢,%,h) to 
cartesian (x,y,z) coordinates is not as simple as the 
direct transformation and has received attention from a 
number of authors. A number of solutions will be mentioned 
briefly. The solution given by Bo~ring, treated here under 
section A.2.3, is used in the transformation adjustment 
program developed for this study. 
A.2.1 
The traditional solution has been an iterative one, as 
follows: 
The longitude is given immediately by 
~ = arc tan (y/x) 
The latitude and height are solved by iterations as follows 
(eg. Vanicek and Krakiwsky, 1986). Given that 
p = (x2+y2 )o. s = (N+h).cos•:P 
z = (N.b 2 /a 2 +h).sin¢ = (N.(1-e 2 )+h).sin¢ = 
= (N+h-e2 .N).sin¢ ••• ( 2) 
Dividing the final forms of equations (2) by (1), we get 
z/p = [1-e 2 .N/(N+h)J.tan¢ = [1-e 2 .N.(N+h)- 1 ].tan¢ .. ( 3) 
Now, the iterations are usually initiated by solving first 
for ¢ from equation (3) by putting h = 0, which gives 
z/p = [1-e 2 .N/NJ.tan¢ =(1-e 2 ).tan¢ 





So the first value for ¢r is given by 
i 0 j z - 1 ¢· = arc tan [z/p.(1-e ) ] 
and the iterative routine is then 
N(ki= N(q/k-1i) = az.[a2.cos2 1::V<k-1i + b2.sinzcµ•:k-1:• 1-o.s 
h ( k ) -- h ( . i ): - ! i .... ( .k i ·:P . 'l'I 
I k - 1 i = p/cos¢r· 
= arc tan [zip. {1-e 2 .N< kl • (N< k; +h< J.: l ) - 1 }- 1 ] 
The iterations are repeated until the following 
inequalities are satisfied: 
and ... ( k i IJJ -
for some a priorily chosen value of 8. 
This then gives the final values for Qi and h with ~ from 
above. 
A.2.2 
Vanicek and Krakiwsky (1986) mention that the closed 
solution of this inverse transformati~~ is derived from the 
solution . of a biquadratic equation in This 
biquadratic equation in tan¢ is derived from equation 
(3) above by a number of substitutions. 
and substituting for N, 
p. tan¢• 
Dividing the numerator and denominator of the right hand 
side by cos¢ and squaring the whole equation leads to 
2 . 4 . 
p • tan £!:• 2 • p • z • tan 8 ¢• + 
,, ·'.· •'.• 2 ., ., 
[ z · + ( p • -a· • e ) I ( 1-e · ) ] • tan· •+• 
- 2 • p • z I ( 1-e 1 ) • tan¢• + z 2 I ( 1-e 2 ) == iZi 
which is a biquadratic equation in tan¢ in which all values 
of the coefficients are known. 
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Vanicek and Krakiwsky (1986) do not give an explicit 
solution for this equation. However, Paul (1973) does 
derive an explicit solution for this equation. The 
solution is a complex one, and employs both a precise 
formula and an approximate formula. This is because the 
precise formula cannot be used for small values of z/a, when 
the approximate formula for ~ must be used. This solution 
was investigated in this study, and a convenient change-over 
point from the precise to the approximate formula was found 
to be when arc tan lzla! < 1°. This formula then ensures 
that all values of ~ would be correct to four decimals of an 
II 
arc second (0. 0001), and the resulting ellipsoidal height 
be correct to three decimals of a metre (0.001 m). 
A.2.3 
Bowring (1976, 1985) developed simple equations for the 
latitude and height which eliminate the usual need for 
iteration, and which are both sujjic~ently accurate for 
outer space appLications. His solution is used in this 
report. The formulae which he proposes are as follows: 
The solution for % is as usual: 
>.. = at-c tan ( y I}{) •••• ( 4) 
The solution for ¢ is given by 
¢=arc tan [{z+s.b.sin 3 u}/{p-e 2 .a.cos 3 u}] •••• ( 5) 
tan u = b.z/a.p.(l+s.b/R) 
and for h: h = p.cos¢ + z.sin~ az/N •••• ( 6) 
where N is the prime vertical radius of curvature, 
N = a 2 • [a 2 .cos 2 1t1 + b 2 .sin 2 q:, ]-o.s 
B-1 
DERIVATION OF THE VCV MATRIX =~~ 
-~----------------------------~~~ 
The derivation of the variance-covariance matrix of the 
geodetic cartesian coordinates 





The Exyz matrix is computed from the E¢~h matrix using the 
covariance law Exyz = J.E¢%h"JT where J is the 
usual Jacobian matrix of partial differentials, composed of 
3::--::3 submatrices, J i of the form 
r- ex. ,:1 >~. {IX l I ;_. ... I 
i I 
I 3.:p. .1·>. ... 6'h. I I I 
I 





i:Jy. /;/y. 8y j 
I I 
J = 1, i i i 




I I Cl z .=.• ..... .-.' -: I I ._ .. .:. ·-·· ~ 
I I 
I ! 
I i I 6'¢1: 6' ·~;\_.. 1.1 h 
L 
I ... 1, J 
r I-CM +h. )sin¢ .. cos~. ! I_. ;_. t· I_. 
-(N +h. )cos¢ .sin~. 
;... l.. '·· '·· 
I 
J.=J-(M. +h. )sin¢ .• sin% 
l. I I_. ;_. !_. !_. 
-(N +h. )cost• 
. '• 







where M. is the meridian radius of curvature and N the 
radius of curvature of the t-eference 
ellipsoid. 
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Now •. the VCV matrix : is composed of xyz submatrices of 
the form 
• (M. +h. ) 2 .sin 2 1:p .cos 2 ), + o·.; . • 2 • • (N.+h. )·.cos¢ .• sin·'\ .. + 
~ I,, ~ .... (, (, I •. 
""i •. 
... 2 ... 
(M.+h. )'.sin¢. -a~ 
~· .... 1,,. / ·.:. 
(, 
• sin),,, .• cos) ..... 
I, (, 
l sin~ .• cos¢ .• cos% .• [crh2 1, 1... ... • 1, o·~ .• (M. +h. ) 2 1 '+' I,, I_. (, 
• (N. +h. ) 2 .cos 2 ¢. 
~ ~ ~ 
[cr 2 .(M.+h. ) 2 .sin 2 •:P. 
~: ,, 1.. (, 
+ 
0 
+ ah2 .cos 2 ¢ •• cos 2 %. ].sin% .• cos%. 
• I,, 1,, ... I,, 
l· 
(M h )
2 . 2. . z .. 
. + . • sin q: ... sin >.,. + .(N +h. ) 2 .cos 2 ~ .• cos 2 %. + 
/
0
• I,, I I_, f,,. 1,r 1,.. I.. 1 •. 
sin¢ .cos* .• sin% 










[i:r~. • cosi:~1. • cos·\ .. . 1, ;_. 1, 
.; 
• cos•::P. • sin\ .. [Gh . ; .. 1, 
.-.· z 
'-' .J,. • (M. +h. ) 
2 .cos 2 1:P. + 
•.· '·· . ! •• 1+'i .. 
i:r¢1i .. 
~ . (M. +h . ) ] 
I,, '·· 















~Qis§_Q~_!Hs_!BB~§EQBtlB!1Q~ __ BY~Y§!tls~! __ f BQ§BBtli __ EbQ~~HBB! 
B~Y_EBQ§BBtl_b1§I1~§i_s~BtlEbs§_QE_QY!EYI 
EYrHQ§§: This program has been developed to perform a 
three dimensional ~ransformation adjustment between a 
classical. terrestrial geodetic network and a satellite 
derived geodetic network by making use of the coordinates of. 
common network points. 
~QfilHY!§r_§Y§!§fil_~DQ_l~ngy~gg: The program was written in 
ASCII FORTRAN and used on the UNISYS 1100/81 main frame 
computer. 
tlgggl_y§gg: 
one of the 
The program computes this adjustment using any 
three 
Molodensky or Veis. 
the Molodensky (or 
standard 7-parameter models, 
In addition, the different 
Veis) models regarding the 






B§§Yl!§_Q1_!bg_~gjy2!mgn!: . The results of the adjustment 
are two sets of adjusted coordinates which differ by the 
adjusted parameters. The program computes the least 
squares estimates of the seven transformation parameters, 
the residuals to the observables (coordinates of common 
network points) and hence the adjusted coordinates. Both 
the VCV-matrix and the correlation matrix of the adjusted 
parameters are computed, as is the a posteriori variance 
factor, to give the neccessary (internal) precision 
estimates. 
The main input data consists of the 
coordinates of the common network points, each in its own 
system. 
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The terrestrial network coordinates are input in ellipsoidal 
form as geodetic latitude, longitude, orthometric height and 
geoidal height for each point (¢,~,H 0 ,N). The parameters 
of the particular ellipsoid used, here the modified Clark 
1880, are input, and the ellipsoidal coordinates are 
converted to geodetic cartesian form using the formulae 
given in APPENDIX A. 
The 3D cartesian (xyz) satellite network coordinates are in 
the NSWC 9Z-2 system and are input directly in this form. 
However, since the desirability of using the Conventional 
Terrestrial coordinate system as a form of reference has 
been e:.;pressed by various authors, these satellite 
coordinates (NSWC 9Z-2) are transformed to the CT system by 
a three parameter transformation a Z-translation, a 
rotation around the Z-axis of the satellite system, and a 
scale change. The numerical values used are given in 
section 4.2.2.2. 
Due to the lack of information in this respect, these 
matrices were not available. The VCV matrices of each 
network are not used individually, hence the combined VCV 
matr-i>: for al 1 the observables together is constructed. 
The terrestrial VCV matrix (E~%h) is computed in ellipsoidal 
fonT1 using empit-ical formulae for the horizontal and 
vertical coordinates similar to Simmons' These 
precision estimates are transformed to cartesian form using 
the law of propagation of VCV matrices, given in APPENDIX B. 
The precision estimate for the satellite coordinates is 
simply an average value for absolute positioning using the 
precise ephemeris. This constant value fm- al 1 
points and all three coordinate components. 
(..' J VCV matrices are 
.se .;:;· t -~: c,· ·;=-:!. 4. 3. 2. 
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A number of codes are input which 




the number of common points 
the model selected 
the point of rotation selected 
4. If the point of rotation is selected as the centre of 
gravi t'y of the terrestrial network, this code determines 
whether this CG is computed in terms of ellipsoidal or 
geodetic cartesian coordinates. 
c: -·. whether the combined VCV matrix of the observables E is L 
the Identity matrix I or not, ie. whether ALL cartesian 
coordinates (both geodetic and satellite) are given the same 
precision or not. 
6. which ot the 7 parameters are solved for, ot- in other 
words, which of the parameters are restrained to zero. 
The coordinates, in ellipsoidal form, of the network initial 
point is input, as well as the coordinates of the point of 
rotation if this is not the CG of the t~tr~strial network. 
The following information is output on the 
respective pages. 
The parameters values and standard 
deviations. If a parameter is restrained to zero~ no value 
for it is printed~ ie. it is neglected. The point of 
rota.tior1 is specified~ and the coordinates given (in 
ellipsoidal and cartesian form.) 
The observations used in the adjustment~ ie. the 
geodetic cartesian and transformed satellite CT 
coordinates~ and the residuals~ both in ellipsoidal and 
cat-tesian fonn. 
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The a posteriori variance factor and its squar-e 
r-oot, and the VCV and correlation matrices of the estimated 
parameters. 
All the input data is output to facilitate 
checking. The VCV matri>{ I: of the observations is L 
output as well. 
The differences between the Geodetic (6) and CT 
coordinates are given as (Z_-z_.,.,). i.J 1..; ... 




i .. = i 
(X_-X_T). 
l.J 1; . /_. 
where is the 
iT1 
mean value. The standard deviations of these means are 
computed as well as the individual deviations from these 
means. 
The CT coo· ,-;."iates are transformed into the G 
system by the inver-se transformation to obtain the 
Pseudo-Geodetic (PG) coordinates. These PG coordinates 
are differenced from the G coordinates, and these 
differences are given in both cartesian and ellipsoidal 
form. The individual total displacements and the ';mean 
goodness of fit" value, !::.., are given (See section 5.1). 
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The simplified flowchart given below shows the main steps in 
the computation sequence. This is to be read with the 
preceding notes on the program (above) and the program 
listing which follows (below). 
* INPUT includes the set of geodetic ellipsoidal and 
* 
satellite Doppler cartesian coordinates of the common 
network points, the three parameters used to transform 
the satellite Doppler coordinates to the Conventional 
Terrestrial (CT) system, and a number of codes which 
are used for making a variety of decisions, eg. the 
selection of the particular model to be used, the 
structure of the VCV matrix of the observables, etc. 
Read/compute the 
coordinates of the 
used. 
+ 
ellipsoidal and cartesian 
Fundamental Point of rotation 
+ 
* Transform satellite Doppler cartesian coordinates to 
CT coordinates using a three parameter transformation 
in SUBROUTINE DOPTRS. 
+ 
* Compute the standard deviations of the geodetic 
ellipsoidal coordinates using empirical formulae in 
SUBROUTINE SDELL. 
* Form the required design matrices and vectors for the 
* 
combined case least squares solution. The design 
matrix A, the misclosure vector W and the VCV matrix 
of the observables Q are formed explicitly, whilst 
the design matrix B is not. 
+ 
Computation of the desired quantities by 
least squares estimation procedure using 




* Obtain pseudo-geodetic coordinates from the CT 
coordinates by applying the inverse transformation to 
them. The differences between the geodetic and 
pseudo-geodetic coordinates are then computed as well 
as the mean goodness of fit value, A. 
+ 
* OUTPUT the required quantities in a desirable format. 
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The following is a list of the subroutines used in this 
program and a brief description of what they are used for. 






(on a specified 
. 
DOPTRS : transforms satellite Doppler cartesian coordinates 
to Conventional Terrestrial (CT) coordinates using 
a generally accepted three-parameter 
transformation. 
SDELL : computes standard deviation estimates (cr~ a~ ah) 





converts differential quantities in cartesian form 
to ellipsoidal form - here the residuals to the 
cartesian observables. 
applies the inverse transformation to the CT 
coordinates, ie. the transformation changes from 
p.= f(f-.) to f-. = - 1 p where p.= CT f ( . ) ' 
I. I. I. I. I. 
position vector, f-. = geodetic cartesian 
I. 
position vector. 
computes ellipsoidal coordinates (on a specified 
ellipsoid) from 3D cartesian coordinates using the 
formulae of B.R~Bowring (see APPENDIX A) 






c TRANSFORMATION ADJUSTMENT PROGRAM: 
c ----------------------------------
c PURPOSE: TO DETERMINE THE TRANSFORMATION PARAMETERS FOR A 
C 3-D TRANSFORMATION BETWEEN TWO SETS OF 3-D CARTESIAN 
C COORDS, BY ONE OF 3 DIFFERENT MODELS: BURSA,MOLODENSKI, 
C VEIS. FURTHER, IN THE CASE OF THE LAST TWO MODELS, THERE 
C ARE ANY NUMBER OF POSSIBLITIES, SINCE THE POINT OF ROTATION 
C OF THE TERRESTRIAL SYSTEM IS EXPLICITLY SPECIFIED. IN THE 
C BURSA MODEL, THIS POINT OF ROTATION IS THE ORIGIN(0 1 0 1 0) OF 
C THE TERRESTRIAL SYSTEM, WHICH MUST BE SPECIFIED EXPLICITLY. 
c -----------------------
c INPUT: AM,BM : ELLIPSOID PARAMETERS 
C N: NUMBER OF POINTS IN THE ADJUSTMENT 
C NTYP: 1,2,3 FOR MODELS BURSA,MOLODENSKI,VEIS. 
C NROT: 1/0: USE 1 FOR BURSA MODEL ALWAYS, .AND FOR MOLODENSKI 
C AND VEIS MODELS IF THE POINT OF ROTATION IS THE C.G.OF 
C THE TERRESTRIAL NETWORK. WHERE THE POINT OF ROTATION 
C IS NOT THE ORIBIN (0,0,0) OR THE C.G. OF TERRESTRIAL 
C NETWORK, USE NROT=0. THIS IMPLIES THE POINT OF 
C ROTATION MUST BE TRANSFORMED FROM LAT,LONG,HT,N TO XYZ. 
C NCG: 1/2: THE CG. OF THE NETWORK CAN BE COMPUTED IN TWO 
C WAYS: 1. CG OF THE CARTESIAN COORDS XYZ OF TERR. PTS 
C 2. CG OF THE ELL IPSO I DAL COORDS L.AT, LONG, HT OF 
C THE TERR. PTS 
C NO: 1/0: NO=! IF '0-MX' MUST BE 'I-MX'. 
C N0=0 IF '0-MX' MUST NOT BE 'I~MX'. 
C (NP(l),1=1,7)=1/0: CODE FDR DETERMINING WHICH PARAMETERS TO 
C SOLVE FDR, IN.THE ORDER: TX,TY,TZ,RX,RY,RZ,SCALE. 
C EG. 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 SOLVES ONLY FOR TRANSLATIONS AND SCALE. 
C DDPTZ,DOPRZ,DOPS: TRANSFORMATION ON DOPPLER COORDS AS 
C SHIFT IN Z, ROTATION AROUND Z, SCALE CHANGE. 
C RP0,RL0,RH0: LAT,LONG,ELL.HT OF NETWORK INITIAL POINTCNIP) 
C NOTE: THE LAT/LONG OF NIP. IS NEEDED FOR THE COMPUTATION OF THE 
C STANDARD DEV. ESTIMATES FDR THE ELLIPSOIDAL CDORDS IN SUB. SDELL. 
C NAME,ELL: NAMES OF POINTS, AND ELLIPOIDAL COORDS AS LAT,LONG, 
C ORTHOMETRIC HEIGHT,GEOID HEIGHT. LAT,LDNG INPUT AS 
C DEG.MMSSS 
C SATIN,SDS: SATELLITE XYZ CDDRDS, AND STD.DEVS. OF EACH OF THESE 
C RDTLAT,ROTLON,ROTHT: LAT/LONG/ELL.HT OF ROTATION POINT IF NEEDED 
c--------------------------------------------------------










C THE ABOVE LINE OF DIMENSIONING IS NECCESSARY WHEN USING THE 
C ALGEBRAIC MODELLING PROCEDURE NOW STORED IN ELL. MOD 
c------------
c RAD(A): A IN DEG.MINSEC 
DEFINE RAD(A)=(DINT(A)+(DINT((A-DINT(Al)*100D0))/6000+ 
CCA*100D0-DINTCA*100D0))/3600)*3600/T 












READ ( 5, 100) (NP ( I ) , I= 1 , 7 ) 
NPSUM(1)=NP(1) 





C READ ELLIPSOIDAL COORDS OF THE N.I.P.(NETWORK INITIAL POINT) 
READ(5,100) RP0,RL0,RH0 
DO 1000 1=1,N 








DO 2000 I= 1 , N 
READ(5,1412l)(SATIN(I 1 J),J=1,3) 1 (505(1,K),K=1,3) 
2000 CONTINUE . 
IF(NROT.EQ.0)READ(5,100) ROTLAT,ROTLON,ROTHT 
c 







IF(NCG.EQ.l) GOTO 10001 
IF(NCG.EQ.2) GOTO 11001 




























.NOW DETERMINE THE CARTESIAN COORDS OF THE "POINT OF ROTATION" 
NOTE: IF NROT=1 THEN THE POINT OF ROTATION MUST BE COMPUTED 
IF(NROT.EQ.1) GOTO 3fllfllfll 
CALL ELLCRT(AM,BM,ROTLAT,ROTLON,ROTHT,XROT,YROT,ZROT) 
GOTO 5fllfllfll 
3fllfllfll CONT I NUE 















C NOTE: WE HAVE THE CARTESIAN AND ELLIPSOIDAL COORDS OF .THE ROTATION 
C POINT AS XROT,YRDT,ZROT, AND ROTLAT,ROTLON,ROTHT. THE ELLIPSOIDAL 
C COORDS OF THE ROTATION POINT IS USED IN THE VEIS-MODEL. 
c ********************************************************************** 





IF(NP(4).EQ.1.AND.NTYP.EQ.3) HEAD(NPSUM(4))=' dA 
IF(NP(5).EQ.1) HEAD(NPSUM(5))='ROT-Y' 
IF(NP(5).EQ.1.AND.NTYP.EQ.3) HEAD(NPSUM(5))=' dU 
IFCNP(6).EQ.1) HEAD(NPSUM(6))='ROT-Z' 
IF(NP(6).EQ.1.AND.NTYP.EQ.3) HEAD(NPSUM(6))=' dV 
IF(NP(7).EQ.1) HEAD(NPSUM(7))='SCALE' 
C CONVERT: DOPPLER COORDS TO CTS BY Z-ROT,Z-SHIFT,SCALE 
DO 2fllf2lfllf2l I= 1 , N 
IF(DOPTZ.EQ.fll.AND.DOPRZ.EQ.fll.AND.DOPS.EQ.fZl) GOTO 19fllf2lf2l 
CALL DOPTRS(DOPTZ,DDPRZ,DOPS,SATIN(I,ll,SATIN(I,2),SATIN(I,3), 





2fllf2lfllf2l CONT I NUE 
C COMPUTE: STANDARD DEVIATION ESTIMATES FOR LAT,LONG,HEIGHT BY EMPIRI~AL 
C FORMULAE 




SDE( I ,3)=1Dfll 
29fllfllfll CALL SDELL(RPfll,RLfll,ELL(I,1),ELL(I,2),SDE(l,1),SDE(l,2),SDE(I,3)) 
3fllfllfllfll CONT I NUE 
c----------------------------------------------------------------
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C NOW FORM DESIGN MATRIX A 
IF(NTYP.E0.1.0R.NTYP.E0.2) GOTO 31000 
IF(NTYP.E0.3lGOTO 331llllllll 
C SUBROUTINE FOR A MATRIX IN BURSA AND MOLODENSKI MODELS 
311llllllll CONTINUE 
DO 32000 I=l ,N 









C FORM SECOND ROW OF A 
c 
IF(NP(1).EQ.1) A(3*I-1,NPSUM(1))=1ll.D0 
















C SUBROUTINEFOR MATRIX A IN VEIS-MODEL CASE. 
331llllllll RAT=ROTLAT 
RON=ROTLON 
C FORM FIRST ROW OF A 














IF(NP( 4 l .EQ.1 l A( 3*1-1,NPSUM( 4) l =SIN(RAD(RA_Tl) *(CRT (I, 1 )-XROT)-






























c FORM MISCLOSURE VECTOR W 






c FORM THE VCV-MATRIX OF THE OBSERVATIONSCAPRIORI): Q 
DO 50000 I=1,N6 




IF(NO.EQ.1) GOTO 52000 
C THIS 'GOTO' IS USED IF THE VCV-MATRIX 'Q' MUST BE THE IDENTITY 
C MATRIX 'I', ie. DIAGONAL WITH 1'S ON THE MAIN DIAGONAL. 
50005 E=1D0-BM**2/AM**2 








C GOTO 51000 
C THIS GOTO IS USED IF THE VCV-MATRIX MUST BE DIAGONAL ONLY,IE NO 


























FORMAT(2X, 'VCV-MATRIX "Q" OF THE OBSERVATIONS: Q(N6,N6)' ,/) 
DO 53121121121 I=1,N 
WRITE(6,21214) 0(6*1-5,6*I-5),0(6*I-5,6*1-4),0(6*I-5,6*I-3) 
WRITE(6,21214l 0(6*1-4,6*1-5),0(6*1-4,6*1-4),0(6*I-4,6*1-3) 
WRITE(6,21214) 0(6*1-3,6*1-5) 1 0(6*1-3,6*1-4),0(6*1-3,6*1-3) 
WRITE(6,21214) 0(6*1-2,6*1-2),0(6*1-2,6*1-1),0(6*1-2,6*Il 






C SUBROUTINE FOR LEAST SQUARES SOLUTION FOR X,OX,V,OL,SIGMA 121 
C ARGUMENTS : N: NUMBER OF POINTS USED IN TRANSFORMATION ADJUSTMENT 
C NU=NUMBER OF UNKNOWNS/PARAMETERS (IN VECTOR X) 
C A(N3,NU): DESIGN MATRIX FOR PARAMETERS X 
C B(N3,N6): DESIGN MATRIX FOR OBSERVATIONS L 
C W(N3,1) : MISCLOSURE VECTOR 
C Q(N6,N6):VCV-MATRIX OF THE OBSERVATIONS 
C X(NU,1): PARAMETERS 
C OX(NU,NU):VCV-MATRIX OF PARAMETERS 
C V(N6,1) : RESIDUALS TO THE OBSERVATIONS 
C QL ( N6, N6) ': VCV-MATR IX OF OBSERVATIONS (OR RESIDUALS) 
C AVF:APOSTERIORI VARIANCE FACTOR 
C FORM BOB' DIRECTLY FROM 0: 


















C808 ( 3*1, 3*1 l 
612112122 CONTINUE 
CALL CHOLD(BOB,N3,N3,121) 
C NOW 808 IS THE INVERSE OF THE "OLD" 8QB 
C CALL AB(IO,A,N3,NU,1,BOB,N3,N3,121,ATB) 
DD 61211213121 I=l ,NU 
DO 61211213121 J=1,N3 
SUM=121D121 






C CALL AB(IQ,ATB,NU,N3,12l,A,N3,NU,0,QX) 
DO 60040 I=i,NU 
DD 60040 J=i,NU 
SUM=l2l00 






C CALL AB(IQ,AT8,NU,N3,0,W,N3,i,12l,ATBW) 
DO 60050 I=i,NU 
SUM=0D0 
DD 60052 K=i,N3 
SUM=SUM+ATB(l,K)*W(K) 
60052 CONTINUE 
ATBW (I) =SUM 
600512l CONTINUE 
C CALL AB(IQ,QX,NU,NU,12l,ATBW,NU,i,0,X) 
DD 60060 I =i, NU 
SUM=IZJD0 





C NOW FOR CORRELATES Vi: 
C CALL A8(10,A,N3,NU,12l,X,NU,i,12l,AX) 
DO 60070 I=i,N3 
SUM=0D0 





DO 62000 I=i,N3 
AX ( I ) =AX ( I ) +W ( I ) 
62000 CONTINUE 
C CALL AB(IQ,BQB,N3,N3,0,AX,N3,i,0,Vi) 
DD 60080 I=i,N3 
SUM=0D0 
DD 60082 K=i,N3 
SUM=SUM+BQB(I,Kl*AX(K) 
60082 CONTINUE 
Vi (I) =-iDl.HSUM 
60080 CONTINUE 
C NOW FOR V: 
C CALL AB(IQ,QB,N6,N3,0,Vi,N3,i,12l,V) 
C COMPUTE V DIRECTLY FROM Q AND Vi(CORRELATES) 










V(6*I )=-Q(6*I ,6*I l*V1(3*I) 
64121121121 CONTINUE 
C NOW FOR AVF=V(Tl*O*V/DOF, WHERE Q=INVERSE(Q) 
CALL CHOLD(Q,N6,N6,121) 
C CALL A8(IQ,V,N6,1,1,Q,N6,N6,121,V1) 
DO 612117121 J=1,N6 
SUM=121D121 





C CALL AB(IO,V1,1,N6,121,V,N6,1,121,AVF) 
SUM=121D121 





DO 7121121121121 I=1,NU 
DO 71211210121 J=l, NU 
OX(I,J)=QX(I,Jl*AVF 
7121121121121 CONT I NUE 
c--------------------------------------------------------------------
c TRANSFER THE CARTESIAN RESIDUALS TO THE RESPECTIVE OBSERVATION 
C MATRICES CRT AND SAT 






SAT( I ,6)=V(6*1) 
8121121121121 CONT I NUE 
C THE STANDARD DEVIATIONS(SDXl OF THE PARAMETERS X ARE THE 
C ROOTS OF THE DIAGONAL ELEMENTS OF THE VCV MATRIX QX: 
DO 82121121121 I =1, NU 
SDX(l)=DSQRT(QX(l,I)) 
82121121121 CONT I NUE 
C FORM CORRELATION MATRIX(CORR) FROM THE VCV MATRIX QX: 
DO 84121121121 I=1,NU 
DO 84121121121 J=l,NU 
CORR(I,J)=QX(I,J)/DSQRT(QX(I,Il*QX(J,J)) 
84121121121 CONTINUE 
C TRANSFORM THE RESIDUALS INTO ELLIPSOIDAL RESIDUALS 
DD 86121121121 I= 1 , N 
CALL DI FCE (ELL ( I , 1 l , ELL ( I , 2 l , CRT ( I , 4) , CRT ( I , 5) , CRT ( I , 6) , 
CCRT ( I , 7 j', CRT ( I , 8) , CRT ( I , 9) ) 
CALL DI FCE (ELL ( I , 1) , ELL ( I , 2) , SAT ( I, 4) , SAT ( I , 5) , SAT ( I , 6) 1 
CSAT( I, 7) ,SAT( I ,8) ,SAT( I 1 9)) 
86121121121 CONTINUE 
C APPLY REVERSE TRANSFORMATION TD THE DOPPLER SATELLITE COORDS,AND 










C THE NP(l)11/0 WILL CANCEL THE MULTIPLICATION IF THE PARAMETER I 
C DOES NOT EXIST; NPSUM(I) LOCATES THE POSITION OF THE PARAMETER 
C IN THE VECTOR X. 
c 
IF(NTYP.NE.3) GOTO 88100 
C COMPUTE MOLODENSKI ROTATIONS FROM THE VEIS ROTATIONS USING THE 







88001 FORMAT(5X,'MOLODENSKI ROTATIONS COMPUTED FROM THE VEIS ONES:', 
C/,5X,3(2X,F8.3),I) 
88100 CONTINUE 





C OBTAIN COORD-DIFFERENCES, AND TRANSFORM TO ELLIPSOIDAL DIFFERENCES 
DELVEC=0D0 





















C COMPUTE MEANS OF THE COORD DIFFERENCES(GEOD.CRT-TRANSFORMED DOPPLER) 
C THESE COORD DIFFERENCES ARE CONTAINED IN THE W-VECTOR FORMED ABOVE. 





































NOW DO ALL WRITING 










2121121 FORMAT(1H1,5X,'PAGE 1' ,I) 
WRITE(6,210) 






22121 FORMAT(2121X,'DETERMINATION OF DATUM TRANSFORMATION PARAMETERS USING 
C "BURSA'S" MODEL',l,2121X,7121('-') 1 1) 
222 FORMAT(2121X,'DETERMINATION OF DATUM TRANSFORMATION PARAMETERS USING 
C "MOLODENSKl'S" MODEL',l,2121X,75('-'),I) 
224 FORMAT(2121X,'DETERMINATION OF DATUM TRANSFORMATION PARAMETERS USING 
C "VEIS'S" MODEL' 1 1,2121X,69('-'),I) 
WRITE(6,24121) 
24121 FORMAl(2121X,'FOR THE TRANSFORMATION: CAPE DATUM TO CONVENTIONAL 
C' TERRES TR I AL ( C. T. ) ' , I 1 2121X, 70 ( ' - ' ) , I) 
WRITE(6,28121) DOPTZ,DOPRZ,DOPS 
28121 FORMAT(l,20X,'TRANSFORM DOPPLER SATELLITE SYSTEM (NSWC 9Z-2)', 
C' TO CONVENTIONAL TERRESTRIAL (C.T.) SYSTEM BY :', 
Cll,2121X 1 'Z-TRANSLATION =· ,F4.1,' METRES' ,SX,'Z-ROTATION =' ,F4.1, 
C' ARC SECONDS' ,5X,'SCALE =' ,F4.1,' PPM' 1 11) 
WRITE(6 1 300) N 
31210 FORMAT(2121X,'NUMBER OF COMMON POINTS=' ,13,11) 
WRITE(6,32121) 
32121 FORMAT(3121X,'TRANSLATION COMPONENTS (METRES)') 
WRITE(6,33121) 
33121 FORMAT(30X,31('-' ),I) 
IF(NP(l).E0.1) WRITE(6,340) X(NPSUM(1)),SDX(NPSUM(1)) 
340 FORMAT(3121X,'X121=' ,F8.1,2x,·+1-·,2x,F5.1,I) 
IF(NP(2).E0.1) WRITE(6,360) X(NPSUM(2)) 1 5DX(NPSUM(2)) 
36121 FORMAT ( 3(ZIX, 'Y0=' , F8. 1, 2X, '+I-' , 2X, F5 .1, I) 
IF(NP(3).E0.1) WRITE(6,380) X(NPSUM(3)),SDX(NPSUM(3)) 
38121 FORMAT ( 30X, 'Z0=' , F8. 1, 2X, . +I-. 1 2X, F5 .1, I) 
C-17 
WRITE(6,412ll2l) 
412ll2l FORMAT(//,312lX,'SCALE FACTOR (COORD. SYSTEM)') 
WRITE(6,4112l) 
4112l FORMAT(312lX,28('-' ),/) 
IF(NP(7).E0.1) WRITE(6,4212l) X(NPSUM(7)),SDX(NPSUM(7)) 
4212l FORMAT ( 312lX, F5 .1, 3X, '+/-' , lX, F5 .1, 3X, 'PPM' I) 
WRITE(6,4412l) 
4412l FORMAT(//,312lX,'ROTATION ANGLES (SECONDS OF ARC)') 
WRITE(6,4512l) 
4512l FORMAT(312lX,32('-' ),/) 
IF(NP(4).E0.1.AND.NTYP.NE.3) WRITE(6,4612l) X(NPSUM(4)), 
CSDX(NPSUM(4)) 
IF(NP(4).E0.1.AND.NTYP.E0.3) WRITE(6,462) XCNPSUM(4)), 
CSDX(NPSUM(4)) 
4612l FORMAT(312lX,'RX=' ,F7.3,3X,'+/-' ,1X,F7.3,/) 
462 FORMAT ( 312lX, 'DA=' , F7. 3, 3X,; +/-' , 1X,F7.3, I) 
IF(NP(5).E0.1.AND.NTYP.NE.3) WRITE(6,4812l) XCNPSUM(5)), 
CSDX(NPSUM(5)) 
IF(NP(5).E0.1.AND.NTYP.E0.3) WRITE(6,482) X(NPSUM(5)), 
CSDX(NPSUM(5)) 
4812l FORMAT ( 312lX, 'RY=' , F7. 3, 3X, '+/-' , 1X,F7.3, I) 





512ll2l FORMAT(312lX,'RZ=' ,F7.3,3X,'+/-' ,1X,F7.3,/) 








510 FORMAT(/,30X,'THE POINT OF ROTATION IS THE CENTRE OF GEODETIC' 1 
C' ELLIPSOID' 1 /) 
512 FORMAT(/ 1 312lX,'THE POINT OF ROTATION IS THE CENTRE OF GRAVITY' 
C,l,30X,' OF THE TERRESTRIAL NETWORK.(CARTESIAN CRDS)' ,I) 
513 FORMAT(l,312lX,'THE POINT OF ROTATION IS THE CENTRE OF GRAVITY' 
C, I, 312lX., ' OF THE TERRES TR I AL NETWORK. (ELL IPSO I DAL CRDS) ' , I l 
514 FORMAT(/,312lX,'THE POINT OF ROTATION IS THE NETWORK INITIAL', 
C' PO I N'f . ' , I ) 
WRITE(6,516) XROT,YROT,ZROT,ROTLAT,ROTLON,ROTHT 
516 FORMAT(/,30X,'CARTESIAN CODRDS OF ROTATION POINT:' ,3(2X,F12.2l/ 
C,30X,'ELLIPSOIDAL COORDS OF ROTATION POINT:' ,2F15.7,F12.2) 
c ********************************************************************* 
WRITE(6 1 5212l) 
5212l FDRMAT(1H1,5X,'PAGE 2' ,ll 
WRITE(6,2112ll 
WRITEC6, 530) 
5312l FDRMAT(25X,'08SERVATIONS AND RESIDUALS' ,l,25X,26( '-' ),/, 
C27X 1 'GEODETIC CARTESIAN' 1 24X,'RESIDUALS' ,15X,'ELLIPSDIDAL' ,I) 
WRITE(6,822) 
DD 95012ll2l I=l ,N 
WRITE(6 1 8312l)NAME(I),(CRT(I,J),J=1,9) 
9512ll2llll CONTINUE 
WRITE(6,560) 




822 FORMAT ( 19 X, ' X ' , 14 X, ' Y' , 11 X, ' Z ' , 16 X , ' X ' , 7 X, 'Y' , 7 X , ' Z ' , 
CSX, 'LAT' , 5X, 'LONG' , 5X, 'HT' , I) 









C30X , 'SIGMA 
AVF,DSQRT(AVF) 
'REFERENCE VARIANCE =· ,2X,FB~4,I/, 















FORMAT(//,30X,'CORRELATION MATRIX' ,I) 
WRITE(6,675) (HEAD(I),I=l,NU) 
FORMAT(15X,7(2X,A5)) 675 








PRINT ALL INPUT DA·f'A c 
WRITE(6, 700) 
700 FORMAT ( 1H1, 5X, 'PAGE 4' , 30X,' INPUT DATA' ; I, 6X, 6 ( ' - '), 31ZJX, !Ill ( ' - . ) , I) 
WRITE(6,720) AM,BM 
720 FORMAT(5X,'ELLIPSOID PARAMETERS' ,7X,'AM= ',F15.6,5X, 
C ' BM= · , F 1 5 . 6 , I ) 
WRITE(6,730) N,NTYP,NROT,~CG,NQ 
730 FORMAT ( 5X, 'N, NTYP, NROT, NCG, NO:' , 5 ( 2X, I 2), I) 
WRITE(6,740) (NP( I), I=l, 7) 
741Zl FORMAT(5X,'CODE FOR IDENTIFYING UNKNOWNS :· ,~X, 
C'TRANSLATIONS :' ,313,5X,'ROTATIONS :' ,313,5X,'SCALE :' ,I3,/) 
WRITE(6,750)DOPTZ,DDPRZ,DOPS 
750 FORMAT(5X,'TRANSFORM DOPPLER SAT.COORDS TO C.T. COORDS :' ,3X 
C,'Z-TRANSLATION DOPTZ=' ,F4.1,3X,'Z-ROTATION DOPRZ=' ,F4.1,3X, 
C'SCALE OOPS=' ,F4.1,/) 
WRITE(6, 771Zl) 
770 FORMAT(/ 1 38X,'GEODETIC ELLIPSOIDAL' ,21ZlX,'STANDARD DEVIATIONS', 
C/,25X,'LATITUDE' ,7X,'LONGITUDE' ,6X,'ELL HT' ,3X, 
C' GEO ID HT' , 9X, ' "' , 5X, ' "' , 5X, 'M' , I) 
DO 95400 1=1,N ' 
C CHANGE S.D. OF ELLIPSOIDAL COORDS(LAT,LONG) FROM RADIANS TO SECONDS. 
SDE(I,l)=SDE(I,l)*T 
SOE (I, 2) =SOE (I, 2) *T 













835 FORMAT(5X,l,'NETWORK INITIAL POINT CDORDS:' ,ll,5X,'LATITUDE=', 
CF13.7,ll,5X,'LONGITUDE=' ,F13.7,ll,5X,'ELL. HT =· ,F8.2,//) 
c **************************************************************** 
WRITE ( 6, 84121) 
84121 FORMAT(1H1,5X, 'PAGE 5' ,I) 
WRITE(6,21121) 
WRITE(6,85121) 
850 FORMAT(28X,'GEODETIC CARTESIAN' ,18X,'STANDARD DEVIATIONS' ,I) 
WRITE(6,82121) 
DD 251210121 I=! ,N 
WRITE(6,831Zl)NAME(I),(CRT(I,J),J=1,3) 
251210121 CONTINUE . 
WRITE(6,860) 
860 FDRMAT(1H1,1121X,'COORDINATE DIFFERENCES : GEODETIC CARTESIAN 
C' - TRANSFORMED DOPPLER' ,l,11X,66('-' ),/) 
WRITE(6,870) 
87121 FORMAT(3121X, ·ox· ,6X, 'RES' ,7X, ·ov· ,6X, 'RES' ,7X, ·oz· ,6X, 'RES'. 
C11X, 'VECTOR', I) 
DD 956121121 I=l ,N _ '. 
WRITE(6,88121) NAME( I) ,W(3*I-2l ,DDX (I) ,W(3*1-1) ,DOY( I) ,W(3*1) ,DOZ (I) 




89121 FDRMAT(/,1121X, 'MEANS : ',9X,3(F8.2,1X, '+/-' ,F4.2,2X),5X,FB.2,/I) 
c ************************************************************** 
WRITE(6,945) 
945 FDRMAT(1H1,5X, 'PAGE 7' ,5X,'"PSEUDD-GEODETIC" CDDRDS = ', 
C'REVERSE TRANSFORMATION* (CTS COORDS)' ,l,6X,6('-' ),5X, 
C64 ( ' - ' ) , I) 
WRITE(6,955) 
955 FDRMAT(5X, 'DIFFERENCES: GEODETIC - "PSEUDO-GEODETIC'" ,I, 
C5X,41( ·-·) ,11,22x, ·ox· ,9X, ·oy· ,9X, ·oz· ,1121x, 'VECTOR' ,11X, 
C'DLAT'. ,BX,'DLONG' ,7X, 'DHT' ,I) 
DD 9580121 I=l,N 
WRITE ( 6, 94121) NAME (I), (DEL TA (I, K), K=l, 3), DEL TA (I, 7), 
C(DELTA(l,L),L=4,6) 
94121 FDRMAT(3X,A11 1 3(3X,F8.2),5X,F8.2,1121X,3(F8.2,3X),/) 
9 5800 CONTINUE 
WRITEJ6,941) DELVEC 
CALL ELLCRT(AM,BM,CGP,CGL,CGH,CGX1,CGY1,CGZ1) 
941 FORMAT(l,20X,'MEAN VECTOR OF DISPLACEMENT:' ,6X,F6.2,/) 
WRITE(6,943) CGX,CGY,CGZ,CGP,CGL,CGH,CGX1,CGY1,CGZ1 



























c SUBROUTINE FOR CARTESIAN COORD CONVERSION BY Z-SHIFT,Z-ROT,SCALE 
C AS IN TRANSFORMING DOPPLER COORDS TO CTS COORDS 
C ARGUMENTS: TZ: SHIFT IN Z 
C RZ: ROT AROUND Z AXIS IN SECONDS' OF ARC 
C S : SCALE CHANGE FROM UNITY IN PPM 
C DX,DT,DZ: OLD"(DOPPLER) COORDS TO BE TRANSFORMED 











c SUBROUTIN~ FDR COMPUTING STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR ELLIPSOIDAL 
C COORDS ACCORDING TO SOME EMPIRICAL FORMULAE (EG SIMMONS) 
C THE FORMULAE FOR SDP,SDL ARE MODIFIED FROM THOSE USED BY DON THOMSON. 
C THE FORMULA FOR SDH IS ENTIRELY IMAGINARY 
C NOTE:::: TH.ESE FORMULAE ARE SUPPOSED TO GIVE ACCURACY ESTIMATES FOR 
C THE ELLIPSOIDAL COORDS REL AT I VE TO THE NETWORK INITIAL PT. 
C ARGUMENTS: PH,RL LAT,LONG OF N I P. 
C PHN,RLN : LAT,LONG OF STATION 
C SDP,SDL,SDH: STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF LAT,LONG,HT 
SUBROUTINE SDELL(PH,RL,PHN,RLN,SDP,SDL,SDH) 
IMPLICIT REAL*B(A-H,O-Z) 












C NOTE THAT ELLIPSOIDAL HEIGHT H=H'+N, WHERE H'=ORTHOMETRIC HT,AND 
C N=GEOIDAL HT. THEN BY PROPOGATION OF ERRORS, VAR(H)=VAR(H' )+VAR(N). 
C HERE THE ESTIMATE FOR S.DEV(N)=0.5 METRE, HENCE VAR(N)=0.5**2, AS ABOVE. 
C NOTE THAT THE STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR LAT,LONG .ARE EXPRESSED IN 
C RADIANS OF ARC, AND FOR HEIGHT IN METRES, SINCE IN THE FORMATION 
C OF THE VCV MATRIX ONE NEEDS THESE IN RADIANS FOR LAT,LONG AND METRES 
C-21 





C ARGUMENTS: RP,RL: LAT,LONG OF POINT 
C DX,DY,DZ: DIFFERENTIAL CARTESIAN COORDS TO BE TRANSFORMED 
C INTO DP,DL,DH: DIFFERENTIAL ELLIPSOIDAL COORDS 
'IMPLICIT REAL*B(A-H,0-Z) 












SUBROUTINE REVTFN(NTYP,T~ 1 TY,TZ,RX,RY,RZ,SCA,XROT,YROT,ZROT, 
CRLA,RLO,X,Y,Z,PSX,PSY,PSZ) 
C ARGUMENTS: TX,TY,TZ,RX,RY,RZ,SCA- SHIFT,ROTATION,SCALE PARAMETERS 
C NTYP: MODEL TYPE BURSA(1),MOLOD(2),VEIS(3). 
C XROT,YROT,ZROT: TERRESTRIAL CART. COORDS OF ROTATION PT. 
C NOTE: IN BURSA MODEL, XROT=YROT=ZROT=0, AND IN MOLOD. AND VEIS 
C MODELS, THE ROTATION PT. CAN BE THE N.I.P. OR THE CG. OF NET~. 
C RLA,RLO: LATITUDE/LONGITUDE OF ROTATION POINT FOR USE 
C IN THE ROTATION MATRIX IN THE VEIS MODEL. 
C X,Y,Z: INPUT COORDS TD BE REVERSELY TRANSFORMED 
C PSX,PSY,PSZ: TRANSFORMED COORDS 
IMPLICIT REAL*B(A-H,0-Z) 
DI MENS.ION R ( 3, 3) . 




IF (NTYP.EQ.3) GOTO 10000 


































C NOTE: THE 'TERR.CART.CODRDS OF ROTATION PT (XRDT,YRDT,ZROT) IS ADDED 
C IN THE REVERSE TRANSFORMATION, SINCE THE RESULTING VECTORS AFTER 
C APPLYING THE REVERSE TRANSFORMATION TD THE SATELLITE CODRDS ARE 
C RELATIVE TO THE ROTATION POINT; IN BURSA CASE, THIS IS THE POINT . 




c CONVERSION CARTESIAN(X,Y,Z) TO ELLIPSOIDAL(LAT,LDNG,H) USING 
C 8.R.BOWRING FORMULAE (SURVEY REVIEW VOL 28, 218, OCTOBER 1985 
C PAGES 202-206) 
C INPUT DATA: A,B -SEMI-MAJOR/MINOR AXES OF EARTH ELLIPSOID 
C X,Y,Z : GEODETIC CARTESIAN COORDS 
C INTERMEDIATES: E1/E2: SQUARE OF FIRST/SECOND ECCENTRICITIES 
C V: RADIUS OF CURVATURE IN PRIME VERTICAL PLANE 



































DET!R~l~'TlON OF C~TU~ TRANSFCRM~T!O~ PARA~!TERS USIH~ "3URSA"S" ~ODEL 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
~0R T~t T:!~SFOR~ATIC~ : Ct?! CATU~ TC CONVENTIONAL T!RR!ST~IAL CC.T.J 
------~---~-----------------------------------------------------------
T~DhSFCR, COPPLER SATELLITE SYST! ... c~s~c YZ-2> TO CONV!NTIONAL TERRESTRIAL CC.T.J SYSTE~ ey 
Z-TRA~SLATIO~ = 4.U ~ETRES Z-ROT:TION = -.a A~C SECONDS 







SCAL: FACTOR CCCORO. SYSTE'IJ 
1, • , +/- , • 5 FP"1 
ROTATION ANGLES CSECCNOS OF ARCJ 
.363 
'! Y= • 2 4 :~ 





• 5 !!4 
... 51 
S.CALE = -.:, PP'1 
THE POINT OF ~OTATICN IS THE C!NTRE OF GEODETIC ELLIPSOIC 
CART~SI~N CCCROS oc ROTST!OI\ POINT: 
~LLIPSOICAL CQCRCS CF ROTATION FCINT: 
.oo 






C ~ S = ~ V H I ".: 'IS HID RESl::U.llS 
--------------------------1,.i=~~:TIC Ct.':!Tl::Sl :.~1 R'.:SlDUALS ELLIPSOICH 
x y x y z LAT LCNG HT 
Po:n 51 ~ ( ,;.·;3. 7:~ 2:7~293.~4 - 2 4 0 ~ 4 3·1 • 2 !> -2.31 1 .1 u -3 .1.:, -3,47 2.09 - .1 ~ 
Ki'IANZ.BERG 5HVJ~7.U7 ~t''10~7.17 -2626422.0i.3 -1.54 1 .45 -2.ou -2.11 2.00 .1 Q 
Hi~MAKOOS:1 51J1".H7.UU 2 <j IJ j ~ 9 7 , C 5 -2651"73.76 -.96 ,33 -1.96 -2.06 • 77 .21 
"IANtlE;;HEl ··1 !>~?16<!2.8~ 2~:i508'3,54 -274C3f\4. 51 2.33 2. SlS 4. 91 5.84 1. 73 .83 
'1 AOIOA 5..!'14743,10 21J~Sc::?1.71 -2~72767.71 3. 2 ':I -2. 31:! 4.19 4. 7 2 • -3.41 .04 
MORGEllZON 513~':165.54 24<!4474,51 -2~9C.-$55.24 - .1 .3 2 • 1!:l 1.36· 1. 5\1 2.02 .1 0 
MOOIDAM 4Y~!JS3<i.;!O 2 (3<!70 !lo 71 -zE-;7742,11 - • 2.9 -.15 -.60 - • 6lS .oo -.c1 
~IAG \.I AZ. A 4('.!62.33.13 .3UU6513.75 -2946617.37 -.os -2.16 -1. SU -1. 81! -1.so -.36 
WlToANK N Sj::11.!1.US 1~0!>17.3.3<J -30SC<!'l1. 37 -.01 -6.US .-3.61 -4.0.3 -5.78 .16 
GRASl<OP St4Cd.3'Y. 55 1"'''4123.'i3 -30nU65.0S 1. 7!> -3.06 - • 3<! .01 -3.41! .61! n WITWATER 513ft40.02 2n.rnn • .:.u -3073166.97 1. 04 .01 1 • e 1 2.os -.40 -.04 I N 
LEEUKOP.SA 4'>'et ~11~.49 2475~.31.1:6 -3104547 •• 73 .45 .37 1.40 1. SU .13 ~ .19 ~ 
I NKOMHIKULU 4r7oo17.~o a•_i932;:.79 -3149351.18 1 .14 -2.05 i.oa .91 -2.34 -,59 
FR.rnSMANKOP 4Y8~162.54 2c67479.43 -3256556.9.S .67 .94 1. 511 1.87 .5a .C4 
LCUlSFTN 5c'Jj455.!:!t 1t9fJ219.'74 -.32!>~5n1. 32 -1 • .!6 -1.34 -3.su -3.83 -.89 • 4 '2 
POTLO'.:R 510137!:.0Y 1V77t32.0 -3269927 .• n - • 01 -.23 - .11 -.14 -. 21 -.c2 
L US IS I 4!!1:>77C,CJO 250~2'13, 13 -333Q947. ~3 ,06 -.02 2.26 2.37 -.46 -.47 
r1EXR I VIER 5 1J2.:'.16:!.62 1 ns1 t:5.38 -3490357.75 -1 • 3 () 1 , 1$3 -1 • 71 -1. 77 2 .1 6 ,43 
SLYDE~ERG 4'f1f2Y'1.1t. 21 •J 0 ~ 1 4 • 4 s -:S4t3o5e.17 -.47 1 • f7 1 • 3 6 1.28 1. 81 -.s2 
COEGAKOP 4(0:!>924.'.Jt 'Zt.95261. 42 -3524'~35. 75 • 51 1 • 5 s 2 .4'~ 2.70 1.13 - • 41. 
M"PUMdE N 4'1451se.4; 3•J76434. 34 -259~.3?1:. 32 -.68 -1.04 -2.so -2.79 -.52 .c2 
~ARSRIVI2R 4V443':14.2U 1~11U92.5\J -35!!71.31.02 -1. 92 2 .n -.aa -1. 21 3. 21 - • 2;? 
BRIT 44 5'.13o4'~5. 71 ~t675~~.54 -2767'124. 3Q -1 .14 1 • 36 -.56 -.67 1. 73 -.C9 
TR .HJSfORl'EO CUPf>L:Q S~ T!:LLIT!: COOROIN~T::S RESIDUALS 
l( y z x y z LAT LCNG HT 
POtJT '15f7:it.<IU 2~7:!190.7<J -24UC77Z. 91 2.31 -1 .1 u 3 .14 3. 4 7 -2.09 .1!! 
KRMIZ::ERG s14·n:.1.s1 2~9U\i.~Z.25 -2C2U13.~4 1 • 5 4 -1 • 45 2.ou 2.11 -2.ou - .10 
T ~AMA!<OuSH 5U1"241.:..S 2'11J.j5QZ.4~ -2iS522.Sc, '.JS , Y6 -,33 1. 96 2.00 -. 77 -.21 
'IANt~ERH::I :1 !>01 !."15. ;!.~ 20::649~1.24 -2?41U'32 • .'.>0 -2.33 -2. !!:S -4. 91 -:i. !!4 -1.73 -. !!3 
HAO!DA 50461~.6U 2U::S:>7ll1.e7 -~873U5C. 37 -3.2~ 2 •. H! -4 ;1 y -4,7, 3.41 -.C4 
:10~G :1;LO~i )1~:!752.45 24,43.<:7.t4 -2~91142.55 .13 -2.1 :! -1 • 3 6 -1.SY -2.02 - .1 (1 
MOO!O.C..'1 4'13j7•J5. 32 21325'1-:'.93 -2ai:rn34.05 .2Y .1 :> .60 .6d .oo .01 11.C.GWAZA 4/:~UY':'.11 3 1.1 1J~4U5, 33 -2941:Y12.4~ • IJS 2 .1t 1.su 1 • !l ::s 1. ~u .3~ 
WlT JANK N !>5~U9'!.9.0IJ 1e0)(.;41J,21 -3CS0573. 60 .07 t.O!> 3.61 4.03 s. 7 !l -.16 
<.R~SKOP !>0::4621u.54 1'.'U4UG!l.;!S -30!9.55t. 77 -i. 7:i ::.06 .32 -.01 3. 41! -.6e 
WIT WATER :;,,.:; f S•Ji=. 'ii~ 2H!2\163.19 -3QNl455, :J4 -1. u.:. - • 01 -1. 81 -2.0!> , 4U .04 LEEUKOP.SA 4VSo7:.5. 22 247)721.::~ -3104 !!37. :.1 -.4s -,37 -1. 4U -1.su - .13 .1 Q 
lliKOMlNKULU 4f7t4'j4,34 2~flY21 z. GS -31:+<f643.0S -1.14 '.u::, -1 .o::s -.91 2.34 ,59 
('";) t'llArJS~·l:.tiKCt' · 4V:l':l'J2'li.47 2lot!t~.oz -32!>6!:147. S1 -.67 -,y4 -1 • SY -1.81 -, Sil -.04 I 
N LCiUlSFTt. Sl0532C.1<! 1e<.IUt;'il7. o !! -326e!!o1. 69 1. 26 1 • 3 4 3.50 3. 8.5 .89 -.42 V1 
POTLO!:R 51Q1244.3.5 1<;7f515.43 -327C220.74 .01 • 2.5 .11 • 1 4 .21 .02 LU:llSI 4:!1:>6.S6.21 2!:061 ~l.66 -3340238.o? - , Yo. .02 -2.20 -2.37 .46 ,47 
M!:XR!Vl:R !>U2~'J.51. 2:$ 1 f9!>!JSU.UC! -.S4YC.:656,90 1. 30 -1 • !l.5 1. 71. 1 • 7 7 -2 .16 -,43 
:lLY :lE5ERG 4<,r1tB2.\iO 2106502.72 -34t3>'53.56 .47 -1 • 7 ( -1.36 -1. 2 ::! -1 • 81 .s2 
t.:OEG~KOP 4tE:>7~~-~1 2~'>''.:>151. l.'1 -.SSZS27E.C>6 - • 51 -1 • 55 -2.4\1 -2.70 -1.18 ,44 
M'PU~oE N 4'1450!>.3.11 !U7632':1.71 -2596691.59 • 61! 1. 04 2.S6 2.7Y .s2 -.c2 
KARSRIVI~R 4'144244,\IU 1 ~1l197'1,C9 -3587729.71 1. 92 -2.72 .s8· 1. 21 -3.21 • 2 2 
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-.117711-1.:')4 
TUJ- X T Lr>-Y 
1. UC - • 4•J 
- • 4 fJ 1 • )'.' 
• ') 7 -.3) 
.1 c .3~ 
-. 7Y • .:.u 
-.o7 • ~ 7 
-.54 -. ~·~ 
!!.4574 
S! Gt.~~ NOUGliT = 
CCVH~IANC': 1UTRIX 
TL N-Y TLN-Z ROT-X 
-.71Y4C4+0U2 .131152+Q<.J3 • l24453-0US 
.158604+QU.5 -.o<J!!~o'!+UU2 • 71:!2140-0CS 
-. :r,; o~o~+!Jt.!(! .25!:143+U03 .'17o913-CC5 
.732140-0U5 • 9761113-u:Js • 2U626-011 
• 141 l711-0U4 -.421393-UU4 -. 70:>2Y7-012 
• Z39871-0U4 -.154215-UU4 -.41U221-013 
- • 54:j9ZtJ-OfJ) • 709'; 2!!-UUS -.177542-02e 
CORR:UTIOrJ ~:.TRIX 
ru.-z C!OT-x RCT-Y P.QT-Z SCALE 
,57 .1 c -.79 - • !J 7 -.54 
- • .s 5 • .5ll ,4C .e7 - • 2Y 
1. uu • 51 -.93 -.47 • 2 'I 
.37 1.0C -.15 -.01 .cu 
-·. 93 -.15 1. 'JO .52 .ou 
- • 4 7 - • U1 • s z 1.00 • ('U 
• 2 ry •'.JC •'JC , !JO 1. OU 
ROT-Y ~uT-Z 
- • .S2U253-0U4 -.21u~9~-004 
.141770-0U4 • 23'>'871-QC4 
-. 421393-0•J4 -.16421:>-%4 
-.7Q52Y7-012 -.410221-013 
.:101629-011 .32.SZY:>-011 
















JET!Rl'lNAT!ON OF CATV" TRANSFCRMATIO~ PARAl'ETERS USING "MOLOOENSKl"S" MODEL 
FC~ T~E T~!NSFCRMATl~h : C~PE CATU~ ~C CJNVENTIONAL TERRESTRIAL CC.T.) 
TRANSFCR~ COPDL~R SAT!LLITE SYST!~ c~s~c 9Z-2J TO CONV~HTICNAL TERRESTRIAL cc.T.J SYSTEM EY 
Z-TRANSLAT!J~ = 4.0 ~=T~!S L-ROT!7:or1 = -.3 ARC SE:COtlDS 
N~~3ER OF CC~l'CN POINTS = 23 
T~ANSL~T!ON CO~PONE~TS (M!T~!S) 
XO= -13~.4 +/- 1.6 
YO= -113.2 +/- 1.3 
ZO= -297.5 +/- 1.4 
SCAL! coCTOR CCOORO. SYST!~J 
11 • 1 +I- 1. 5 F p·~ 
~JT~T!ON ANGLES CSECCNOS OF ARCJ 
~X= .363 







• 4 51 
T 'f;: P 0 H! T 0 F R 0 TAT IC N IS T 'i ! ~IE T W 0 R K IN IT ! AL P 0: NT • 
SCALE = -.5 PPI' 
C~RTESIAN ccc~cs OF ROTAT!Oh POINT: 4777935.98 22~0227.48 -35456Z2.42 
=LL!PSOIJAL CJC~CS CF ROTATION FCINT: -33.5932000 25.3044622 282.00 
-~-· 
PAGE 2 
C:!S:O~V~TIONS ltlD RESIGU~LS 
--------------------------G:cc:nc c1:cn:sr.::.t1 RESIDUALS ·ELLIPSOICAL 
x y z x y z LH LONG ~T 
PONT 515te'l3.U 2~7S293.'14 -2400431.26 -2.31 1 .10 -3.14 -3.47 Z.09 -.18 
J(.RANZBERG 514Y3Y7.07 2t91'JS7.17 -2626422.0S -1. 54 1.45 -2.00 -2.11 2.00 ~ 19 
THA:-lAl<OOS'i 50111377.JU ~9Q3e97.C5 -2651973.76 -.96 .33 -1.96 -2.06 .77 .21 
.'IAllN E '<HEIM 5~'l1~22.!!~ 22650~!!.54 -2740304.51 2.33 2. !.!:! 4.91 5.84 1. 73 • 8 3 
HAuIDA 5L'ii4743.90 · 2Ud5321.71 -2~72769.70 3.28 -2.38 4.1Y 4.72 -3.41 .C4 
MORGEIHOt, 513llS65. 54 24::!44?.:..51 -2e9C855.24 - .13 2.13 1.36 1.59 2.02 .1 0 
MOOICAM 4Y3.3S39.SO 2732706. 71 -2387742.11 -.29 - .1 s -.60 -.60 .oo -.01 
MAGWAZA 4736233. 73 3 t' 0 6 51 3. 7 5 -2946617. 37 -.as -2 .16 -1. 50 -1. 8::1 -1.80 -.36 
WIT SANK N 5.H:1121.0S 1t'J5173.39 -30SC231.37 -.07 -t.05 -3. 61 -4.03 -5.78 .1~ 
GRASKOP 5~4t339.55 11104123.<;3 -3079065.!J5 1 • 75 -:3.06 -.32 .01 -3.48 .68 (") 
I W ITWHER 513 / 64C.fl2 21~3C77.40. -307!3166.97 1. 04 .01 1. 81 2.05 -.40 - .c:. N 00 LE::UKOP.St. 4YU63Y8.4Q 2475~31.::6 -31'04547.73 .45 .37 1.40 1.50 .13 - .1 9 / 
INKOMINl<ULU 477c:>17.SO 2~'.l932Z. 7? -314~351.13 1.14 -2.05 1 •. 08 • ?1 -2.34 -.59 
FRAIJSMArlKOP 4'>'~~1~2.54 Z"t.67479.43 -3256556.9!! .67 .94 1. 59 1.57 .Si:l .04 
LOUISFTN 5L0.3455.'::6 1t9'J219.<;i4 -326!!501. 32 -1 • 26 -1. 34 -3.50 -3.83 -.S9 .42 
POTLOER S1J137Z.09 1"77632.~5 -32::9927.02 -.01 -.23 - .11 -.14 - • 21 -.02 
L US IS I '4~1 :>77C.OIJ ZS 1.l62Q3.13 -3339947.63 .96 -.02 2.20 2.37 -.46 -.47 
HEXRIV!!:P. SIJ2~16~.6i! 11\15165.33 -3'<9'j357.75 -1 • 30 1.83 -1. 71 -1.77 2.16 .43 
SLYDE:l:ORG 491f211<l.12 2rnoc1 ... 4: -34c366G.17 -.47 1. 77 1 • 36 1. 28 1. !J1 -.52 
COEG.UOP 4135924.'.Jc 2ns.2~1. 42 -3524';>!!5. 75 .51 1 • 5 5 2.49 2.70 1 .1 8 -.44 
M·PuMaE N 4"~~1G0::.45 3076434. 84 -259098. 32 - • 61! -1. 04 -2.56 -2. 79 -.52 .02 
l\ARSR!Vl':R 4Y44384.21J 1'!11092.50 -3587431. IJ2 -1. 92 2.72 -.Bo -1. 21 3. 21 -.22 
SRIT 44 5 'J ~ t 4 ':I 5. 71 2e675~9.54 -2767Y24.39 -1 .14 1 • 3 6 -.56 -.67 1. 73 -.09 
T~;1riSFOR~=: CCPPL:OR SATELLITE COCRD!NH':S Ri:SIOUALS 
x y z )( y z. UT LONG HT 
PO:IT 51Sf?St,YU 2~7!1190. 7•.; -24C0772.91 2. 31 -1.10 3.14 3,47 -2 .09 .ie 
!c. ~ A:i_·Z 3':R G 514Y7o1.51 2t9'J982.25 -26B71:!.64 1. 54 -1·,45 2.00 2 .11 - -2.co -.19 
THA'1AKOOS!i 5tJ1':1241.:>.5 zc,in3s92,43 -.202266.1)5 .9C -.33 1 • 9o 2.00 -.77 -.21 
MAtW:RHi:H1 5~91 .+95. ~~ 2~:49':!1. 24 -2741032.61) -2.33 -2.S!l -4. 91 -S.84 -1.73 -.E3 
HADlC~ 5,94~1:.:0 2C~57~1.c7 -287:!0SC.37 -3.2S 2. 3 ::s -4.19 -4.72 3.41 -.C4 
MOR G i:tl ZON 513~73<!.45 2424367.t4 -2591142.55 .1 3 -2 .1 8 -1. 36 -1. SY -2.02 -.10 
MOOlO~M 4Y~.H•J5.32 273259!!. ~3 -2seso34.05 .29 .15 .bO • 6 i:l .ou • c 1 
MAG..iAa 4lSta9e,17 3U!J640 5. 33 -;:94~91z.4'3 .OS 2.10 1. 50 1. 8!! 1.80 .36 
W IT6A11K N 53¢09~9.00 1()05040. 21 -3050578.69 .07 6.05 3. 61 4.03 5.78 - .16 
GRASKOP 5,41>21c.54 1Y04CQIJ,25 -3079356.77 -1.75 3.06 • 3;e -.01 3.48 -.6~ 
WIT:./ATER 513l50S.95 2182963.1? -3'J7S455.04 -1.04 -.01 -1. 81 -2.05 .40 .04 
L!::UKOP.SA 49~6765.22 2475721.82 -3104337.61 -.45 -.37 -1 • 40 -1.50 - .13 .19 (j 
IrlKOf'llNKULU 4t7o4S4, 34 2t'QY212.05 -3149643.05 -1 .14 2.05 -1 .O!S -.91 2.34 .59 I N 
FRA.NS~IANKOP 4Yets029. 4 7 2l6736 s. 02 -3256847. S1 -.67 -.94 -1. 59 -1. !! 7 -.58 -.04 
\.0 
LOUlSFTll 520332C.12 1~?0C97,C8 -32t:8801. !>9 1 • 2 6 1.34 3.50 3.83 .89 - .4 2 
POTLCER 5101244.33 1'>'77515.43 -3270220.74 .01 .23 . ,,. .1 4 .21 .02 
LU:llSI 4!!1!:>636.21 2!:> 1 61g2. ~ ~ -3340238.67 -.9-6 .oz -2.26 -2.37 .46 .47 
HEJ1;R!VIER 5U22'J31. <:e 17"5C50.C2 - 3 4 9 0 0-5 6 • 91) 1.30 -1. !33 L71 1. 77 -2 .16 -.43 
BLYDEo!:RG 4Y1/162.?0 2106502.72 -3463'>'53. 56 • :.7 -1. 77 -1. 36 -1. 2 !:i -1 • B 1 .52 
COEGAKOP 47l!573!.c81 2~QS151. 49 -3525273.06 -.51 -1 •. s 5 -2.49 -2.?u -1 .1 tl .44 
M'PUMcE " 41J4.S'J53.11 :!076329.71 -2596691. 59 .6~ 1 .04 2.so 2.7'i .52 -.02 KARSRIVI:R 4Y44244,'.IO 1'!1097Y.GQ -3557729.71 1. 92 -2.72 .BS 1 • 21 -3.21 .22 






























,35 • 45 
-.25 - • 09 
8. 457 4 
S!G"1A tlCUG'iT = 
COllARHNC!: MATP.IX 
TLN-Y TLl'>-Z ROT-X 
.5~46~3+000 -.7329S1+000 -. 349n1-ooe 
.177134+001 - • 346 5 0.3+UOD -.132979-005 
-,3465C3+1UC • 10531 ?+001 .3en90-ooe 
-.1329711-0US .3~7990-00t • 20626-011 
.1230e6-0US - • 222977-005 -.7C!>297-012 
.13171.3-005 -.!!:31125-006 -.410221-013 
-.173696-0U6 -.116603-005 -,C952.3e-031 
C:: «~EL Cl~ 0 tl 1"ATRIX 
TU~- Z ROT-X ROT-Y ROT-Z SCA Le 
-.32 -.13 • 31 .35 -.25 
-. 1 9 -.62 .33 .45 -.O'J 
1.IJO .17 -.56 -.29 -.55 
.17 1.uo - .1 5 -.01 .co 
-:- . s 6 -.15 1 • oc .52 .au 
-.20 -.u1 .52 1.00 .OU 
-.ss .oo .co .oc 1 • 00 
ROT-y ROT-z 
.376884-005 • 126132-005 
.123oso-ou5 .13174.5-005 


















0 ET = R, rn ! TI 0 N c F 0 AT u,., TRAN s F c R 'H TI 0 N p AR A,., E TE Rs us rn G .. v E 1 s. s.. :-i'o c = L 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
FOR Ji"E T'?AllS!'C:::M:.T:::Ori : OP: CHU~ TC CONVE!llTIOMAL TERREST::IIAL. tC.T.) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
TR4HSFCRM CCPPL~~ SAT!LL!T! SYSTE~ cis~c 9Z-2> TO CONVEMTIONAL T:~~ESTR1AL CC.T.) SYSTEM ey .. 
Z-TRA~~LATlOM = 4.0 MEJRES z-~OTiTION = -.S ARC SECONDS 
NU,BER OF co~~cu POINTS = 23 
T~A~SLAT!ON CO~PO~!NTS (M!TR!S> 
XO= -1~6.4 +/- 1.6 
YO= -113.2 '+/- 1.3 
zo= -2n.s +1- 1.4 
SCAL: FACTOR CCOORO. SYSTE:-1) 
11.1 +!- 1. 5 pp·~ 









• 4 '34 . 
T~E POINT OF ROTATION rs T~! NETWO~K INITIAL POINT. 
SCALE = -.:, PPM 
CART:SIAll cccr.os OF ROT.HIO:\ POH<T: 4777935.98 228C227.48 -~S45e22.42 






C~S!:RVHICt<S A tJO l(ESICU~LS 
--------------------------G::c::::rr~ C;?. T:: 5 I C. ~? . R::s.:::;u.:.Ls ELL!?SOICH 
x y z x y z. LAT LCN~ HT 
PC:lT 515r39!.n 2~7~293.'74 -2400431.26 -2.31 1.10 -3.14 -3.47 2.09 - .1 '! 
K ~;.tJZ3ERG 514'1'!..97. Q7 2t911JS7.17 -2626422.n -1.54 1 .45 -2.00 -2 .11 2.00 • 1 0 
Tl1AMAKOCSH 5U1"1377. 'J•J 2003697. cs -2651\173. 76 -.96 3' . - -1. 96 -2.06 .77 .21 
MMW ERH!:!rl 5<!91622.~3. 22o50~<J.54 -274C!:l04.51 2.33 2.s~ 4.91 5.84 1. 73 .83 
HAO! 0 A 5c!94743.9'l 2e:ise21. 71 -2872769.7') 3.28 -~.38 4 .19 4.72 -3. 41 .04 
MORGE~HO~I 513~S55.54 2424474.51 -2890!l55. 24 -.13 2 .1!S 1. 3:i 1. 5 'ii 2.02 .10 
MOO I QA:~ 4"1~.5339.80 2132700. 71 -2!!87742.11 -.29 - .1 5 -.ou -.68 .oo -.c1 
:-1 AGW AZA 4/36233.73 3Ut'6513. 75 -294C617.37 -.os -2 .16 -1.su -1. 8i:l -1.ao -.36 
WIT 3ANK N 5361121.05 16'J5173.39 -3050231.37 -.07 -6.05 -3 .61 -4.0.3 -5.73 .16 
GRASKOP 5<!41:339.55 1Y04123.?3 -307906~.05 1. 75 -3.06 -.32 .01 -3.48 . I:" (') I 
W ITWATER 513/64C.:J<! 218.SC77. 40 -307~156.97 1.04 .01 1 • 81 2.os -.40 
VJ 
-.C4 N 
LEEUKOP.SA 4\l8639e.49 2475~31.£6 -3104547.73 .45 .37 1.40 1.50 .13 -.19 
I:JKOMHJKULU 4176617.8(.) 2!!09.322.79 -3149.351.13 1 .14 -2.05 1. 08 .91 -2.34 -.59 
F RA tiS MANK OP 4"18~H2.54 Z't.674 79. 43 -32~~556.9'l .67 .94 1. 59 1. 87 • 5 8 .C4 
LOUISrT:l 528.3455. 86 1!:90219.~4 -326i!S'J1. 32 -1. 21: -1.34 -3.50 -3.83 -.89 .42 
POTLOER 51013?a.!JQ 1':177t32.e:5 -3269927.02 - • 'J1 -.23 -.11 - .1 4 - • 21 -.02 
L US IS I H1577C.OO 2~0~293.13 -3339947.63 • 9C: -.02 2.26 2.37 -.46 -.47 
HEXRIVIER 51J2216!!.!12 17951:5.3~ -349C357.75 -1. 3G 1.33 -1. 71 -1.77 2 .16 .43 
BLYDE:l.:RG 4"11129'1.12 211J6c14.43 -346366C.17 -.47 1. 77 1 • 36 1. 2 ti 1. 81 -.52 
co:.:;AKOP 4785924.06 22952'>1.42 -3524"135.75 .51 1 • 5 5 2.4Y 2.7U 1. 1 B -.44 
M • PU.'·1:1E tl 494.S1S~.45 3lJ76-i34.!;4 -259U9.!. 32 -.6S -1.04 -2.56 -2.79 -.52 .C2 
ORSRIVI::P. 4Y4.+334.20 n11'.l92.:a -3587431.02 -1. 92 2.72 -.38 -1.21 3. 21 -.22 
BRIT 41+ 5!J:l64':15. 71 Ze6758'1.54 -2707924.39 -1 .14 1. 36 -.56 -.67 1. 73 -.C9 
Tl< ArlSFOR MEO CCPPL!:R SAT:LLITE COOP.OI~AT=s RESIDUALS 
x z x y l LAT LCNG HT 
PO:H 515175e.90 20~100.7? -&:400772.?1 2.31 -1 .1 0 3.14 3.47 -2.09 .1P 
KR.:INZ3ERG 514Y761. 51 2 t ~ ll c ~ 2. 2 5 -2626713.64 1 • 54 -1. 45 2.ou 2.11 -2.00 - .19 
T hAM.l.KOOSH 5~11'1241.03 2~05SQ2.4~ . -26522.6t.05 • ':16 -.33 1.96 2.06 -.77 - • 21 
"IAfltl!::RHEI M 5014'~5.38 2l!>49~1.,4 -27411JS2.60 -2.33 -2. 'j(: -4.91 -5.84 -1.73 -.e3 
hAOIOA 5<!94618.60 2!_•357:11.67 -2S73U5C.37 -3.23 2 • .3 ~ -4 .1 't -4.?"C. 3.41 -.C4 
"l()RG!:tJZO'l 513':!7.32. 45 2424:3:7.64 -2!!91142.55 .13 -2 .1 !! -1.36 -1.59 -2.02 -.10 
MO'JlD.l.M 4u~57us. 32 2132593.93 -2!!1!!!034.05 .29 .1, .ou • !:8 .cu .01 
MAGWAZA 41.2609:.17 3l•'.l':>405.33 -2046':112.43 • 05 2.16 1.50 1 • s 0 1. !!O .36 
W l T 3 AtJK N 5.H:U9!!9.'JO 1~·J~C40.21 -30505n. 69 .u7 6.0~ 3. 61 4.03 5.75 -.16 
GRASKOP 524621C.54 1"'04CC!J.25 -307935c.77 -1.75 3.U6 .32 -.01 3.48 -.6~ 
lllT:.1.HER 513l5Ue.95 211::2763.19 -307"45~. 04 -1.04 -.01 -1. 31 -2.05 .40 .04 
L EEUKOP. SA ""e6765.22 2475721.1!8 -3104Z37. 61 -.45 -.37 -1.4U -1.5u -.13 .1 Q 
lNKOM!NKULU 41764'j4.34 2~011212.cs -3140643. 05 -1.14 2.os -1.0d -.91 2.34 .sQ (") 
I FRANSMAllKOP 4Y31jn9.47 22e73:S.C2 -32551!47.~1 -.67 -.94 -1.59 -1.37 -.5a -.04 w w 
LOUlSFTtl slo.n2c.12 1t 0fUCl"H. CS -326!!:l01.69 1.26 1. 34 3.50 3.83 .89 -.42 
POTLOER 5101244.3.3 1"7/515.43 -327022C.74 .01 .23 .11 .14 • 21 .02 
LUillSI 4~1~6-3e.21 2:>1Jo1S2.l!> -3340232.57 -.96 .02 -2.26 -2. 3 7 .46 .47 
~EXRIVIER 5U2~031.28 1795C5C1.02 -3490.656.90 1. 3U -1 • 33 1. 71 1. 77 -2 .1 6 -.43 
:lLYDt::!ERG 4Y1f1t>2.9,U 210~5CZ.72 -3403\153.56 .47 -1 • 7 7 -1.36 -i. 2d -1. a·1· .52 
CCEGAKOP 4tE:>78=. 81 2'15151.~'? -352527e. 06 -.51 -1. 55 -2.49 -2.71.l -1.10 • 4 4 
:-. • PU:4 SE: II 494.5053.11 3C7':329.71 -2596601.59 .68 1. 04 2.56 2.79 .52 -.C2 
11.t.RSRIV!::R 4'>'44244.90 1!'.1 1J979.Q'l -3587729. 71 1.92 -2. 72 • 8!! 1. 21 -3.21 .22 





























1. 00 .2~ 
.26 1.au 
-.32 - .19 
-.15 • 63 
-.79 -.46 
-.46 - • 23 
-.25 -.09 
• 
REF!R!HCE VARI!NCE = 8.4574 
SIGl'A ~ICUGHT = 
cova1ANC: :HT~IX 
TL ~1-Y ru.-z dA dU dV SOLE 
• 51:46,n+ooo -.732931+0UU -. 37!:!99?:!-006 -.355HB-OU5 -.1776e4-0C5 -.e33133-C06 
.177134+001 -.34e5Cl3+ooo .12no5-o::i5 -.10~359-0US - • 717724-IJ06 -.173000-CC'o 
-.346503+1JUU .19531'H001 .133211-007 .217946-005 .101111-ocs -.1H603-0Cl5 
• 12Y205-0U~ .133211-UU7 • 2357 36-011 -.275031-012 -. 27437:l-012 -.344692-C29 
-.HS359-00S .217Q46-005 -. 275031-012 • 756656-011 .".335493-011 -.536422-C29 
- • 717724-IJl.)1: .107171-005 -.27437!!-012 • 335493-011; • 55 0373-011 -.372CSO-C29 
-.173696-001: -.11 e~03-0IJ5 -. 3446"'2-029 -.536422-0,9 -.37lO!lU-029 .233113-C11 
CORR<:LATIO"l ~ATRIX 
TL:l-Z cJA dU clV SCALE 
-.32 -.15 -.79 -.46 -.25 
- .19 . {: ~ - • t.6 -.23 -.09 
1.00 .U1 .57 .33 -.55 
• 01 1. 00 - • 'J7 -.05 .ou 
• s 7 -.01 1. IJC • 5 2 .co 
.3 3 -.os • 5 2 1. 00 .oo 
-.55 .oo .oo .oo 1. OU 
